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Presentation

The following is the final version of the Report or the Working Group on
Urbanization (WG/U), adopted at the Rabat Meeting of the Water Supply and
Sanitation Collaborative Council (7-10 September 1993).

The Rabat Meeting was the conclusion of the WSSCC action programme
launched in the Oslo Meeting of September 1991. Tne so-called "Oslo Working
Groups" (Country Level Collaboration, Urbanization, Opera tion & Maintenance,
Applied Research, Information Management, Information, Education &
Communication and Gender Issues) presented their final reports to the Council
membership in Rabat At the same meeting, it was decided to confer a WSSCC
mandate to some specific foUow-up activities to be undertaken by specialized
institutions and interested members ("mandated activities"). It was thus agreed
that the follow-up work of the Working Group on Urbanization should be
undertaken in the framework of a new WSSCC mandated activity, whose tasks
include the dissemination of WG/Ufindings and the gathering of feedback from
the field, building on the information bank and on the network that have been
established by the WG/U itself. The title of this mandated activity is "WSSCC
Network on Services for the Urban Poor". UNCHS (Habitat), the Government of
Italy, CERFE, USAID, the Environmental Health Project (formerly WASH) and
WEDC (UK) form the operational "Core Group" of the Network

In addition, an alliance has been forged between the WSSCC Network on
Services for the Urban Poor and the USAID/ WASH Peri-Urban Network, which
publishes the "Voices from the Gty" newsletter. The members of the Core Group
serve in the newsletter's Editorial Board.

CERFE, the Rome research institution that performed the role of scientific
and operational Secretariat of WG/U, will continue to manage and update the
information bank and to gather feedback from the field. Experts and professionals
interested in the activities of the network or who want to become part of it can
contact CERFE for further Information.

This Report is composed of threz volumes. The first one is the "Executive
Summary", containing a short description of the main issues and findings. The
second volume contains the "WG/U Main Report", with the above mentioned
issues and findings treated in greater detail. Tne third volume is the report of the
discussion on Urbanization at the Rabat meeting, where the Executive Summary
and Main Report were publicly discussed and adopted.
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1. The scale of urbanization

1.1 By the end of the century, 45% of the population of developing countries- some 2.25 Billion
people - will be living in cities. Water and sanitation utilities and municipal governments have to
translate the quality of life expectations of these huge numbers of people into functioning
infrastructure, public policy, legal measures and social and community services. In recent years,
the view has gained currency that urban growth cannot be reversad but that ILS effects must be
managed. This task is especially difficult in developing countries, where large numbers of city
dwellers live below the poverty line in underscrved, degraded and illegal settlements.

1.2 The peri-urban sector, the term adopted by the Urbanization Working Group to describe the
variety of these environments - squatter settlements, overcrowded tenements and boaiding houses
in inner cities, illegal subdivisions, etc - is often the dominant partem of dry living in developing
countries. Rather than a deviation from the normal process of urbanization, or a transitory way of
sheltering migrants, peri-urbanization must thus be acknowledged as a distinct process of
producing cities, with its own features of constitution, growth and change overtime.

2. The Working Group on Urbanization

2.1 Urbanization, and particularly the urgent needs of low-income urban communities, was one of
seven priority issues identified by the Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council at ¡cs
meeting in Oslo in September 1991. The Council mandated a Working Group on Urbanization to
assess the most suitable ways of achieving sustainable progress in the provision of water and
sanitation services to the urban poor, and to report to the Rabat meeting in September 1993.

2.2 The Urbanization Working Group had a total of 61 members, including participants from both
developing and industrialized countries. Based on a comprehensive review of research work and
experience gained in the sector. Group members saw the need to address two key areas of concern
which have been largely neglected in the past, but which are fundamental to the achievement of
sustainable water supply and sanitation coverage to the poor in developing country cities:

- Lack of knowledge of the peri-urban sector, coupled witfi a failure to appreciate its
importance, causes serious technological, economic and institutional mistakes: a better
understanding of the peri-urban sector and ayailability of information on settlements to be
served arc crucial elements for the sustainable extension of service coverage.

• Enabling sector institutions to recover both capital and operating costs and to gain access to
financial resources is crucial. Indeed, the lack of cost consciousness and of mechanisms for
cost recovery and economic sustainability or. the par, of water and sanitation utilities has so
far ail but precluded their access to long-term C2pitil markets - the only way to finance
large-scale extension of coverage.

2.3 Thc.se two key areas of concern underlie the Working Group's call for action contained in this
document. To address them, the Working Group has identified six inter-rclatcd strategic éléments,
and lias developed a basis for action and guidelines for immediate action for each element. The
elements are: security of tenure and other legal issues: peop!;'s participarion: adequate cost
recovery and resource mobilization: availability of technological options: institucional reform and
capacity building; and water rcsouiccs conservation and management.

ÜRB '.'•'SSCC Work!"s G'°"<''
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3. Securiiy of tenure

Basis for action

3.1 Foil legal régularisation of land tenure should not fae considered a prerequisite for water and
sanitation service provision. Local governments and utilities should work together to identify the
minimum level of legal recognition of settlements that is necessary to guarantee security of tenure
and to provide services. They should then gather data and information on peri-urban sedemenrs in
order to plan and design sustainable extension of service coverage.

3.2 Mutual recognition and the gradual upgrading of peri-urban settlements may then lead, in due
course, to full tenure regularizarion. Indeed, tenure reguiarizarion can be seen as a step somewhere
along the upgrading process which is based on mutual recognición.

3.3 Extension of basic services should be based on this mutual recognition between authorities and
peri-urban settlement communities. Involvement of peri-urban communio'cs, including their
willingness to pay for services, and the commitment of local governments and WSS utilities to
provide services to informal settlements should both be considered indispensable requirements.

Guidelines for immediate action

3.4 Governments should give utilities the legal right to provide WSS services to illegal settlements, by
not subjecting this action to the unreasonable requirements of formal master plans.

3.5 WSS utilities should encourage and support the establishment, on the pan of local governments, of
a single authority or office with competence on land use and tenure rcgularizarion in informal
settlements (permits, property titles, cadastral registers, etc), capable of speeding up the
achievement of the minimum level of legal recognition necessary for providing services.

3.6 ESAs and governments should employ trained intermediaries (eg paralegals or barefoot lawyers)
to work as legal aides and advocates at community level. NGOs can also take the initiative in
addressing legal issues ac local level, by employing paralegals. NGOs may also be used as
intermediaries by ESAs, governments and utilities.

3.7 Institutions with useful information on informal settlements - local governments, utilities, property
registries - should zct up and joindy manage "interactive" cadastral databases to facilitate
evaluation of land régularisation applications and to coordinate information management among
different sectoral spheres of competence.

3.S Available computer applications for the acquisition, management and analysis of topographic.
cadastral and socio-economic data on peri-urban settlements should be disseminated by ESAs. and
subsequently by national sector agencies, to enable local governments, utilities and NGOs to plan
and implement upgrading initiatives.

3.9 Governments should ensure women's access to security of tenure, for instance by removing
existing obstacles to their signing contracts or deeds together with their male panncrs- or without
them in the case of women-headed households.

4. People's participation

Basis Tor action

4.1 Partnership is an essential feature of the provision of waier and sanitation services. To guarantee
adequate project design and efficient and effective management, &\c partnership needs lo include
ail the agencies involved (government agencies, utilities, banks, i\'GOs. grassroots organizations

LTRB
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and consumer groups). Government with the support of ESAs, should provide the legal,
institutional and policy framework necessary to facilitate this partnership and remove obstacles
preventing people's participation, especially those hampering the full involvement of women.

4.2 Organizing effective people's participation in the development and management of water and
sanitation services requires specific skills and outreach services from government agencies, WSS
utilities, NGOs and grassroots organizations. ESAs should provide opportunities for capacity
building specifically aimed at enabling these organizations to implement participatory projects.

Guidelines for immediate action

43 Local governments and WSS utilities should establish specialized units or cadres to deal with peri-
urban communities and should implement awareness and information programmes to encourage
positive attitudes towards people's participation.

4.4 When formulating projects, particular attention should be paid to the instruments to be used - the
loci of participation, the modalities of public meetings and consultations with community
members, and the like — to ensure that women arc involved and that their opinions are taken into

. account. Special patience and perseverance may be necessary to overcome women's resistance to
participation, such as difficulties in expressing themselves before a maJc-dorninatcd audience The
primary Environmental Care (PEC) approach may offer guidance on implementation of
participatory processes in peri-urban settlements.

4.5 To assess the potential of any particular project activity, the implementing agency needs to identify
the local resources available, not only in relation to technical and financial inputs, but also in terms
of human resources — ic individuals and groups whose opinions carry weight in pcri-urban
communities and whose actions can affect their development.

4.6 ESAs need to revise regulations, condirionalirics and programming requirements to facilitate
people's participation in project planning and execution, since participatory approaches require
flexibility in implementation and longer ¿me frames.

5. Cost recovery and resource mobilization

Basis for action

5.1 Sound financial management of utilities is a prerequisite for gaining access to capital markets to
finance new investments and to sustain WSS services. National governments, local authorities and
WSS agencies need to change their policies on tariffs and cost-recovery in accordance with this
principle.

5.2 It is necessary, however, to single out specific, demand-driven approaches to the question of cos:
recovery in the pcri-urban sector, bearing in mind the prevailing social and economic situation and
the specific mechanisms of the informal sector— income structures, employment levels ,
alternatives for savings and credit. In this context, development of methodologies to assess
willingness and ability to pay of pcri-urban communities is a crucial need,

Guidelines for immediate action

5.3 WSS utilities need to adopt modern management practices and information systems, including
appropriate cos: accounting, cusióme: account management, and a consumcr-orienicd approach
(collection of users' complaints, information, suggestions, etc), to improve their efficiency and
create an atmosphere of trust for potential investors.

ORB '•'''SSCC '-'''ni-^itç G<~0'-<¡'
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5.4 Although full cos: recovery should be the basic principle for sound financiai management, it docs
not preclude the application by WSS utilities of cross subsidies bcrween projects, consumer
groups, or others.

5J5 Transfer of resources from censal governments should be necessary only in special circumstances.
In those cases, ic should be directed a: subsidizing the demand rather than the supply, thus ensuring
adequate targeting to ïhz urban poor 2nd sound financial management of the utility. Government
subsidies need to be specific, transparent and temporary.

5.6 ESAs should launch initiatives aimed at training NGOs, banks and WSS utilities co make and
recover loans in peri-urban areas (eg revolving fund schemes to allow households to connect to
WSS networks). ESAs and governments should be willing to test incremental or gradual credit
schemes, as well as the performance of groups of inhabitants and grassroots organizations in
repaying loans ("solidarity guarantees").

5.7 Governments should remove the legal obstacles preventing women from gaining access to credit,
giving them the same rights as men in the signature of loan contracts. Women's needs and
opinions should be taken into consideration when devising repayment schedules and outreach
mechanisms for credit schemes.

5.8 Recent research has shown that willingness to pay for improved water supplies is generally high.
Nevertheless, willingness to pay needs to be assessed case by case and should form the basis of
tariff systems and credit schemes. Both women and men should be consulted, to gain an
understanding of the actual behaviour of households and their real willingness and capacity to pay.
The key role played by women in building families' willingness to pay needs to be recognized

6. Appropriate technologies

Basis for action

6.1 Appropriate technology for pcri-urban areas docs not mean simply low-cost technology. It means
technology which is tailored to the specific conditions - the gcomorphological feaau"cs of pcri-
urban sites, the dynamics of growth and change in informal settlements, the effective demand for
particular levels of service, compatible operation and maintenance requirements and, not least,
affordabUiry.

6.2 Developing appropriate technological options and design solutions for the complex and difficult
physical and socio-economic conditions in the majority of pcri-urban areas demands a higher level
of engineering skills than is traditionally required for rural and formal urban WSS services.

Guidelines for immediate action

6.3 ESAs and national sector agencies should help WSS utilities to develop guidelines for carrying out
assessments of available technological options. It would be particularly useful to develop
performance indicators linked to the various service levels, to help in the selection of those which
best suit local circumstances and will ensure sustainabilicy on the basis of efficiency in the use of
imputs and in relación to evolving local realiries.

6.4 Planners of WSS projects need to take into consideration that pcri-urban settlements arc
economically productive areas - not just residential areas.

6.5 As die main criterion for technology choice, planners should endeavour to and out directly from
the main users (normally women) what features the proposed service needs to have. They should
pay special attention to the usos oí" water in household activities - usually carried out by women -
Such as laundry, food preparation, washing children, cleaning the house.

t/RB
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6.6 Extreme caution should be exercised when considering the transfer of technological options from
the rural 10 the peri-urban context.

6.7 ES As should assist national sector agencies in implementing training and awareness programmes
to change the anirudc of utility professionals towards the selection and application of appropriate
technology options. It is necessary to overcome the rigid adherence to conventional standards mat
prevails in engineering culture and to encourage inicrdisciplinary work.

6-8 ESAs, NGOs and WSS utilities should avoid building communal or public WSS services (eg
water points, public toilets) on sites that arc difficult to access, or too distant from households, or
that do not preserve the right to privacy. Such features are particularly dctrimentaj for women and
children, who should be the most frequent users of these services.

7. institutional reform and capacity building

Basis for action

7.1 The first target of institutional reform and capacity building should be to make sector institutions
work by enhancing their financial and administrative efficiency. Beyond the need to improve the
capacity of WSS utilities to perform their traditional duties, however, there is an important
challenge to develop new capacities to provide services under the specific conditions of peri-urban
areas.

7.2 Policy frameworks need to be developed at national level to address the roles, responsibilities and
support needs of sector institutions in the delivery and management of WSS services in peri-urban
areas. This docs not only mean achieving the optimum performance of individua] agencies in the
provision of pcri-urban services, but also promoting and supporting the establishment of
partnerships among agencies.

Guidelines for immediate action

7.3 Human resources development (HRD) programmes should first of all aim at enabling utilities and
sector institutions to attract and retain sufficient numbers of suitably qualified personnel, including
those equipped to deal effectively with pcri-urban service provision. HRD programmes should
include:

• adoption of competitive, market-based salary levels and benefits;

• establishment of adequate career structures, incentives and evaluation procedures;

• provision of training opportunities linked to career progression;

- retraining of available staff in customer relations and community liaison and development
activities;

- retraining of WSS personnel to improve their capabilities in dealing with ihc non-technical
aspects of the deli very and management of services in pcri-urban areas;

• special emphasis on enhancing capabilities in sanitation and sewerage development.

7.4 Involvement of the private sector should be encouraged by national governments and actively
sought by utilities, which should explore possibilities for creating new roles for private companies
in the provision of WSS services.

7.5 ESAs and national sector agencies should actively encourage the establishment or inter-
instituuonaJ and interdisciplinary working groups with spending and decision-making powers, as
an innovative institutional arrangement to coordinate and promote upgrading of peri-urban areas

ORB V*'SSCC Wor',;in$
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and their integration into the dry. In l2rgc decs or metropolitan areas, several such units could be
created on a decentralized basis.

1.6 ES As and national sector agencies should actively encourage WSS utilices 2nd NGOs to develop
mechanisms for NGOs to act as intermediaries or surrogate service providers to pcri-urban
communities when legal, administrative or other constraints prevent direct service provision by
WSS utilities.

7.7 Local governments and WSS utilities, with the help of NGOs and citizens' groups should zsszss
the exisrirjg roles, responsibilities and capabilities of agencies dealing with pcri-urban WSS
services in their locality, to help define possible institucional reforms.

8. Water resources conservation and management

S. 1 This theme has featured prominently in several recent international consultations (eg ICWE —
Dublin, UNCED -Rio). Important new developments are under way in the fields of applied
research and policy analysis on issues like solid waste management and water resources pollution,
hazardous wastes, water requirements and waste generation by small-scale and cottage industries.
The Urbanization Working Group has discussed and endorsed some key concepts from the
international debate. These are summarized below and amplified in the Group's Main Report

Basis for action

5.2 Local governments, in partnership with other agencies, should be encouraged to develop an
integrated approach to the delivery and management of environmental infrastructure - water
supply, sanitation, solid waste disposal and drainage. In this context, extension of sanitation
coverage to peri-urban areas needs to be recognized as a means of enhancing water resource
protection.

5.3 Conservation and sustainable use of water resources require the development and implementation
of a comprehensive framework of economic and regulatory instruments and incentives, as well as
concurrent public information activities and enhancement of monitoring and surveillance
capabilities-

Guidelines for immediate action

5.4 Governments, with the help of ES As. should explore practical ways of applying economic and
regulatory incentives and instruments (eg the "polluter pays principle") to protect water resources.
In this context, monitoring 2nd surveillance should be enhanced and undertaken systematically, to
help prevent water pollution and improve water management.

8.5 WSS utilities should improve their own water conservation, through control of physical water
losses, including leakage detection programmes, and improved measuring and charging
mechanisms to reduce unaccounted-for water.

8.6 The fact that extension of sanitation services to pcri-urban areas also protects water resources
provides an added incentive for WSS utilities to explore ways of stimulating demand for sanitation
and extend coverage, with Lhe participation of the users.

8.7 Governments should adopt economic 2nd regulatory incentives to enhance water conservation and
urban wastewater reuse, as ways of casing u-atcr shorugc problems and to facilitate collection 2nd
treatment of u-astc

URB
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9, Waiters requiring further research and empírica./ testing
9.1 The Urbanization Working Group singled out a number of manors that need runhcr investigation

through research, collecrion and exchange of documentation, 2nd empirical resting. These issues
could be addressed in any fuotre activities of the Working Group which may be approved at the
Rafaac meeting.

9.2 ESAs, national and local governments and sector agencies, utilities and NGOs arc urged to design
and implement applied research and information dissemination programmes in relation to the
following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

Intermediace legal options for security of tenure in informal sediments.

Simplified institutional arrangements and bureaucratic procedures for cadastral registration
and settlement rcgufarization.

Rationalization of bureaucratic spheres of competence and procedures to grant legal ride to
tenure (or similar).

Policies and mechanisms to provide services to vulnerable groups (eg renters) and protect
their interests when undertaking legal recognition and settlement upgrading, without
blocking these processes.

Policy and legal instruments to facilitate service provision to settlements which, although
they fail outside the territorial jurisdiction of local authorities, arc part of the urban structure.

Effective ways of sharing responsibility for projects (financial resources, labour,
management, etc) and for the operation and maintenance of completed works among
implementing agencies. WSS utilities and local communities (the desirable scope and level
of community participation vary with the socio-culruraJ context).

Feasibility of implementation and functionality of existing tariff systems in relation to the
goal of full cost recovery.

Comparative advantages of available mechanisms for equitable cost recovery (cross
subsidies, single tariff with direct subsidies to poorest groups, and so on).

Practical mechanisms and institutional arrangements for breaking down large loans from
financing organizations into the small Joans needed for participatory approaches in peri-
urban settlements.

10. Application of economic penalties and incentives, such as those based on the polluter pays
principle, to environmental conservation and sustainable use of water resources.

11. Requirements and constraints relating to private sector involvement (eg guarantees offered
by local and national governments, low revenues of WSS services, cost recovery
frameworks, clear and stable rules, etc) and effectiveness of the various degrees of privare
sector involvement, including full privatization, in extending and improving services for the
poor.

12. Technical solutions for adapting WSS systems to the shelter and infrastructure conditions of
the peri-urban sector.

13. Patterns and requirements of household activities - food preparation, ¡sundry, personal
hygiene, house cleaning - in relation to water use, so thai women's needs can be taken into
consideration when formulating projects.

M. Guidelines for the practical application of panicipjtory principles."

LfRB
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Foreword

In recent years, it has become increasingly dear that, ail attempts
— at stopping or reversing urban growth having failed, the urban poor
J need to be viewed as a priority target group for government action

and development assistance. In particular, urban fringe areas and
I squatter settlements - whose explosive growth is a common

denominator in developing country cities - have been traditionally

I neglected in the development aid picture because they were felt to be

unruly, transitory phenomena that the process of development
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would somehow take care of in due course.

Recent research has shown, however, that urban informal
settlements, once they are formed, tend to be remarkably stable, and
that many such communities are showing great resourcefulness in
endeavouring to improve their habitat, with little orno external help.
In a word, that it should be possible for governments, development
agencies and NGOs to work successfully with peri-urban
communities in infrastructural and shelter improvement projects.

Our experience with the WSSCC Working Group on Urbanization
has demonstrated that in undertaking this exercise we have responded
to a very real demand, that is felt by many in the water sector. Such
a demand, we have found, is first of all for knowledge, that can then
be translated into tools for action that are based on an understanding
of the dynamics of settlement formation and evolution, and on better
knowledge of how the various agents interact in each situation.

Such knowledge on how cities change and grow is necessary to
develop an altogether new urban development paradigm for the
developing country city of the 21st Century. An urban development
paradigm based on the real city, that does not ignore what is already
there in favour of abstract formulations, as is still so often the case.



The interest shown by Working Group members was remarkable.
We have worked with 61 colleagues from many countries and
international agencies, and several more were indirectly involved.
This has certainly made the group a little difficult to manage, but it
has also made it possible to draw on a wide array of backgrounds,
affiliations, and field experiences.

The Government of Italy is happy to have been able to contribute
to the international debate on such a crucial subject through the
Collaborative Council, which is quickly proving to be an excellent
arrangement to mobilize the collective expertise of the water and
sanitation sector.

Min. Píen. Antonio Catalano di MelilÜ
Deputy Director General, MAE/DGCS
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The Working Group's Mandate

Urbanization was one of the six key themes of the Oslo Meeting of the
Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council (September 1991). The
theme was introduced by a substantive keynote paper presented by UNCHS
(Habitat), and the urgent needs of low-income urban communities featured
prominently in discussions throughout the meeting.

A consensus was reached at the Oslo Meeting on the need to develop
new approaches to provide a framework for increased investment in
programmes to serve the urban poor. Participants in working sessions
devoted to Urbanization proposed that the Council establish a specific
Working Group to develop action-oriented recommendations on the most
suitable ways of achieving sustainable progress in the provision of water and
sanitation services to the urban poor.

The plenary session that concluded the Oslo Meeting endorsed the need
for a Working Group on Urbanization. Several Council members from
developing co un tries and externalsupportagendes volunteered to participate,
and the Working Group began to organize its activities soon after Oslo.

Coordination and operational support to the Working Group have been
assured by the Directorate General for Development Cooperation (DGCS) of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy (MAE).

The Scale of Urbanization

The urban share of population is growing rapidly all over the world -
from 29% in 1950 to an expected 48% in the year 2000 and 57% in 2025. The
overall number of urban residents has increased four-fold in the last 40 years.



By the end of the century, in developing coun£ries,-2.25fiíTííõn people - tally
45% of the population- will be living in cities. Water and sanitation utilities and
municipal governments are thus in the position of having to translate the quality
of life expectations of great numbers of people into functioning infrastructure,
publicpolicy^legalmeasuresandsocialand community services. In recentyears,
the view that urban growth cannot be reversed, but that its effects must be
somehow managed, has gained currency. This task is especially difficult in
developing countries, where large numbers of city dwellers live below the
poverty line in underserved, degraded, and illegal settlements.

The peri-urban sector, the term adopted by WG/U to describe the variety of
shelter alternatives utilized by the urban poor-squattersettlements, overcrowded
tenements and boarding houses ¿n inner dues, ¿legal subdivisions, etc. -is often
the dominant pattern of city living in developing countries. Rather than a
deviation from the "normal process of urbanization or a transitory way of
shelteringmigrants, peri-urbaruzationmust thus beackno wledged as a distinctive
process of producing cities, with its own features of constitution, growth and
change over time.

The conditions of peri-urban settlements are generally worse than
inadequate, both in terms of shelter and infrastructure. Lack of economic
resources, coupled in many developing countries with an unfavourable policy
environment, has been a key constraintin definingand pursuing long-term goals
for the extension of basic settlement infrastructure and services, preeminent
among which are drinking water supplies and excreta sanitation, which directly
affect the living environment and the very survival of people.

In developing countries, typically a low proportion of central government
expenditure is directed towards human settlement infrastructure. Expenditure
by international support and financing organizations is also low, in proportion
to other sectors. Moreover, most of the publicity and media attention regarding
the environment focuses on global issues such as deforestation, ozone depletion
and biodiversity. Problems related to the living environment of people receive
comparatively little attention, although they affect human life and health more
directly, on a day to day basis.

The interest shown by the recent United Nations Conference on the
Environment and Development (UNCED, Rio 1992) in themes related to the
quality of human settlements is therefore a welcome sign. In fact, the
recommendations of UiVCED, embodied in Agenda 21, feature increased
investment in settlement upgrading as a prominent strategic option. It is our
hope that UNCED's call is heeded, and that the recommendation's of this report
may contribute- to the definition of the approach underlying such increased
investment.
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Areas of Concern and Strategic Elements

The VVSSCC Working Group on Urbanization, after having carried out a
comprehensive review of research work and experience gained in the sector, has
come to the conclusion that achieving sustainable progress in the extension of
water supply and sanitation coverage to the poor m developing country dues
depends on effectively addressing two key areas of concern that have been largely
neglected in the past

i) lack of knowledge of the peri-urban sector, coupled with a failure to appreciate
its importance, causes serious technological, economic, and institutional mistakes;
a better understanding of the peri-urban sector, and the availability of information
on the settlements to be served, are thus crucial elements for the sustainable
extension of service coverage;

ii) enabling sector institutions to recover both capita! and operating costs and to
gain access to financial resources is crucial; indeed, the lack of cost consciousness
and of mechanisms for cost recovery and economic sustainability on the part of
water and sanitation utilities has so far all but precluded their access to long-term
capital markets - the only way to finance large-scale extension of coverage.

These two key areas of concern underlie the call for action contained in this
report. The Working Group has identified six strategic elements that have to be
taken into accountin order to effectively address both areas of concern. The order
of presentation is the same used for the WG/U preparatory documents and does
not imply a judgment on the relevance of the strategic elements, since they have
all been recognized by the Working Group to be interrelated and to have an
important impact on the areas of concern outlined above. The elements are:
security of tenure and other legal issues; people's participation; adequate cost
recovery and resource mobilization; availability of appropriate technological
options; institutional reform and capacity building; and water resources
conservation and management.

Each of the six strategic elements is the object of a chapter of this report. The
research carried out by the Working Group has also identified a number of gaps
in knowledge and information exchange, that constitute serious constraints to
sustainable service extension in peri-urban areas. A reasoned list of such knowledge
gnps is given in Chapter 7.



.Research Activities and Recommendations

The magnitude and complexity of the Working Group's task made it necessary
to draw on the expertise and viewpoints of a wide cross-section of the Collaborative
Council membership. It was thus decided to forward the Working Group's Terms of

• Reference to a list at prospective. WG/U members; chosen for their knowledge of urban
issues, inviting the presentation of inputs that, in their view, could be relevant to the
study at hand. Many Council members answered the Coordinator's call, by sending
their inputs-desk evaluations, published and unpublished materíal,acaderruc work,
statistical data, case studies ana suggested policy formulations - and commenting on
the Terms of Reference.

Subsequentely, Working Group members commented on the Strategy Outline
gaper that was intended as the basis for the research. A Core Group Meeting in

ene va, in November 1992, defined the nature of the Working Group's outputs and
the contents of the WG/U Strategy Outline, setting the criteria for the research effort
that ensued.

The WG/U Report is based not only on the numerous inputs submitted by the
61 members of the Working Group, but also on the consultation of other publications
and reports already in possession of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Italy, or
present in one of the various data bases managed by CERFE - Centro di Riccrai c
Documentazions Febbraio 74, the Rome research institution that has been appointed
to perform the functions of scientific and operational Secretariat to the Working
Group.

The research activity of the Working Group consisted in a systematic survey,
carried out by CERFE, on the 271 documents present by 31 December 1992 in the
WG/U Data Base. The 271 documents or sources contain 400 analysis units (called
studies or texts in this report), equal to 14,000 pages. The filing of the information
contained in the documents into a Macintosh computer was based not only on formal
criteria (date of publication, author, title, number of pages, etc.) but also on the
informatization of the findings of the analysis of each of the 400 units, particularly
those related to the main constraints and resources highlighted, to the branches of
knowledge and of disciplinary specialization present in the documents, to the
interventions described and to the actors mentioned, etc.

A code composed by a letter and a progressive number (ex. Wl3S,C34,etc.)has
b<»en attributed to each analysis unit or text. References in brackets present in the text
of this report refer to this code. The complete list of the texts, with their respective
codes, is given in Annex 5.
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Although many more are mentioned, peri-urban WSS projects that are
thoroughly identified and described in the 400 studies examined number 67, For
these 67 projects, the folio wing information is in fact a vaila ble: irnplemen ting agency
and its social and institutional counterparts; duration; cost; the social, environmental
and economic outcome of the project and an evaluation oí its degree of success. Out
of the 67 interventions, there are 31 that can be considered, on the whole, successful.

I The WG/U Data Base is not so much a data bank as an information bank, which

can be viewed as a cross between an archive, a survey and a traditional data bank. The
decision to carry out a systematic analysis on a large number of documents rather

I than studying a small number of significant cases, as is often done in the field of

international development cooperation, was by no means the obvious one, and
therefore deserves justification. The main reason why this approach was preferred is

•
the conviction that at the preséntame, in the field of urban water and sanitation, it

is not so much a knowledge of individual succesful experience that is lacking, as the
overall framework regarding the roles, responsibilities and support needs of the

: various agents involved in service delivery and maintenance.
• As regards the representativity of the survey, the following considerations

apply.
| *The documents have mostly been submitted by persons active in the field, who, one

presumes, have chosen the most significant information in their possession.
• The oldest documentation dates back to 19S3, while most studies (over 70%) were
published in 1991 and 1992. Itcan therefore be said that the WG/U Data Base consists
entirely of recent documentation.

* Distribution by geographic area is slightly biased in favour of Latin America.
However, the significant presence of data on all regions, as well as a good breakdown
between the local, national and regional levels, guarantees sufficient geographic and
territorial representativity. Furthermore, the WG/U Data Base contains information
on virtually all major developing country cities.

It may therefore be said that our information bank is quite representative, even
if not in strictly statistical terms (since the 400 studies in the archive are at any ratea
sample of an unknown universe). A more thorough assessment of the representativity
of the survey, as well as of the reliability and validity of the sources, is given in the
WG/U Research Report, which will be available for consultation at the Rabat Meeting
of the Collaborative Council.

• The research effort permitted the identification of constraints, resources, matters
of debate, and ideas & suggestions on each of the six strntsgic elements of the WG/U
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Strategy Outline. This research material, presented in the WG/U Working Documents,
was analyzed and debated at the Siena Meeting (25-2S April 1993), fay 27members of
the Working Group who represented - in almost equal proportions - developing
countries and external support agendes. Many members who were unable to attend
the Siena Meeting sent their comments in writing.

The resulting recommendations - a basis for action and guidelines for immediate
action,as well as further recommendations, on each of the six strategic elements identified
by the Working Group - are given in the following chapters. A tool-kit approach has
been adopted in their formulation, to keep recommendations relevant, concise and to
the point, and to identify,, to the largest possible extent, who should be responsible for
each of the recommended actions.

I

I
I
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- the fifth part gives the Working Group's recommendations on the subject of the
I chapter (the second part in the case of Chapters 6 and 7).
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The chapters of this report are organized along the following lines:

-a descrivtion of tke contents of each chapter is given at the foot of the first page,
in bold-face;

- the first part (the theme) briefly defines, on the basis of the current literature, the
issue discussed in the chapter (Chapters 1 through 5);

- the second part gives the results of tke research as regards the subject matter of
the chapter (Chapters 1 through 5);

- the third part presents a typology of constraints andresources, such as they appear
from the texts examined (Chapters 1 through 5);

- the fourth partexamines themain constraints and resources listed, giving illustrative
examples (Chapters 1 through 5);

A significant portion of the contents of the chapters that follow - in
particular, research results and constraints &: resources for each theme - was
already present in the Working Documents prepared for the Siena Meeting (25-
2S April 1993). The Working Group's recommendations were adopted at the
Siena Meeting and edited by Lhe Coordinator and Secretariat.

A chronology of the Working Group1 s activities and a list of its members
are given respectively in Annexes 1 and 2.

A list of CERFE staff members and consultants who were involved in the
exercise is given in Annex 3.

Annex4contains the formulations (matters ofdeba te, ideas ¿suggestions,
roposed recommendations) analyzed at the Siena Meeting on the themes of
hapters 1 through 6 of this report.

Finally, a list of the sources employed in the preparation of this report is
given in Annex 5.

The other documents produced by the Working Group - Terms of Reference,
Background Pnpzr, Recent Oevelopmenis, Strategy Outline, Geneva Core Croup
Meeting Report and Research Report - will be available for consultation at the
Rabat Meeting and are available from the Working Group Secretariat on
request.
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The theme

1.1. Security and legal recognition of tenure in the
peri-urban sector are two key issues local
governments and cooperation agencies must
frequently address in order to implement
development policies in that sector. The certainty of
non-removal from the d welling, or the land on which
the dwelling is built, is, in peri-urban settlements,
often a prerequisite for the investment of resources in
shelter improvement and VV5S services, for both the
populationand themurudpaJ authorities: the former
will not spend their money on infrastructure if they
are not sure they can remain in the settlement, and
the latter axe often not authorized to act beyond the
boundaries of the so-called format city.

The term 'legal recognition" means, on the one
hand, munidpaj government interventions which
do not affect land tenure, but only concern the
possibility of building In a certain pen-urban area
(and thus require the useof urban development tools
suchas the master plan),and,on theother, procedures
for regularizing or recognizing rights of tenure or
of occupation.

1.2. The problem of the legal status of peri-urban
Settlements is particularly significant in light of the
sheer numbers of citizens currently living in places
that arc legal non-entities as foras governments axe
concerned. Itiscsrimated that 30 to 6*0 percent of the
urban population of developing countries lives in
shelter considered illegal by their governments (cf.
C Patton, 1939; (JNCHS (Habitat), 19SS).

U . The procedures by which a government
recognizes peri-urban settlements may vary
according to how such settlements develop. In the
extensive literarureonthçsubfect (cf. C. Patton, 1989;
D. Hulmc. 1937; A. Clementi. 1935; J.F.Turner, 1972;
A. Gilbert and P. Ward. 19S2; D. Sarterthwaite, J.
Hardoy. 19S9) three main types of illegal settlements
arc defined:

a) squ.-ittersettlemcnts or shanty to«-ms: thcresult
of the gradua I occupation of public or private land on
the outskirts of a city (for example, the occupation of
land desrmed for agricultura! use), as well as tl\c
Occupation of inner-city areas deemed unsuitable for
development, on live ride o: migrations or forced

b) settlements c.iuscri by "organized invasions":
tin's rypct'i 'occupation oiicii comes a bout .is.i result
of ¡iiiti.ilives by 5cc:r>rs of loc.il government or
çnnuiumity lc.ider<. w]\n invite í.imilicí «md

to dO.'tijH- puS'hc I."HI .»:• .i m.il'.i'fliift

solution to ine housing •shorsage;
cj Uiega] subdivisio-j: jr-ar-aged by landowners
themselves for speculation, in open contradiction
with existing urban planning regulations.

1.4 g
in/ormal settlement have been the subject of many
studies on the peri-urban sector in developing
countries (ct. UN'CHS (Habitar), 19SS; ' D.
Satterthwaite, J. Hardoy, 19S9; T. Maria Solo, E.
Perez, S. Joyce, 1992).

Two factors which make it difficult to define a
standard legal recognition procedure are the great
diversity of legal systems and the different ways
governments organise relations between central
and local authorities in each country. However, it
can be stated generally that numerous jurisdictions
and spheres of competence are aJways involved
(ministries, service agencies, utility companies,
departments and municipal boards charged with
public works, urban development, land use and the
environment, health, the treasury and taxation) at
the municipal, district and nationaj level.

BOX 1 - THE THO US.4ND HAMZS
OF INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

C.V. Paitan CSpontaneout SliclW, 19S9), in
an international tuney of spontaneous sertte-
nienij, found ooerSO different nJmet for peri-urban
informal settlements. Tile names belie the variety
of notions held concerning informal icïîlcHtnts in

areas

Brazil: jewlat. alamedas, vilas di miloets. cur.iços.
inutsSei. mocamiiot
Chile; callampas, cnmpemertlos. pabhoar.es
Colombia; invasiones, barrisdss, barrios pirstsi,
urbani&áones piratzS, barrios clandestinos, tugurios
Ecuador;barrios, urbanizeeior.es, rsncltas
Ethiopia: chien
¡iiáiit and Pakiftan:bust££S. jkufgis, jhepris.
cLituls. ahites, elierii. t-.:ms
l<vtatictii>: kampunç
Ko rea : pntijachon
Mcxico:ai<iitamitntoi irrt^tiLifet. eolonlas popula-
res, caloniitt ¡wmcnviiftai, ¡nenlts. ciudades ¡•t'didtts
Morocco ¡bidouuilUl

I

rw.»

Vic m
£1 S.ih

ut:b*ttr¿aAt tie tmer^tci.t

í.'\Vf*.É4»iíli/ll|. ¡UifCll tXpit

fira
í-.'.-j

! • • " • '
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Legal Status in the
texts examined

l o . It should be noted that in general, discussion of
the legal status of peri-urban areas is not 3
preeminent topic in the papers examined (it is
mentioned in 27.5 i&o: these, and is prevalent in
only 4%).

Incidence and prevalence of topiei (*) in the
studies examined (the total dses not add up to
100% because several subjects may have been

deal; with together in a given study).

studies in studies in
which which
the topic is the topic is
present prevalent

53.7Citizens' Participation
Cos: Recovery
Appropriate Technologies -Î1

31-5%
2U?.
20.27.

V J
(') Titezeerc ike first four key tienten', t of lite Strategy Outline,

i.e. those fpeiifiatty related to the urban poor and to peri-urban

seiltcrtents.

1.6. The relative neglect of this topic as compared to
others, such as the economic, political and
technological aspects of WSS services, is generally
indicative of the lack of legal expertise of those who
deal with WSS services in urban areas (only one
srudy out of 400 was written by lawyers). It should
also be noted that only 1Q.S7,. of the studies deal
specifically and resolutely with urban planning
issues. The neglect of regulatory, urban planning
and legal issues in the study of the peri-urban WSS
sector is further confirmed by analysts of the
tn/ormarion available on this subject in IRC's data
bank. IRC, based in The Hague, is .A major
documentation centre on communiry-based WSS.
Only 19 documents are filed in its data bank under
the ritJe "legal starus" in the context of "urban areas"
or "urbanization". The lack of legal expertise and
the underestimation of regulatory and urban
planning-aspects arc not secondary elements, if one
recalls that almost all the texts give • at least in
principle - security of tature as one o! the central
elements for the success of urb.in development
policies targeted at the poor.

1.7. One of the rc.ison* ior the rcl.uivo neglect oí
It-g.il and rcgT.il.-Mo.-y issues ¡<> the studies ,ii<.My;cd

be traced b.ick to the "emc^aio/ ¡içrt;tcc'ívt:~

with which WSS p r e c i s in t ie ?eri-=xb*n sector
are often implemented, in inany cases, the primary
and vital nature of water servicssprompts tx±aiczs\s
and administrators ío conesníraíe on the operatioral
and infrastr-jcrural ispects o: ths -ins^Hation o;
conduits and pipes for drinking water supply,
relegating to the background I-egal and urban
development issues such as description and
assessment of the saras quo, cadastral registration
and recogvJrion of Jand tenure, which require a
wholly different time frame.

Moreover, this ~cr.;rger.cyperspective" generally
prompts the various bodies dealing with WSS to pay
more attention to water supply than to sanitation.
And, in a broader framework, the apparent neglect
of legal sta rus issues in the studies examined may be
due to overlooking the importance, for the
sustainability of WSS ser vices, of mutual recognition
between local governments and informal sertlemen t
communities.

A second reason for the neglect of the legal status
issue in the stud ¡es analyzed may be the tendency to
focus mainly on the local context, while the broader
legal framework for urban development is normally
defined at higher levels. In international
organizations, there seems to be a widespread
"Sovcrnrr.tnl-phabtt:' (OECD-DAC, 1992), which
prompts many developmcntagencies to look maialy
to local authorities as potential counterparts.
Moreover, it would appear that nadonaJ governments
ha vc tittle Ínteres tin peri-urban WSS problems, given
that there are only 10 studies authored by them in the
entire WG/Udao base.Thisatrirude means that it is
rare to find discussion of the legal framework for
WSS services or oí the development of urban
development regulatory tools by national
governments or international development
organizadons.andihat when there issuchdiscussion
it focuses on the local level. This is confirmed by a
surprising figure, given the genera I lack of interest it\
this subjecc municipal governments deal with the
issue of legal status in 907» of cases, while
international organiiattons deal w¡;h it in only
21% of cases (as a percentage of Lhe texts submitted
by each category of organisation).

Incidence of the Legal Status issue
by type of organisation (7J

Lool 90.0

Bilateral cooperaron jjencici
VVSSu:ili!io«
NCOi
lri!emat¡onjlor¡jj-M;.-.:iont

iN'jiio.Tjl jovcrnmer.:»

¡ 29,5

2úú
22.G

21 7

20 0



LS. The rnainsabjecís discussed :n:he*£xisdealir.g
with legal status arc-

regulations and procedures ror
recognising rights of ownership or
occupation of land or dwellings in infor-
mal settlements;
rules and regulations regarding the
organization of the housing sector or of
WSS services;
procedures and tools for the collection and
management of human settlement
information for planning, designand legal
purposes.

Resources and Constraints

1.9. The inadequacy Of the discussion of the legal
Status issue is again evident in the controversial
assessments which the authors of the studies
examined give with regard to procedural and
regulatory options ibr dealing with the issue oí
legal status, and to existing impediments to the
implementation thereof. Indeed, as is evident from
the list of constraints and resources given below, the
very same step Ce.g. legalization of stable tenure) is
considered at rimes a constraint, and at times a
resource.

CONSTRAINTS AND
CHALLENGES]

Q

complexity and high cost of bureaucratic
and te$sl procédera far

régularisation of settlements

sasring land and homing prices in
tkeafiermslh of legslœiton.

end expulsion of the poorest familia
from legalized settlements

Q

Isck or inadequacy of existing
legislation in the housing end

'•V55 service sector

í.tvrtf «vi: kgifteíiix output '.kal is
difficult to api>ly in practice

iclilciucitt rcpilarizs'.ioH ii t:ot
include:! m tl'C ins!iluiiot:nl

5;i.:lC.-l' "/ CQiiiyCtC'tCC (if W$S
ttutkcnttcf itm! titiliticf

O

o

o

tsrbcr.

Isck cf $ptziz!bu¿ perssnxst
to gsiks- urxTí senior sizüsizzs

irJ.iffertT.cz. or resisLzrx£
on thi pert afrsr.isrs

OPTIONS
RESOURCES

infàmsl processes of Una subdivision
and distribution

increase in citizens' participation after legal
• recognition ofinfortrjl settlements

incressed investment by citizens uho are
granted ownership or building permits

nevj computer applications for Ike
collection and analysis of cadastral and socio-
economic data on informal seitlancats

collaboration among the various
institutional players (municipalities.
WSS authorities. Other utilities)

O

O

O

1.10. Tnc challenges and options regarding legal
status found in the studies can be broken down inra
three main categories:

a) procedures forrecognizinginfannaJ settlements
and for granting title, or occupation rights, to
land;

b) existing legislation;
c) procedures and tools for collecting information

on peri-urban settlements for planning, design
and cadastral purposes.

On the other hand, the problems arising from the
Situation of renters, who are a majority in many peri-
urban settlements, are given far less prominence in
the studies.

n) Procedures for recognizing
informal settlements and for

assigning ownership
or land occupation rights

The rruin constraints mentioned ii\ the studies
examined on rcguljriiing the lcg.il s:.itus of pv'ri-
urban settlements jrc tlie extreme complexity o;
bure-iucjtic procedures, (he Icngihof timcinvolvc-J
and tltc lii'c,!i cost :o « i
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BOX 2 - SUCCESS STORIES

Sxa.mins~'sr. of the case studies presented
reveals a marked tendency to urAcrtstime.it: the
legal status approach as an effective tool. The
positive outcome ofcnir.terscntiomoa$ directly
linked to the legal status approach in only arte
case, [n 25 cases, oui of tKc 31 frilly rcsicj/cA
interventions tiriih a positive outcome, there
ivas no mention of the legal status issue.
Ho'Jieuer, some interesting examples exist.

The programme called 'PROFAVELA'.
implemented in Belo Hori^tntc (Brazil) front Ike
mid-SCTs entoards. had ttoo objectives: facilitating
integration of the 'favelas' into the "formal aty
¡irt'/rt the provision of publie infrastructure, and
improving tlie income levels and quality of life of poor
families. The project lies undertaken u ndcf 'Lcgtslacza
do Programa Mur.tcipalde Regularizada de Favelas',
COn:yrair¡gíazjS532/S3andiis Derreio Regulamentar
4762IS4 (cf. W15). 'Profaxla, O morro ¡d tem vez'
(W14$),the report on theproject published in l$S3by
URSEL (the municipal company that coordinated the
project), makes the point that effectively tackling the
issue oftlie legal status of an area of'enveles'is linked
first of a II to the regula nzaiion of tnclegal status of the
land, and subsequently to granting letal tenure to
occupants of subdivisions of occupied land. Turn
specific objectives of legal recognition are thus Set Out
in the case study; first, recognizing the occupation of
land fcy spontaneous settlements; second, making if
possible for inhabilantsof the 'favelas ' to obtain legal
tenure. The project included a planning Stage and
mapping thede facto land subdivision.The 'Decretos
de Aprovação de Parcelamento' end the '(Jornias de
Uso t Ocupação do Salo' thenassimitated t he ~fattelas '
into tlte city's legal frametoork, URBELalsa provided
{tiler-institutional coordination (on the federal, state
and municipal ¡trxlsl.as rcauireiforlegal recognition.
The case study Lzys out the benefits of taking the legal
recognition oppnacit, including: thenumber ofpeople
taho beucfitctf (13529 inhabitants); the "favelas'
oil h subdivision maps approved for land use and
occupation (eight arerj); mid 'fat/vlas * l i tlie process
of being legalized (10 areas, urith a population of
21,000 inhabitants). The ease Study also hi$hlightt
tlie active participation of tlie community in the
various Stages of settlement upgrtuling.

Tlie issue of the leçal status of peri-urban settle-
ments is also dealt unth in oilier projects, «.£.. the
upgrading of the "favelas' o/Oi<nt<«m (Sao paulo.
Brazillamcdoutbefjxen 1933and 19SS(cf. W2I.
Land rcgubirizstieit is presented as the fifth step ín the
upgrading of the "favelas', précédai by; preliminary
Study of the physical and social environment; design
oftl:s settlement upgrading intervcntion;argamzatton
of the project; and infrastructure Unrks and comple-
mentary services. After regularizntion, tfx sixth step
is to make available tlie services of concessionary
utility Compniites(uxitcr, sanitation.electricity.etc.).
At the beginning of the implementation phase, the
miiuicii*tlit\f,tlie "favclai"residenti'movementand
oilierinleresloi forties in each comnuuiitydittributtit
to ilicf/wpttUitioita summary of thebiil under dtscxtsuon
in the 'Camará de Vereadores", to explain tlie
ndimitii^esoftliciipgradingoftlte "fai^ta'and o(th<
land II^ and tenure rcgitlarizntton tt/tu'cli is p1rt of tlte

!

An «a^-JÍe of Ae abov« is 21csirattEd in H. De

(c . box 4 "Lessons leamed'XThe lengthy rorrœ
ror registering property and the high taxes are -also
n*entio»*ed *s constraints to legal recognition in a
case study in Indonesia (C1SSH). Other examples
which demonstrate the extreme cotnplejrity of legal
recognition procedures are given in a study (ClSSF)
on Bogotá and Cali (Colombia). In those cities there
are considerable delays in recognizing tenure because
of the complicated bureaucratic procedures; this has
also caused the price of dwellings to rise. Tne author,
Ernest E. Alexander, points out that 500 different
administrative steps were required overa minimum
of three years to obtain authorization from the
municipal authorities to develop a given site. Similar
problemsaredescribedinacasesrüdyof El Salvador
(C297).

On the other hand, there is some controversy on
the opportunity of legaiizingperi-urbansettlemencs.
According to Mariken Vaa of Norway (W155), for
example, legal recognition of land tenure may cause
a general increase in housing prices and have the
effect of expelling the poorest inhabitants from the
settlements.

A study of legal recognition proceduresin Mexico
(C24S), moreover, argues that granting legal land
tenure and building licenses has had little effect on
the level of investment in shelter improvement on
the part of the inhabitants. Moreover, the study
maintains that state intervention to legalize in/orrrul
settlements, if not accompanied by servi ce extension.
is often viewed as an external, quasi-authoritarian
imposition. It may thus foster opposition and
resistance on the pan of the inhabitants, as has been
the case in some squatter settlements ¡n Uruguay
(C24S).

Security of land and housing tenure, on the other
hand, are demonstrably elements that encourage
investment of tient and money by the residents in
theimprovçmentofsheltcrconditionsandthesupply
of services. This is seen, for example, in a study on the
legal status of the "ejidos" (community-held land
originally destined for agricultural use) in Mexico
City and in a study on the Baldia settlement in
Karachi (Pakistan) (W269).

It therefore seems that the critical clement for
service extension is the recognition of de fecto
tenure in icttlcmentsby the local government, while
full-blown legal recognition (e.g. granting rules to
property) iî a gradual, long-term process.

A sr-'dy on Latin America (C1SSF). liowçvor,
maintains th.it legal recognition of informal
settlements tends to bring about an improvement in
(li<.*O'íí|:iÇ houíinç stock, bu tis not an incentive for
inercASinç t!ic number of dwe



Furthermore, there is plenty or* evidence in the
case studies examined that inhabitants may actually
benefit from the' informal subdivision and
distribution of land. The study on Lasn America
mentioned earlier (C1SSF) stresses that illegal
subdivisions furnish many of the poor with plots or
land which they otherwise could notafford. Families
can thus acquire land, build a dwelling on it and
gradually improve the property. Moreover, illegal
subdivisions, as in the case of the Ciudad Bolivar
settlementin Bogota" (Colombia), takemuch less time
than duly au thorized public projects. Often rendering
the latter useless. The same point is made in a study
on the outskirts of Bangkok (C211), where private
builders illegally provided parcels of land at low
prices, already equipped with services.

These forms of "spontaneous" urban
development have induced the creation of the "sites
& services" method, wherein local authorities
provide the land parcel equipped with services to
families who then build their houses autonomously.
The method was successfully implemented by the
World Bank, for example, in peivurban areas of
Morocco and Tunisia.

Flexibility in public intervention programmes, in
adjusting to local concepts of property ownership, is
mentioned in so me studies asan important ingredient
for success. For example, in Yogyakarta (Indonesio)
(VV72), the institution of local committees empowered
to authorize the sate of land and able to communicate
with the population proved a successful initiative.
The committees were instrumental in significantly
increasing land acquisition and distribution among
residents and for stressing that the meaning of
property ownership ¡s not merely economic.

Other case studies concerning Pakistan, Indu,
Cambodia and Sudan (Wl ló) show, moreover, that
security of land tenure is indispensable for
implementing community participationinitiatives.
In Brazil, at Belo Horizonte, the approval in 19S3 of
the PROFA VHLA law - recognizing the right of the
inhabitants of shanty towns to come to own the land
they occupied, and thus assimilating people
heretofore considered invaders into ihc formal dry -
has laid the ground work for theeffecnvc involvement
of the ¡audadoi' grassroots organizations and of the
whole population in a settlement upgrading
programme (cf. box 2).

lnothCT cases, tenure regulariiarion programmes
were based on recognition of the community's own
forms of sclf-orgjniiJtion. ror cwmplc, one study
(C211 ) describes a programme implemented in the
Outskirts of Ujngkok.iu which 20 :o 60 percent of :hc
uili.-ibit.iiHS' land tenure WJS recognized, the
¡>.'reet>i.\çe varying according <o settlement location
. inj Jensitv, the i|u.ility Of' loc-i! IciJorsltip .nul ¡lie
i ! i V , i \ V *• I l ' c î i u i ' i i i i i î v i 'rv; . ( ! i i? ! . i t i t ' ! !

b) cjdsting Isgislciion

I
Various constraints can be ascribed to the lack of

specific legislation on housir.g and on WS5 services
in pert-urban settlements. For example, ons
UNDTCD document (W4Ó) refers to the lack of
specific legislation on water supply as one of the
elements impeding proper management of WSS
utilities. A Study on WSS in Argentina (VV57) also
concludes that one of the main obstacles to the
development of WSS services is the lack of la ws and
a regulatory framework dealing specifically with
peri-urban settlements.

Moreover,even where suchlawsareon the books,
they are often inadequate for WSS requirements.
Some studies emphasize the inadequacy of the
legislation in force (WHO), pointing also to obsolete
building codes and regulations. A study on a project
in Zambia (W29SA), for example, confirms that one
of the greatest constraints on service extension to
informal settlements is the fact that the majority of
programmes for peri-urban areas are based on
inadequate laws passed by the former colonial
government. Similar comments were made with
regard to other African (VV52) and Asian (W-J6)
countries. A case study on Egypt (W203 A) re veals tha t
an old law, passed when Nasser was in power, has
held back the legal recognition of peri-urban
settlements.

Some authors have shown that an excessive
rigidity of the laws or, equally pernicious, too many
laws, also constitute constraints on WSS service
extension to peri-urbanareas. According to P. Rogers
of the World Bank (C251 ), for example, there are too
many laws in the water supply sector, perpetuating
inefficient and un-economic rigidity, fostering
political neglect, trampling on local customs and
ma king false-distinctions where thcreshould be none
(e.g., dealing separately with surface water and
underground water).

AS for positive steps towards tenure legislation
there is - unfortunately a rare exception - the new
BrJiilÎJn Constitution of 19SS. endorsing the social
function of land tenure. The new constitution has
supplied a legal basis for local interventions to
upgrade and legalize ihc/ic/c'ei (W206).
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c) Procsdzsres end tools for
collecting ixformatior. or.

peri-urban settlements
for plaizizing, tit sign and

cadastral purposes

Another controversial issue concerns the
usefulness or, and the capacity to gather, planning,
design and cadastral in/ormation on peri-urban
settlements.

SomesiudiesstartoutbystressingtheUckofclcar
delimitation of the administrative boundaries of
cities. One author points out, with reference to the
situation in India (W257), tha t many slumsare loca ted
outside the jurisdiction of' municipalities and VV55
boards.andthatitisthuslegaJlyimpossibleor.atany
rate, pointless, to carry out cadastral or topographical
surveys of such settlements.

BOA'3 - INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY FOR COLLECTING

AND CATALOGUING DATA ON
INFORMAL SETTLEbïENTS

Multilateral and bilateral development
Organizalior.ssueiiasItalien Mj\E/DCCSand UNCHS
(H:bitat)are successfully test ing the use of information
technology for collecting, processing and making
available unen devclopnant information and data on
informal settlements (VVJJO. Wl13).

Forczxmplc.at Beto Horizonte (Brazil!, tlx Ita-

issue property titles to sutlers in 'facias' under tlie
municipfilprogrerttmedaigned to Settle thetenureissue
(PROeAvZLAl.arcclsamadetrjaikbUtotkemuniiipnl
company cinrgcd with the upgrading of informal settle-
ments (UR3z.L), Thtinis to information technology,
URBEL end AVSI can work in close contad œith the
community.dtziding togetherenintertKtition priorities
ttttd modalities.

USCHS (Hnbi'.at) has developed a computer
application called ViS? (Visunl Settlement planning),
designed to visualize the potential effects of various
upgrading interventions in informal settlements. Tlie
tofluiire uses sttite-of-tht-art imnge-prçcessing
technology to assimilate photocopia, slides, video
images, aerial pkatographs. satellite images mtrf niiiyf
«ndprorluce higli-resolutieu scenarios. It tun be ufed to
illustrate different n/fernutíncí to politicians, publie
officials and dViieit.i. fostering fruitful interaction
nmon^j; lln.ni. It isfic/ifcigcW ¡lint the ViSl* systtni tvill
foan be field-tested ¡n Kenua. within the (rnmffvart; of
linbitnt'sCity On'.n pretji"<i"ie.tvliiehe^i^ita^iS!uir!e-

ttOil ttltli f'>4.'

BOX4-LESSONS LEAENED

Legal rectrgrdiuir. presenil ¿ÍJ^TOTÍ pijiï i ir.
¿iffsrsr.i pizzas.

Ir. Limo, ?cr-¿(ClS2).ir.ordcrjersgrix¿-pBJl<r&.
ir.camí jsn-MUi ta ksvc a parcel of tend Is build on
legally, i: must be assigned hnd eaendand by the

i
permit - a process which tajc¿$ sesen yesrí or.
tmeragc,

Ir. rojyaiarfc (irJanesia) (\rV72) it -JJCS found
tkzi msnylandotsiisrsda natpossessad&dtoprapcriy.
since the/ consider i! useless to hold ft pie^ of paper
which can'.d bt lost or destroyed.

The 'Shik^pur Drjelspmait project' (Nepal)
(W29) rss essentially had to abandon its original

"! "P^^'^S buildings and infrastructure
¡ffiíTií buildings, road repair, and the His:) to

tackle instad tkt uncontrolled urban gro-Jith, •jshich
required o prograrr.nu: regulating ¡and use. The latter
is Still being implemented, amidst considerable
difficulties.

Mare in general, ¡he ease studies shoxo that
implC77tcr.!ing an approach based an legal recognition
requires:

- the establishment of clear objectives at the planning
Stage of Ox intervention;
• the preparation of ad liac legislative scliema;
• ttutadoption of simplified admintsirativeproeedures;
• tlie full irwçliKmzrt I oftin population, and particularly
of tinsse \îho already ph.y a role in thecoordination and
management of community activities on-site, •

With regard to the availability of in;'ormarion,
moreover, i; is normally difficult to find documents
or ctirtüicjtcs of ownership of lind or housing.

A srudyof peri-urbanscttlementsin Yogyak
(Indonesia) reports, for example, that in ú\cknmptnt¡
(shanty towns on the outskirts of the dty) many
citizens do not keep their title-deeds because they
consider them useless bits of paper (cf. box 4).

Moreover, topographical and cadastrai surveys
may be unfeasible for lack of skilled personnel, as
illustrated, for example, in the Study on legal
recognition ciïorts in Brazil (VV255).

Collecting meaningful urban development
informa «on can. ho wevcr.be facilita ted by simplified
survey techniques. For example, in thecity of Mopti
(Mnli) (VV97), preparation of (he master plan for
urbandcvelopment wasbasednotonly on traditional
survey ¿i:,\ • which, by itself, supplied inadequate

for marión for preparing tltcpl.ift -but.ilso



on iníònuaífon fera a questionnaire aimed aí
pinpointing problems and solutions raised by the
diííereUadmir.is ira;-ve, «ronomícand social mudes
involved. The arsswers to the questionnaire were
then arjilyzed and tabulated, and served as a basis
for drafting the general outline of the plan.

Other studies (W130, Wl IS), instead, mentioned
the possibility of using personal computer
applications for operations such as cadastral
registration or topographical mapping. Such
computer applications have proven useful in
upgrading interventions in informal settlements in
Brazil (cf. box 3),

b) G--ideUr.es for immédiats
cctio-

1,13. Governments should give utilities the legal
right to provide water supply and sani ta tionservices
to illegal settlements, by not subjecting this action to
the unreasonable requirements of formal master
plans.

I

I

Recommendations

a) Basis for action

1.11. Full legal régularisation of land «enure should
not be considered a prc-rcquisitc for water and
scrutation service provision. Local governments and
utilities should work together to identify the
minimum level of legal recognition of settlements
that is necessary to guarantee security of tenure and
to provide services, and gather data and
information on peri-urfajn settlements in order to
plan and design sustainable «tension of service
coverage 0).

3.12. The extension of basic services should be based
OfMnutudt recognition berweiKnauihoriticsand peri-
urban settlement communirics. The involvement of
pcri-urban communities and their willingness to pay
for services, and the commitment and capacity of
local governments and W55 utilities io provide
services to informal settlements should both bo
considered indispensable requirement:;.

1.14. VVSS utilities should encourageand support the
establishment, on the part of local governments, of a
single "authority" or "office" with competence on
land use and tenure régularisation in informal
settlements (permits, property titles, cadastral
registers, etc.), capable of speeding up the
achievementof the minimum level of legal recognition
necessary for providing services.

1.15. ESAs and governments should employ trained
intermediaries (e.g. "paralegals'.orbarefoot lawyers)
to work as legal aides and legal advocates at the
community level. N'COs canalso take the initiative in
ad dressing legal issuesat the local level, by employing
"paralegals", and can themselves be utilised as
intermediaries by £5As, governments and utiliries.

1.16. Institutions possessing useful information on
informal settlements - local governments, utilities,
property registries-should set upand jointly rronage
"interactive" cadastral databases in order to facilitate
the evaluation of applications for land regularizasen
and to coordinate information management among
different sectoral spheres or competence.

1.17. Available computer applications for the
acquisition, management and analysis of
topographical, cadastral and socio-economic data on
peri-urban settlements should be disseminated by
ESAs, and subsequently by national sector agencies,
(o enable local governments, utilities and NCOs :o
plan and implement «enlement upgrading initiatives.

LIS. Governments shouid ensure women'saccess to
security of tenure, ¡or injonee by removing

I
I

I
I
I
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obstacles to their signing contracts or deeds together
with their maie partners - or without the=v in the
case of women-headed households.

125. ESAs are invited to establish records of
experiences and lessons learned from their a ciivi ties
that could benefit future planning and
implementation of peri-urban WSS services. This
should also apply to research done by NGOs,
universities and other research institutes.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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c) Further Recommendations
1.26. Political advocacy for the legal status issue is
recommended on all levels.

1.19. National governments should promote Jand
regularization policies and provide the necessary
legal framework, while decentralizing the
management of the legalization process to the local
municipal level.

1JZO. National and /or regional governments should
enact legislation to enable localauthorities to pro vide
services to settlements that fall outside their territorial
jurisdiction but are part of their urban structure.

1.21. NationaJ governments should create a legal
and regulatory environment conducive to the
development of incentives (tax rebates, access to
credit, etc.) for those investing in home
improvements and contributing to service
maintenance.

1.22. National governments should set in place legal
mechanisms and instruments to eliminate the
obstacles precluding theaccess of women,especially
single women and women who are heads of
households, to land tenure régularisation.

1.23.Nationaland local governments should operate
for the introduction of innovative administrative
procedures ca pable of speeding up regula riza tion of
tenure, including the reduction of the number of
administrative steps required.

1.24. To the greatest possible extent, £SAs should
incorporate into their policies and project appraisal
procedures the recognition of local patterns, at all
levels, of service provision in areas with irregular/
illegal st.itus.

Notes
(1) Mutual recognitionand the gradual upgrading of
peri-urban settlements may then lead, in due course,
to full tenure regularization. Indeed, tenure
regulariza tion can be seenas a step somewhere along
the upgrading process, which is based on mutual
recognition.
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Chapter 2
Peoples' Participation

Chapter 2 discusses the problématique regarding citizens'
participation, i.e., the ways in which citizens as individuals or in
organized groups in peri-urban areas can be involved in WSS services
planning, implementation, management, maintenance, evaluation
and monitoring.

11



The theme

2.1. For over a decade, the major international
development organizations have been concerned
with the paxticipationandinvolvement of residents
in urban upgrading interventions, in the manage-
ment and maintenance of infrastructure and services
and, more in general, in development projects. The
participation and mobilization of citizens are
considered indispensable to the success of any policy
or project regarding: the environment (cf.
Worldwatch Institute, 1990-92; Agenda 21, 1992),
health (WHO, 19S9), urban development (Habitat,
195S), cost TOnUirunent and cconomicsus tainabili-
ty of public services (World Bank, 195S-92) and, tn
general, the area defined as "human development"
(UNDP, 1991-92).

Gtizens' participation is also a major feature of
Primary Environmental Care (PEC), a strategic
approach first proposed by Italian Development
Cooperation in 19S9, and now being considered for
adoption by other organizations, such as UNICEF
(MAE/DGCS, 19S9,1990,1991,1992; and UNICEF,
1993).

2.2. Inorder to illustrate the key importance accorded
to citizens' participation in ensuring thatdevclopmcnt
projects are effective - even from the technical
standpoint-it should suffice to refer to recent policy
lines adopted by major organizations dealing with
urban development, i.e., the World Bank, UNCHS
(Habitat) and the OECD Development Aid
Committee (DAC).

The World Bank, for example, in recent issues of
the World Dcvelopmtnl Report (cf. World Development
Rqxrrt, 1968-1991) considers citizens' involvcmenta
key ingredient of the success of policies aimed at
cost reduction and recovery in public and social
services and for a greater effectiveness of
environmental sanitation projects. Specific studies
assessing the effectiveness of citizens' participation
in projects promoted by the World Bank (cf., e.g., S.
Paul. 1987; M. Cernea. 19SS) show that in 80% of the
cases (in <0 out of 50 studied), citizens' participation
fostered greater effickney and effectiveness of the
projects, favoured cost sharing by the beneficiarios
and improved organizational and management
capabilities at the local level.

In the case of UNCHS (Habitat) and of the
Development Aid Committee of OGCO (DAC-
OfïCD). it is significant tli.it the recent joint position

paper submitted by the two organisations and tñe
World Bank to the DAC Meeting on Aid for Urbaxi
Development held-in ?zñs in November 1992 (cf.
DAC-OECD, 1992), cites among tive main features of
desirable new policy orientations on aid for urban
development the involvement of individuals,
groups, communities and NGOs, by accepting;
responsibility for, and also having a say in, land use
and public expenditure (see pp. 15 et secj.).

2.3. It should also be noted that sociological and
socio-economic research have induced interna tionaj
developmentorgaruzations to pay closer attention to
the marked ethnic, cultural, religious, political and
economic heterogeneity of the communities where
programmes are being implemented. One recent
result of this is the current disenchantment with
abstract or ideological models applied to groups of
people (such as "community", "family", "citizens"
and the like). In particular, there isa new awareness
that peri-urban settlements are composed of
individuals and groups with significant differences
in professional qualifications, income, cultural
attitudes, education, political and religious
convictions, ethnic loyalties, etc (c/., e.g., WG/U
Background Paper, 1992; M. Vaa, 1992).

Citizens' Participation in the
texts examined

2.4. Of the first four key elements of the Strategy
Outline mentioned in the introduction, citizens'
participation is the sub jeet most often treated in the
studies analyzed (in 537% of the cases).

Y Incidence and prevalence oí íopíci (*) in the \
studici examined (the total docs not add up to

100T* because several topics may have been
dealt with together in a given study).

studies in studies in
which which
the topic is the topic is
present prevalent

Cilircni'pjrricipjtisn 53.7?.

COÍ : Recovery <S.5?.
Appropriate Technologies 4 2.7?.

Sutus 27.5?.

31.57.

21.2%
20.2?.

<.0%

J
(*) Ti'cscarc l/i; firft four kr/elgnieittiafOn Slrnlcgy Outline.
i,e, IIIOK spçsificnlly 'glíilcÀ la Ilie uritr.n paarnurl to pçfi-urbmt

I
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2.5. This unexpected prevalence of popular
participation over the other, more "technical",
subjects may be due to at least two other factors, in
addition to the gradual adoption of the above-
mentioned participatory development strategies.

2.6, The first factor is the production of a large
number of studies, census data and statistical surveys
demonstrating the growing importance in recent
years of non-traditional social sub/ects grouped
under a number of different labels: NGOs, third
sector, volunteers, citizens' movements, social
movements, self-heJp groups, non-profit sector (cf.
AICAS-CERFE, 1992; Worldwatch Institute, 1991;
Berg, 19S7; World Bank, 19S3-19S7). in this context it
should be noted that networks of researchers and
grassroots organizations aré also emerging in the
WSS sector (NCOs, committees, groups, etc.
concerned with water supply and sanitation), as, for
example, REDES and CIUDAGUA in Latin America
and the International Secretariat for Water (ISW),
based in Canada.

The second factor for the prcvalenccofthcsubject
is the surprisingly high level of recognition among
professionals in the WSS sector (engineers, civil
servants, technicians) of the importance of citizens'
participation.

2.7. The main subjects covered inthestudicsdcaling
with citizens' participation are the following:

* the concept of participation and the
criticism thereof;

" methods to improve participation;
* the importance of local community

leadership;
* gender issues;
* the informal sector and its recognition by

the public authorities;
* the role and significance of urban social

movements.
-¿t

2.S. AI though citizens' participation has the highest
incidence in the studies among the key elements
mentioned above, ¡is d is tribut ¡on among the S tu dies,
And therefore the importanceattributed to it. is not
homogeneous. In fact, citizens' participation has a
high incidence in studies authored by networks
interested in WSS (networks of various ly|>CS of

Sue!' as urban research melinites or

NGOsJClOO^ofthecasesXNGOs^ocaJgoverninents,
environmental research centres, social and urban

• researt^centresandinterTiatiorialorgariizatíonsCóO-
SQ% of cases). Vet. popular participation does not
seem to be particularly significant for other
organizations significantly involved in the WSS
sector, such as bilateral cooperation agencies,
university departments such as engineering,
architecture and urban planning, and economic re-
search centres (less than 40% of the cases).

Incidence of the Citizens' Participation
issue by type of organization (%)

Networks of research
centres and/or NCOs
N C O J

Urban research centres
Environmental research centres
Local governments
Social rcicirch centres
International organizations

Dilaterai cooperation agencies
Urb./arch, university depts
Eng./tcch. university depts
Economic research centres

4 * 4 *

100.0
S0.6
77.7
75.0
70.0
69.0
65.0

3S.Û
37.S
35.7
35.7

JJ

2.9. The analysis of constraints and options (sec
«2.10) and the table below show that although
popular participa tioncn joys an overa 11 high pro file
in the Studies examined, it cannot be taken for
granted that it is duly considered by all the players
involved in the WSS sector. Indeed, citizens'
participation is often associated with cost reco very,
somewhat less often with the subject of appropriate
technologies and, even less often, with the
regularizaron of the legal status of informal
settlements. On the whole, the authors of the studies
seem to deem citizens' involvement essential foran
effective policy of cost recovery in the WSS sector or
for infrastructure maintenance, wiiilc they believe it
is of secondary importance for legal recognition of
property rights -and the creation of land use regula-
tions, as in the case of right of ways.



Incidence of Citizerj' Participation in
.- association with othexsub jecfs (*) •

Paríicipatíon ¿Í
Cost Recovery

lOá

Participation & 64
Appropriate Technologies

Participation &:
Leja] Status

Incidence in total
number of studies

54

21

545%

433%

27.5%

100.0?;

H Tnzse are the first fourkey•elsmatts ofthe Strategy Outline,
ix.. those specifically related to the. urban poor etui to peri-urben

Resources and Constraints

2.10. Itshouldbcnotedthatinthesiudicsexamined,
participation is generally seen in positive terms. It is
considered one of the major factors for the success
of projects. Participation, as implemented this far,
however, is sometimessubject to critidsra-itisargucd
that on occasion it may constitute a constraint on
implementation of projects. The studies naturally
also dwell on the advantages and-opportunities
created by citizens' participation.

Ts ia túz intoQ jzsgsisx tz fr
considgrsiion, or th: K,

ofcultztrzil ¿xxrsiiy

conflicts òciztezr. commurJUss cr.d
inlsmsthrjzl cooperation agencies

í OPTIONS
[AND RESOURCES

ilizition and organizational capacities
of citizens' organizations

grœ!zr effectwaias of the projects in which
citizirj' involvement is achieved

positive effects of women's participation

effectiveness of NCOs in mobilizing
economic resources

effectiveness of citizens' participation
under the guidance of implementing
agencies

effectiveness of citizens' organizations in
planning, implementing and marjiging
WSS Services

Q

CONSTRAINTS )
AND CHALLENGES I

O cost and complexity of citizens'
participation

O poor ¿we sense and hygiene education
of many settlers

O limited capacity of grassroots
organizations to mobilize communities

O lack of qualified personnel and
a professional approaclt on

the part of NCOs

O negative influence of StereottjpcS
(e.g.. regarding women or tlic fiopulalion

of informal settlements in general)
held nt limes by those implementing projects

O limitations of the traditional fora for
i. especially public meetings

2.11. As ¡s evident from the list of constraints and
options identified in the studies, there arc a number
of aspects of citizens' partid pation that merit further
analysis. For one thing, the studies differ in their
assessment of certain aspects of cit izens'
participation, treating them in some cases as a
resource or option and in others as a constraint. It
seems useful to examine some of the constraints and
options related to citizens' parridpation mentioned
in the studies, classifying them into five main groups:

a) effectiveness and usefulness of participation;
b) potenrialand capacity of gTassrootsorgaru'zations;
c) conflicts and forms of cooperation between

communities and external support agencies;
d) existing stercorypes on the nature of peri-urban

communities;
c) failure of traditional forms of participation such

,is public meetings.

licfore going on to examine some examples, .i
noieyl'Otild bemndcof two rccurringconsrraintsnot
specifically mentioned in the studies.These arc, first,
(ht; iisu.il cnmpl.iMUS regarding the lack of
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5 0 X 2 - SUCCESS STORIES

Of the 67 projects fully rcviczued in the 271
documents presen (¿¿,31 t-^rned out to be successful.
Nearly two thirds of them (19) attributed a mejor
role to citizens' participation.

In the town of Kamanga, near Lusaka (Zambia)
(W119). cit tiens' pariiapciion played a key role in
implementing WSS and saciai services.

The study reveals that participation was
implemented ¿n 6 stages. The first stage ions to identify
community leaders. The second stage was to hold public
meetings to illustrate the spirit arid purpose of the
project, with on aim towards setting up a Residents'
Development Committee (RDC). The third stagexoas to
assign priorities to the-ocrious needs expressed in public
nieeiings. This vas followed by briefing ussians tuith
dwellers of groups of tenements, seminars far local
Uaders (for training on management techniques) and
follow-up sessions.Thcstudyempnasixesthet inaddition
to providing the serviced planned, participation fostered
a strotig sense of solidarity among residents and tlie
significant participation of women. Tli¿ study also
noted, however, that constant support from the
implementing agency toas required, especially with
regard to supplying information on work progress end
the future of tlte projtxt. The study goes sa far as to
identify people who could km: prevented tlte success of
the project, specifically some local politicians who tried
to manipulate.thi project to their atan advantage: tin's
problem toes solved try a public debate between tltese
politicians and the locnl community, A minor 'crisis"
due to the lies'jy workload ef some members of lite
Residents' Dcjtlopment Committee was solt/ed by ttm
creation of sub<ommittees, which also led to greater
delegation ofpowersendrfsomtrelizatiau oftlteeciivitics.

The upgrading programme in the 'favelas' of
Belo Horizonte (Brazil) (W130) included active
participation of the 'fsneltss" residents' organizations,
of ilitir federation, the "Uni¿o dos TrebcllxdareS ¿1
Periferia', of'citizens'associations for lite establishment
of day-care centres, small urban farmers' associations
and churdt organizations.

in tlte sanitation project in Maiiin (Kenya)
(W237C)t/ierewesat firststronglocelopposition to tlte
projects, lahtch had been concehed by the implementing
agency on a purely technical basis. Thus a second stage
was undertake», seeking greater loco I cooperation. This
led to the íeitittg up of an umbrella organization and a
self'ltclp committee, which tucnl on to CKntuitlly
undertake independent initir.titKS in the field of health
care.

The Dlmlio Urban Community Development
Project in Nepnl (W29) MÍ implemented thtaugli
COO'Krntion UeUueen goixiritn:e<tt ngençics, tl<£ Durgfi
Pttrii/nrCti'bniiiisoti:e User'sCommitteesthntsupjiHed
free InOour,

u

responsible people vdth whom to negotiate (which
means that in many social contexts there is always
someone to negotiate v,-ith, «ven though problems.
may arise afterwards), and, second, the longer time
frames required for the implementation of projects
based on partídpataiyapproaches.Suchlongertime
frames are normally at odds with the programming
requirements of implementing agendas. "

a) Effectiveness and
usefulness of participation

With regard to the effectiveness and usefulness
- of drizens'pa rdcipatíon,oneofthestudies, on projects
funded by the European Development Fund (W53),
for example, notes that some of the negative effects
ofutilizing grassroots organizations indudehighcr
cost of projects, while a general study on housing
policy (VV18SF) states that projects based on local
citizens' involvement have a higher cost than
traditional projects, favouring the better organized
sectors of the community to the detriment of the
destitute poor. Similar concerns about the high cost
of popular parodparionarc also voiced in the case of
Ecuador CW8SA2).

Other case studies conclude that citizens'
participation facilitates implementation of projects.
A study on settlement upgrading in Brazil's favelas
(W93), for example, maintains that citizens'
participation is positive, since it increases the
community's confidence in its public counterparts,
rationalizes the various sta^tLS of the project on the
basis of knowledge of the physical and social
condirionofperi-urbanset*Jements,and involves tlic
population in the mainfenjnee of in/rastructurcand
community and social services. Another study, on a
project at Mahalapyc (Botswana) (W237B), affirms
that die construction of 3,000 latrines was only made
possible by citizens' participation.

b) Potential and
capacity of grassroots

organizations

With regard 10 the actual potential of grassroots
organizations, a srudy assessing the Indonesian
experience (W25Q) notes thnt NCOs arc un.ibk to
provide administrative and technical know-how,
and (luit when insufficient outside technical
¿SSi'sUnCC. ir.iiiiing ond Supervision .ire provided,
ihi»- qu.ihlv fi/ (M;r,îS:,-uC(tirc .i«id services Suffer. A
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(WS2) also points out difficulties in the seiüng up of
afizer^'œopexaHvesCresenmïenttieiays.redprôca] -
mistrust).

However, many examples mentioned in the
studies examined emphasize specific capabilities
and potential of grassroots organizations. A
HonduranNGO(W120), for example, was especially
successful in supporting low-income families by
promoting income-generating activities. In
Bangladesh (WS1), some NGOs successfully
undertook fund raising campaigns to broaden the
resource base for WSS services.

Some cases specifically refer to the positive
impact of the activities of grassroots organizations
in the folio wing areas:

- NGO involvement in the management of
services: NGOs manage sanitation and waste water
collection in Karachi, provide water supplies in
Abidjan, and organize refuse collection in Calcutta
(W29S3);

- participation through users' payments in the
coverage of the cost of water supply. The willingness
o f the local popula tion to pay for service is mentioned
in several studies, for example, in Quito (Ecuador)
(W27), in Guatemala (W26), in Itringa (Tanzania)
(W21S) and in Villa el Salvador and Oarranquilla
(Colombia) (WSSA1);

BOX 2- LESSONS LEARNED

The "K/inpur¡Mirzapur Environmental end
Sanitary Engineering Project' (India) (W116) had
among its objectiva the reduction of pollution in tlte,
Ganges, tlte construction of severs end letrina, tlie
supply of water, the removal end treatment of solid
tueste and the sdting up of educational pmgrammes in
tlie health and hygiene sectors. The studies mention a
number of difficulties^ in the implementation of the
project, Cttizens' participation utas relatively selective,
since tlte objective toas to select and train S00 'agents
for change" (physicians, primary school teachers,
volunteers etc.) in the. two at Us concerned. In many
eases tliese ngents tried to mobilize tita citizens 'top-
dawn', without identifying specific parties to negotiate
with and without any coordination between the timing
of citizens' mobilization initiatives and tivt of ¡ht
consirjction work. Tlte lack of coordination in timing
tuns also observed in tlte training Stage.

Tlte abjective of the Ertstnp Project in Envidóle
(Nepal) (W2$) tuas to const met latrines, iuith the
aclive cooperation of the local population. The study
notes tlifll tlte Intrincs UKre property built end I lint users
Citrryoul timintcnaucc, It also ttotes .hatvever .thnt there
ija-i only partial participation; indeed. loutUer.ders \-j-.d
not beet involved and no users' Committees lucre set I:¡I
to crente ait ittstt'ttitiannl frnmauork for pnrticipntioit,
providing ft starling point for sntiitary education and
t mi'ting.Tli US, tlte Stud y notes, tlic Serious problem tltnt
children nrg not instructed to use the l.ttrincs tltnt hnui:
t'Ccn btiitt is not ft ill Snrrtrifinr,

• BOX3 - WOMEN'S
PARTICIPATION

A particularly sigr.if.csr.i esse (C17Ó) concsms
the outskirts of Nairobi. In 19SS. the AHF (African
Housing Fund) financé en essociaiion of 200 laomen
at Mathsre, one of the city's targes'. srA poorest siutrs.
The cssxizliort, callad HUMAMA. is formed mainly
by sir.gie mothers esrning not mar: ihsn U5S 26 per
month. Moreover, all the tsomcit verc squatters on
privait ¡snd and risked eviction. With a loan to
HUMAMA, the AHF prauided incentives for the
development ofeconomiceci hit iesbesed on product ion
of building malcriéis for shelter improvement (ijt., roof
tiles, bricks etc). The factory npxs produces 3,400 i ¡Us
pcrdzy,avd the AHF has helped the association secure
a contract worth USS lOSJJOOfor the supply of roofing
materials.

- planning: positive results have been noted, for
example, in Mopti (Mali) CW97) and in Diadema
(Brazil), where settlers took part in preliminary
studies foran upgrading project in the favelas (W12).
In Addis Abcba (Ediiopia) and at the sprawling
favela of Rocinha (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), citizens'
involvement resulted in a positive change in tlte
official goals laid down in the original plans, which
had been drawn up along excessively traditional
lines (W295);

- implementation of the projects, especially
through the construction of WSS infrastructure:
community groups provide unskilled labour free of
charge (W8SE1, ClSOF).Thesrudy.on Cuzco (Peru),
points out that local unskilled labour can be utilized
even in technically advanced projects, provided
project managers accept to carry out construction
work in an unconventional way, adapting to local
customs (W8SE1);

- involvement of citizens in WSS services
management this can cake various forms, from taJdng
on full responsibility for maintenance to joint
management. Local service maintenance was
experimented in Karachi (Pakistan), where local
construction workers were trained to build latrines
and maintain them thereafter (W269). Joint
management of WSS services was tried in Cuzco
(Peru) (WSS EU. where joint;id ministration by citizens
and government managers proved most effective
Ucea use it built on the citizens'capacity to organize
• acquired during consrrucrion of WSS infrasiruciu.'C
- in the management of services (in this particular
case, citizens' participation in construction liad
consisted i:t providing free labour).

I
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c) Conflicts cr.â
collaboration betinesn

anã external
support agencies

Another constraint on citizens' partiriparion has
been the occurence of conflicts between communities
and development agencies. A WHO report (VV2S)
notes that one of the reasons for poorpartidpa tion of
citizens may be resentment felt by the community
towards outside experts who know little about the
local situation and seem to seek personal gain from
projects. Another case in point is the Maina (Kenya)
lC2l6) project, where the Danish development team
found initial hostility towards the installation of
latrines.

Some studies also note that participation under
the guidance of implementing agencies-especially
development agencies - improves the chances of
success of a project. Special techniques and methods
are important for this purpose. The UNDP
PRO VWVESS initiative illustrates this approach. The
authors of a manual written under this programme
on tools to encourage citizens' participation (WS4),
show that the S ARAR method (Sdfcstcan, Associative
strength. Resourcefulness, Action planning.
Responsibility) was applied successfully, and with
great enthusiasm on the part of the field staff, in
numerous projects and workshops. Its adoption
brought out ne^' ideas and helped produce positive
results. Another example is the experience of a
working gTOupatRocinJha (Brail), which conducted
a practical test of the drizeos' partídpationapproach
for the creation of community services. According to
theauthorsofthesrudyCW295), the results convinced
the government's social development secretariat to
apply the approach on a wider scale.

d) Current stereotypes
Oft peri-urban communities

Among the constraints on effective citizens'
involvement is the lack of detailed information on
peri-urban settlements and on ho^Ctrizensorganizc
¡n these areas to try to satisfy basic needsJnd protect
their righ:s. cvcn with lifJe or no outside help. Such
lack of knowledge fosters stereo types, as pointed out
in study C247, i-.-hich stresses t H A t the widespread
notion according to whichlu'gh population density
is synonymous with violence Jnd unsanitary
conditions is an obstacle ;o live implementation of
projects in peri-iir'j.in <irc.*5. V '̂itli regard to

BOX 4 - POSITIVE ASPECTS
OF CITIZENS'PARTICIPATION

IN THE 67 DEVEL OP MENT
PROJECTS STUDIED

p p y p s
and elements conducive io tke success of citizens'
participation, xshich include the fallowing:

' crestiait of r.CJS dtizcrj' organizations, vkisk TTJ^J
lead to further ir.dcperAcr.t erj. self-kelp profeds;

" the role ofhcsl NCO ndzooris in providing credit to
thz poor;

' tkc rote of HCOs in cffeciixly rebelling the urbsn

'Coopération municipclatttharitieSGr-d NCOs;

integration between citizens' participation end
government activitio;

' implementing irtitidhes based art the recognition of
heal leadership end support to existing orgeni^d
groups;

' involvement of existing fctman resources on-site;

' inclusion of citizens' representatives in specialized
tedtnical departments;

cooperation between uiriaus organizations ar.d
institutional players;

'constant interaction betvicza project and community;

' organization of regular public meetings;

' involvement of, and establishment of mechanisms for
Coordination between, different local, national and
international organizations;

' identification of specific 'loci' for community
participation (existing or future local arraaizatians).

* clear definition of roles end identification afiacys in
which the community can participate (diotsion and
execution of luark. financial ir^snage'mept, Selection of
arces for impletnenting prajecis.dennition of priorities.
documentation afurarks. etc.);

'ident ¡fica t io n of concrete passa Hit iesfar implementing
¡he principles of autonomy and self-matuigeiKent;

' granting Io citizens' organizations a degree of
edmim'strnlii,^: control;

'formation of lifers' committees;

' const it ut ion of " upgrading companies', i.e.,
intermediaries bci'-uect lace! stakeholders and WSS
tjerrocJ or municipalities whose function i% to manr.gc
pro¡ects"iirí fecwe an/¡ríufiiatclnel of user consensus;

' ejnstilutioi of r-Atntntitrn'.fjc eoi'tmiltezs or service
COOpcrntiüei. composed by rcpresc'tlc'.iixs of tl;;
CJttttniiiu I ¿a cottcc'i'cd. [or lite security an<i

i
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partíapaíion, » study by Aneüa fort (WS3) poéiis
oat that the p3xtid.-p3.aoTi of vroraen £5 often rslied
apon in Vr'SS-rciated-projects "because ifis
commonly believed that woinen have more £ «
time, whereas in feet they onen have two'or three
times the work load of men.

Lack of knowledge on socio-culfciral dynamics
in peri-urban settlements is a ma^or cause of project
failure. For example, a study on the ksmpur.g in In-
donesia CW72) reports that mobilization of settlers to
improve housing in neighbouring areas is hindered
by the fact that they are bound to the land they
occupy by a quasi-feudal system of obligations.
Another study comments on the experience in
Karthomn (Sudan) (VV153), where it was observed
that forreas o ns of privacy, latrines were seldom used
by women, and then only at night

e) The failure of
traditional

forms of participation

One of the factors hindering citizens'
participation pointed out in the studies is adherence
to traditional forms of participation, especially with
respect to public meetings. A study on citizens'
participation in urban programmes in Denmark
(OSOG) offers a detailed list of the problems inciuxcd
by public meetings: they are the ideal place to foster
conflicts; a compromise is difficult to reach; it is
difficult to record the opinions expressed; and those
who speak out are not always the true leaders. A
UNDPstudy on citizens'participation in developing
countries (W£W) maintains that the main constraints •
on participation through publicmeetingsarershyness
in thepresenceof the authorities; fear of speakingout
in public; mistrust of those in power; reluctance to
run risks; fear of criticism for having violated
traditional roles; faction-related conflicts; a sense of
impotence and fataJism. On the o:her hand, other
studies report positive experiences with public
meetings between implementing agencies and the
community.

Recommendations CD

a) Basis for action

2-UL Partnership is an essential feature of the
provision of water and sanitation services. To
guarantee adequate project design and efficient and
effective management, the partnership needs to
include all the agencies involved (government
agencies, utilities, banks, MCOs, grassroots
organizations and consumer groups).

Governments, with the support of ESAs,
should therefore provide the legal, institutional and
policy framework that is necessary to ensure this
partnershipandrcmoveobs fades preven ting people's
participation, especially those hampering the full
involvement of women.

2.13. Organizing effective people's participation in
the development and management of water supply
and sanitation requires specific skills and outreach
services on the part of government agencies, VVS5
utilities, non-governmental and grassroots
organizations. ESAs should provide opportunities
for capacity building specifically aimed at enabling
the above organizations to implement participatory
projects.

b) Guidelines for immediate
action

2,11. Local governments and W5S uclitics should
establish specialized units or cadres to deal vvithperi-
urbancommuniricsand should ¡mplcrncuC.-uvjrcncss
and information programmes to encourage positive
Staff attitudes lo wards peoples p.viicip.uion.
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partidpation/the modalities of public meetings and
consultations with community members, and the
like - to be used to ensure that women are involved
and that theiropinionsare taken intoaccount-Spedal
parience and perseverance should be put into
ensuring that women's resistance to participation -
such as difficulties in expressing themselves before a
formal, male-dominated audience - are overcome.

2.16. To zssess the potential of a particular project
activity, it is necessary that the implementingagency
(whether ESAs, governments, NCOs, WSS utilities
oran association thereof) map the resourcesavailable,
not only in relation to technical and financial inputs,
but also to human resources, i.e. individuals and
groups whose opinions carry weight in peri-urban
communities and whose actions can affect their
development.

217. ESAs should revise regulations and
conditionalities to enable people's participation in
project, planning and execution, especially as
concerns ESA programming requirements, since
participatory approaches require flexibility in
implementation and longer time frames.

dj promotion, of the. involvement of citizens in
varióos activities - service maintenance, monitoring-
of leakages, hygiene education, etc - in which it is
potentially berteficiaL

2.19. ESAs, governments and utilities should avoid
approaches to participation thatareexcessively "tot>-
down". Preference should be accorded to the
involvement of existing local groups and
organizations (NGOs, committees, associations,
volunteer groups, etc). New organizations should
be promoted by implementing agences only in case
there are no established citizens' organizations, or
else forspedfic tasks which require the creationof ad
hoc institutions (e.g. users' committees for service
maintenance).

c) Further recommendations

2.IS. ESAs should help national and local
governments and utilities to identify methods to
make better use of the human resourcesavailable in
peri-urban settlements, through the effective
involvement of local people. Following are some
examples:

a) acknowledgement of independent and
autonomous initiatives undertaken by citizens' 2.22. ESAs and NGOs should contribute to the

0. Agencies implementing projects should make
efforts to identify local organizations and
participatory tools that will ensure that women's
voices do come forward.Theconstitutionof women's
committees should be encouraged in those societies
where women do not come forward in community
meetings.

2.21. Since the participation of users is a necessary
element and not an "optional", ESAs, governments
and utilities should adapt projects to the need of
involving citizens in the various phases. This entails,
among others:

a) accepting changes in project goals emerging from
participation;

b)adapting project time frames to the need of ensuring
adequate participation;

c) adapting infrastructure construction techniques to
the need of involving citizens' unskilled labour;

d) adopting the most suitable institutional
arrangements for ensuring citizens' participation.

development of a new attitude towards target
populations, seeing "beneficiaries" of projects as

b) promotion of new activités, in areas where the "users" or "clients". This would bo a preliminary and
collective will of citizens lus not yet turned into
specific action;

c) identification of specific roles for citizens in the
different project stages (planning, implementation.
n),inAgcnicitt. monitoring .md evolution);

nccc5S.iry step towards the sha ring of responsibilities
related to VV5S services.

19
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may offer guidance ?or "the impleaier-tàû'on -or
pars'dpaiory processes in pcri-uroan settlements.
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Cost Recovery and Resource Mobilization
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Chapter 3 highlights issues and problems concerning cost
recoveryinveri-urb an WSSprojects. Specifically, it discusses
the capacity to mobilize local economic resources for WSS
service coverage in veri-urban areas through tariff policies,
access to credit and other methods, and the management of
financial resources made available by external support
agencies.



The growing interest of governments and
international development agencies in cost recovery
is part of an overarching change in public policy in
industrialized and developing countries alike.

Such change is driven by the need to reduce - or
at least to contain - public spending, in light of
burgeoning deficits in most countries. Spiralling
deficits are caused in part byacceprance of the Welfare
State model, or similar models that envisage a strong
State role in the delivery of services. The main
international financingagendes tend to support this
change and have proposed structural adjustment
programmes.

The term "cost reco ver/" refers to policies and
specific initiatives for assessing and recovering the
cost of WSS services. Such initiatives include the
establishment of adequate tariff systems, efforts for
the control and reduction of physical water losses
and unaccounted-for water in general, mechanisms
for facilitating users' financial participation and
others.

3.2. There appear to be two main approaches to the
issue of cost recovery (cf., e.g., S. Catrncross, 1992;
World Bank 1992; R. Ayres, 19S3). One is the
"traditional" position, according to which water is a
publicgood thatshould ideally ¿«distributed free to
everyone. This position envisagesa strong S talero le
in the financing, delivery, and management of WSS
services. Itendorses the idea tha: tariffs must be kept
low and that unrecovered coss should be covered
through fiscal provisions. This is the policy that has
been adopted - and not only in developing countries
- for years.and still provides theeconomic framework
for WSS service management in many countries.

3J. Recently, however, concern over spiralling
publicdebt ¡n developed and industrialized countries
alike, coupled with growing ¿ v. jrtness that water is
n limited rcsourccand thnt the majbriryoiinsriiurions
responsible for the provision of w.T.cr-rcl.T ted
arc notable to co ver their costs or avoid wastage,
given currency to the notion th.it w.itcr should be
recognized as an economic good for which it is right

to pay (World BarJc, 1592; TS. Katfco, 1992; L. Loved,
1992; ACC/ISGWK, 1992J.

Thus, the cost of WSS services should be
considered chargeable rlrsiand foremost to individual
users, and not to the "collectivity" at large. This
means that service coverage should be extended on
the basis of an assessmentof "effective demand", that
is, the level of service potential users are willing to
pay /or (D. Whitf ngion, D.T. Launa. A. M- Wright, K.
Choe, /.A. Hughes, V. Swam, 1991; YUD?, 1991;
World Bank, 1992).

Some international developmentorganizations
tend to consider effective demand as that explicitly
expressed by users; others instead view it as the
'latent" demand/measured on the basis of actual
behaviour, e.g. the amount of money inhabitants of
peri-urban settlements already pay to buy water
/rom private vendors. It should be noted that all
agree that soda I considerations for the protection of
vulnerable groups should not be abandoned, such as
support for low-income users in the form of subsidies,
access to credit, and the like.

3.4. Cost recovery, however, is a relatively new
issue in the international development debate. This
is evidenced, among other things, by the fact that it
constitutes a recently introduced heading in
document classification in the data bank of the
international ReferenceCentreon WaterSupplyand
Sanitation (IRC) in The Hague. Moreover, the issue
is increasingly the focus of attention in the literature
and in conference proceedings, in the statement
issued at the conclusion of the Global Consultation
on "Safe Water and Sanitation/or the 1990s"in New
Delhi (September 1990), a new strategy is proposed,
calling forsubstantiaj reduction in the cost of services
through increased efficiency, use of low-cos:,
appropriate technologies and the mobilisation of
additional funds from existing and new sources,
including governments, donor agencies and
consumers. At the International Conference on
Water and the Environment held in Dublin in 1992,
the principle was asserted that water should be
considered an economic, as well as a social, good,
with a value correspond ing-<o its potentially most
profitable use. Trie subject of financial resources for
WSS services isa Iso discussed in the UNCED Agenda
21. approved at Rio dc Janeiro in 1992. and in the
preparatorydocumenrst'onhc WSSCC Oslo Clob.il
forucn. held in 1991.
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3.5. Cost recovery is among the topics most often
mentioned in the texis examined: it occurs in 43-57*
of the cases.

/ / I n c i d e n c e and prevalence of topics (*) in the
studies examined (the total does not add up to
100% because several subjects may have been

dealt with together in a given study).

studies in studies in
which which
the topic is the topic is
present prevalent

Cost Recovery 43-5%

Citizens' Participation 53.7%
Appropriate Technologies 42.7%
Legal Status 275%

31.5%
20.2%
4.0% J

(m) These arc the firs', four key cléments of the Strategy Outline,
ie. thoseSpecifically rented to th-e urban poorarJ to pai-urban
settlements.

3.6. The high inddenceof cost rcco very int!»c studies
may be due to the strategics of international
organizations, such as the World Bani;, which have
sought to make national governments aware of the
need for the rationalization of local resource
management through policies such AS "structural
adjustment".

Yet, the more general crisis of Welfare State
policies, whichenrails growing financial difficulties
even in industrialized countries, should not be
underestimated as a cause /or concern over cost
recovery.

The emergence of cost recovery as an issue is
probably aJso the result of greater attention paid by
WSS sector operators to making the most of local
resources, and the realization that international
development agencies can only provide limited aid
for the development of urban infrastructure and
services.

A positive aspect of this policy shift is that,
increasingly/organizationsand people not normally
concerned withthecconorrucsusainabiliry of projects
(notably engineers) arc beginning to view it as a
critical, and not subsidiary, factor.

Moreover, greater concern over economic
realities often goes hand ¡n hand with citizens'

p
Thus it is more and more realized thai fhc blinding

•of a-consensus and the mobilization of fite
community are prereqrasites for adequate cost
recovery on services, and that cost recovery is also a
sortof "reality test" forpartidpaiorystrategies. There
is thus a fundamental passage - from both ths
cognitive and practical standpoint - from general
and rhetorical notions on citizens' participation to a
concrete,analytical approach to mobilization of local
financial and hurr^n resources.

3.7. The main issues treated in the texts deaJing with
cost recovery are:

initial investment costs for service
extension;
operating costs, tariff and billing systems;
access to credit for inhabitants of informal
settlements;
cost containment through reduction of
water wastage and leaks;
measuring water production and A ^
effective consumption; i
estimating users' ability and willingness
to pay for WSS services.

3£. Cost recovery is dealt with in a substantial
number of the texts examined, but the emphasis on
the subject varies among authors.

In face, while this subject is accorded
considerable importance by international
organizations, networks of research centres and
NGO's, WSS utilitiesand economic research centres,
the same cannot be said tor bilateral development
agencies, iVGOs, social and urban research centres.

Incidence of the Cost Recovery issue "̂
by type of organization {%)

Networks of research centres
and/or NCOs
WSS utilities
Economic research centres

Eng./tech. research centres
International organizations
Eng./tech. university depts.
National governments
Local governments
Documentation cenrrcs
Silateral cooperation agencies
NCOs
Soci.il rcsc.i.'d» cenn-cs

^Urb.in research centres

76.9
733
71.4

60.0
59.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
40.0
3S.6
355
25.7
22.2 JJJ
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Resources and Constraints
cf'sersicz.es c pztor in ircrezsòig

s' ^Slzr.gness to pcy

3.9. The studies examined evidence negative and
positive factors affecting economic resource
mobilization and cost recovery.

O

o
o

o

o
o

o

o

(CONSTRAINTS AND
( CHALLENGES J

inadequate levés of investment
by international development

organizations in the urban sector

inadequate tariff systems

scarce availability af credit to peri'
urban Sector inhabitants

difficulty in paying beck loans
on the part af settlers

limited ability to pay for WSS services

rise in land and housing prices in
areas with WSS services

unwillingness to pay for
sanitation services

limited cost consciousnss and
autonomy to set tariffs on the
part of WSS service agencies

OPTIONS ANV
RESOURCES

differentiation of tariffs according
to use and income

citizens' willingness to pay
for wciex. as proven by existing
water vending practices

0

o

promatior. cf irjZTmt-gcr.erztir.g adhiiies
whizh in t-irr. increzse the arbcr. peer's
cbiïiry to pcy

implementation of credit pragrzir.ir.es aiirxd
d peer families

use of unskilled labour, supplied free by the
population, to install servies

better maintenance to redita txstagc
end leaks

• involvement of ¡he community in service
maintenance

institutionalization of the informal water
vending system

involvement of the private sector in the
extension of service coverage

private sector involvement in Servie:
management

re-cyding and re-use of waste water

incremental service extension

o

o'

o

o

o

o

a

a

a
o

3.10. There arc diverging views on a number of
pointsamongtheauthors who focusoncosc recovery
issues and problems. Accordingtosomc, forinstance,
the inhabitants of peri-urban settJements are notable
to pay for WSS services. According to others, the
inhabitants are wiljingand able to pay for the services.
Some authors view soft loans to inhabitants of peri-
urban areas as a resource for WSS service extension,
while others consider the strategy unworkable
becauseofthe low loanrepaymentrattrinperi-urban
areas (cf., e.g., W 132).

3.11. At this point it may be useful to offer an
overview of the constraints and successful options
for cost recovery found in the texts examined. They
may be subsumed under ñvc main headings:

o) functionality of tariff systems;
b) willingness and afailiry to pay;
c) credit programmes:
d) community involvement;
c) private sector invol\-emcn;.



I B0X1- SUCCESS STORIES

Cost recovery is cr&dited as a major
factor in the success of 6 projects out of ike. 51
that am be considered successful, or. a total
of 67 WSS projects fully reviewed in the 271
documents.

Oneexampleisthe WSS project implemented
in Tegucigalpa (Honduras) in 19S7 by the peri-
urban settlements upgrading unit (UE3M)ofthe
national W5$serviceiSANAA),with the financial
support of UNICEF (W52). Tne objective was to
extend water coverage to some outlying districts
ofthzdty. The project was based an cost sharing
and cost recovery. UNICEF supplied the basic
materials, equipment and technical assistance;
UEBM/SANAA supplied tech n ical expert ise;and
the community provided unskilled or semi-skilled
labour. PartofthecosiofUNICEF'sand UcBrAf
SANAA'S assista neewes considered a long-term,
interest-free loan to the community, payable to a
special UEBM/SANAA revolving fund account
by thecommunity waterboard. Thepurposcafthe
fundis to provide long-term investment resources
that can be reinvested by UNICEF and UEBMf
SANAA for WSS service extension. Each family
has agreed to paya monthly fee to cover the cast of
operating and maintaining the water supply
system, the running cost of the administrative
committee, payments on the rcjolving fund loan,
plus a Small margin for replacement of materials
and equipment.

Other interesting cases can be mentioned:

The 'Techo y trabajo" programme,again in
Honduras ( WI25), which utilized local NGOs to
extend credit to the poorer Segments of the
community (Lhe study points out that the loans
have always been repcid).

* The "Sites and Services Project for Urban
Development", in El Salvador (W296), whiàt
tested an innovative credit scheme aimed at low-
income groups of JO individuals each.

The /erfs point out other positive aspects
deriving from cost recovery schemes, as well as
factors for their succcis. such as the progressive
extension of fiscal responsibility (W32):
community contributions to the costs and the
supply of labour; the management of funds by the
community rather thsn the executing agency
(W104); the adoption of innovative mechanisms
for access to credit (W2S6): the promotion of
income-generating activities (W29); ¡he
differentiation of tariffs according to use and
income: and i'r.e tnvolvemeitt of the private sector
in senjice tr.snr.gcir.cnt.

a) ~EuTLdior.aLity of
ta riff systems'

The studies reveal various positions withVegard
to the functionality of tariff systems. In some cases
the authors (for example, in India CW1S)), lament the
lack of a unified tariff policy at the national level.
Other authors (cf., e.g., Peru (WSSD)) point out that
administrative centralization of WSS services causes
dangerous tariff rigidity. The experience in Ecuador
(W27), on the other hand, was that the decision of
some municipalities on how to calculate WSS tariffs
- on the basis of maintenance and operating costs
alone - precluded recovery of investment costs.

One successful option pointed outinthestudies
is the adoption of a cross-subsidy tariff system. One
study (W27) reports that municipal water boards in
various Latin American cities manage to cover costs
using this system- Families with high incomes pay '
more, subsidizing the cost of the service to low-
income families. Cross-subsidies are made possible,
among other reasons, fay the fact that high-income
users tend to consume more than low-income users.
Another study ÇW 74) on the Santiago (Chile) WSS
utility proposes keeping a single tariff, and helping •
poorer families cope through direct cash subsidies.

h) Willingness to -pay

Another key factor for cost recovery is users'
willingness to pay for the service,

A study on Quito (VV27), in which families in 10
districts were interviewed, evidenced willingness to
pay for WSS services, and a survey in Itringa
(Tanzania) (W218) revealed that the population was
willing to pay much more for water than the
government had previously estimated. Reports by
the World Bank and the U S A I D - W A S H project
suggest that data on willingness to pay can be used
to define the appropriate level of service, based on
the number of families that are likely to subscribe to
the service.md their firuncinl resources.and to select
.i suitable t.uiff srructv.-c (W2Ó). Users' willingness



to pay can also be measured by studying the
widespread practice of •wa.icrvending andresellisg
in the pen-urban sector!'wnerevera'public snpply is *
laddngCWllO). Lasíbuiru3ileasí,itiss«ggesiêdthat
-willingness to pay is strictly dependent on the
qualify of service provided (W32).

Some studies indicate thai willingness to pay
may fa e "selective" with respect to ihe type of service
offered. For example, in a project in Indonesia (W250)
where an integrated water and sewerage system was
built, the community was quite willing to pay for the
water, but not for the sanitation. Other studies (e.g.,
W26), as men tioned earlier, report that the inha bitants
of peri-urban settlements are often unable to pay
for WSS services.

One way of increasing the savings and
investment capacity*of the population of peri-urban
settlements is to encourage income-generating
activities. For example, in the outskirts of Nairobi
(Cl 76), an association of local women was assisted in
starting a business in the production of building
materials (bricks, tiles, etc.), which enabled them to
accede to a low-interest loan programme for housing
improvement.

Finally, one way of solving the problem of the
high user cost of water purchased from private
vendors in areas with no piped water system is to
institutionalize the sale of water by vendors. In
Kenya, forexample (W9), the water-vendors' stands
arc, forall practical purposes, partofthe public water
urility: they are licensed by the government, pay
taxesand charge tariffs established by theauthorities.
Useful initiatives of this kind have been undertaken
in other developing countries as well.

c) Credit programmes

in general, lack of access to credit isa constraint
on the mobilization of economic resources by the
inhabitants of peri-urban settlements. The studies
mention lack of credit schemes /or low-income
families (e.g.. Brazil (W14)), high transaction costs,
lengthy approval processes, high interest rates and
security requirements (W250), and the insufficient
number of personnel - when there is any - allocated
by cred i tinsri tu riot\s to the low-income bracee t(W53).

i o alleviate these difficulties, local credit
progiAB3n.es aimed specxSoLuy- aí poor families
"were experimented. --In-these programmes, the
existence of organised groups to moni tor repayment
is substituted for the collateral and guarantees
nonraUy required to secure loans- which low-income
.families do not possess (ClSSG). One of tht most
interesting experiments in thisarea is the Cooperative
Housing Foundation programme in Tegucigalpa
(Honduras). The study reporting on it (W7S)
emphasizes that low-income families in the peri-
urban sector are capable of repaying loans taken out
to make gradual improvements to their homes. The
TegudgaJ pa programme is based onarevolving fund,
which gives access to credit to a great number of
families,agroupata time. Low-mterestloanschemes
are utilized in other places as well, in Nairobi, for
example, the city has assigned 6000 parcels of land
equipped with WSS services to low-income families,
and made small loansavailable to them to build their
own homes (C211).

d) Community involvement

The use of the community's unskilled labour
to build infrastructure and housing (VV8SE1) is
another form of economic resource mobilization. In
Brazil, this practice, called mutirão, takes the form of
an organized collective effort and was successfully
employed, for example, in :hc city of Lages (W213).
Another study on Brazil (W25S) cites some key
elements in the success of mutirão, including the
existence of committed and motivated political and
social organizations or movements, adequate
technical assistance from the utility or the
municipality, and the availability of information on
similar experiences which succeeded elsewhere.

In thesanitationsector, involvement of the user
population in maintenance has proved to be
particularly useful. In Nepal, in the Katmandu area,
the cleaning of public latrines has been entrusted to
families who pay a small fee and charge users for the
use of the facilities. Hence the excellent state of the
latrines (VV29). In Brazil, the condomini'al sanitation
system invented by anenginecr from Recife has been
cffccrivc in reducing maintenance costs. In fact,
maintenance is Assured by users through strong
community involvement. If a userdamagesor blocks
the system (for example by disposing of solid
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into a toilet or dogging up a manholej, there is an
-immediate reaction from' the other users, especially
those upstream (WlOO.

Finally, mention should be made of a report on
a system of infrastructure construction that makes
the most of scarce .resource for public investment
The main feature of the system, applied in Kor-Kor,
Ununquis and Margen Derecha del Rio Huatanay,
three settlements in the outskirts of Curco (Peru)
(VVSSD), ¿s its gradual implementation. The
municipality only finances the first step, that is,
construction of water mains and provision of public
stand posts. The second step, involving extension of
the network and connections to individual homes, is
entrusted to, and financed at, the local community
level.

A similar incremental system was also
experimented with good results during the 1980s, in
San Salvador (W17). Thecity donated materialsand
technical assistance for a number of amenities
(community centre, piped water and septic tank
system). If the community complied in the
construction and maintenance, it was rewarded with
materials and assistance for the next stage of
improvement.

c) Private sector
involvcnicnt

An initial consideration is that, according to
several authors (cf., e.g., W9), the problem of the high
cost of water is particularly acute when the service is
supplied under monopoly conditions.

Many authors agree that privatization of water
boards, or at least some form of private sector
involvement in running the utility, improves the
efficiency of WSS services. Some studies stress that
the private sector offers cheaper service than the
public sector (W153). Other studies, however, are
skeptical of the feasibility of privatizing WSS services.
One of them (W-Í1), for example, claims that WSS
services produce such low revenues that the private
sector is not interested in investing in them. Lastly,
a criticism often levelled at privatization policies is
that privatization only ¡mproves service quality for
chose who Iwive the mçans to pay for it (IV!7).

BOX2 -

cito point out
e cost rcccroery

Tenets describing projects c
Constraints erJirisksjaotk from tk.
standpoint and from the T^OIX general économie
and financiai tneruígemsít standpoint.

Some ezsrr^ilcs arc locrik mentioning:

the difficulties which immigrants from rural
zones and people employed by the informal seder heve
ir. Indonesia (as elseScerc) in obtaining credit to
improve their hones (ClSSH). since banks do not give
loans urithout security;

a project ir. Vcvj G cor-a. (Liberia) (CI SSL) had
to copie tm'ih^ ¡he incapacity ofoar.ks (which, in addition,
iperc in serious fir—rxial trouble) to make small loans
to enable lo~~o-incorre families to build homes;

the case of the Caracas water utility (W43),
inhich shouts hrji relevant the problem of guarantees is
to the privatization processes toell: the institutional
weakness of the mi'.ropolileneuihority entrusted with
thesaleand subsequent cant ral over utilities (no direst
say in operations end maintenance, not much to offer
in the way of guarantees, end leek ofsupport from the
national government) prevented it from securing the
confidence of international investors (consortta of
private companies backed by banks), As a result,
investors ntade tariff bids that were too highand thus
unaffordable. Hence the present stalemate, which •will
probably leed to art increase in tariffs anyway, at the
end of the privctizst ion process. Anatftcr study (W26)
reports the failure of theatterr.pt to inipraoe efficiency
andefieciitienessofthe. Caracas localeleetriatyboard
through privatization. In fact.theprivatccompany has
shown no interest iti extending couerngenndtnriffsare
higlicr thin ever,

Recommendations

a) Basis for action

3.12. Sound finjncUl curugement of utilities is J
prerequisite for developing mechanisms to access
capital markets for the financing of new investment
and for the sus:ainabiliry of WSS services; national
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governments, local authorities and servies agencies
should therefore change their pòuáes rela Sec: ÍD tarins
and cost recovery issuesto reflect this principie.

3.13. It is necessary, however, to single out specific,
demand-driven approaches to the question of cost
recovery in the peri-urban sector, bearing in mind
the prevailing social and economic situation and the
specific mechanisms of the informal sector - income
structures, employment içvels, alternatives for
savings and credit In this context the development
of methodologies for assessing willingness and
ability to pay on the part of peri-urban communities
is crucial.

3.27. SSAsshouId Iiunchiniííaíivesairriedattraining
NGOs, banks and WSS utilities to make and recover
loans in peri-uróan areas (eg. revolving fund schemes
to allow households to connect to WSS networks);
ESAs and governments should test incremental or
gradual credit schemes, as well as the performance of
groups of inhabitants and grassroots organisations
in repaying Joans ("solidarity guarantees").

3.1S. Go vemments should remove the legal obstacles
hampering access to credit for women, giving them
the same rights as men for the signature of loan
contracts. Furthermore, women's needsand opinions
should be taken into consideration when devising
repayment schedules and outreach mechanisms for
credit schemes.

b) Guidelines for immediate
action

3.19. Recent research has shown that willingness to
pay for improved water supply is generally high;
nevertheless, willingness to pay needs to be assessed
case by caseand beat the basis of the implementation
of tariff systems and credit schemes- In this context,
it is necessary that also women be consulted, in order
to understand the actual behaviour of households
and their real willingness and capacity to pay. The
key role played by women in building the willingness
to pjy of families should also be recognized.

3.14. WSS utilities need toadoptmodemmanagement
practices and information systems, including
appropriate cost accounting, customer account
management, and a consumer-oriented approach
(collection of users' complaints, information and
suggestions, etc.), in order to improve theireffidency
and thus crea tea basicatmosphexeoftrustfor possible
investors.

3,15. Although full cost recovery should be the basic
principle for sound finançai management on the
part of utilities, this criterion does not preclude the
applicationby WSS utilitiesofcrosssubsidies between
projects, consumer groups or others.

3.16- Transfer of resources from the central
government should be necessary only in special
situations; in those cases, it should be directed at
Subsidizing the demand rather than the supply, thus
ensuring adequate targeting to the urban poor and
sound financial management of the utility. Any
governmentsubsidics should bcspccific. transparent
,-uid temporary.

•8

c) Furtlter recommendations

3.20. Various methodological approaches may be
used by utilities for the recovery of costs for service
extension and for operations and maintenance; as a
general rule, the calculation of costs should be based
on the application of prevalent market interest rates.

3,21. Covemments/utilitics should promote/
introduce policies which demand p.iy according to
consumption, in the framework of an equitable city-
wide cost recovery framework which also comprises
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3-22. Utilities should develop charging polices,
including tariff difie-entiaiion within th« dornesdc
sector,-that enable the urban poor to receive basic-
services.

3.23. Banks and ESAs should define terms of
repayment on loans forservice provision to the urban
poor talcing into account the cash flow from such
in vestments, in order toa void overtaxing the financial
capacity of borrowers during the initial years of
nega rive income.

3-24. NCOS could play an important role inpro mo ting
income-generating activities at the grassroots level
to enhance users' capability to pay for W5S services.
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Chapter 4
Appropriate Technologies

Chapter 4 highlights issues and information concerning the
development and use of appropriate technologies, in the context of the
objectives of WG/U. Specifically, it reports on the requirements for
the adaptability and compatibility of thcvarioustechnicalsol-utions
for WSS service extension to peri-urban areas, with respect to the
environmental, economic and social conditions of their application.

31
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collective use and community xr-anagemenf, are not
applicable to the pen-urban conirxt (W. Hogre we, S.
Joyce, EA. Perez, 1992}.

4.1. Generally speaking, the term "appropriate
technologies" refers to tradítionaland/orinnovah've
technical solutions that are compatible with the
physical, social, institutional and economic
environment where they are used. In the domain of
international developmentcooperation, in particular,
the appropriateness of technologies is assessed on
the basis of /our main criteria: low cost, integration
with the physical and natural environment,
acceptance by users and simplicity of operation
and maintenance.

On the question of appropriate technologies,
international organizations such as the World Bank
and UNDP, for example, tend to focus on whether
developing countries can afford the cost of
technological solutions adopted by industrialized
countries, while the UNCED Agenda 21 document
(1992) places more stress on the problem of the
compatibility oí technology with the natural
environment.

42, The issue of the adaptability of technologies to
local contexts has come to the forefront in recent
decades for WSS systems a s well. The main evaluation
studies on WSS systems carried out during or a/ter
the Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade,
19S1-1990 (c/., WHO, 1990; R. Carkenheimer, C.
Enrique /orge Brando, quoted in J.M. Kalbermatten,
R.N. Mtddleton. 1991; S. Caimcross, 1992) have
evidenced several problems incurrid in transferring
so-called conventional technologies to developing
countries; by "conventional", technologies
traditionally used in industrialized countries are
intended. As in many other sectors in international
development aid, "turn-key" projects have proven
by ¿r.ú large unsuccessful. According tosomeexperts
(R. Carkenheimer, C. Enrique Jorge Brando, op.cit.;
T. Maria Solo, £. Perez and S. Joyce, 1992) these
problems a re due to the over-reliance, on the part of
engineers, on technical solutions based on the
standards of industrialized countries.

O . One criterion for assessing the appropriateness
of technologies for WSS systems, in thecontextof our
objectives, is their adaptability to the particular
conditions of per i-urb.in settlements. Some Authors,
forex.implc, maintain that some of (he technological
solutions adopted in rur.il <irc.is. which .ire b.iscd on

4.4. it should be noted, at any raie, that know-how
and expertise in WSS technology are abundant As
evidenced by the number of handbooks and design
guidelines made available in recent years (for an
overview cf. /.M. Kalbermatten, D.S. /ulius, CG.
Gunnerson, D.D, Mara, 19S1; W. Hogrewe, S. Joyce,
E. Perez, 1992) and by the increasing number of
specialized publications on WSS technologies, there
are many technological options that take intoaccount
factors such as low cost, easy maintenance and
availability of materials on-site. There is, on theother
hand, increasing awareness o/ persisting problems
with these technologies, such as their replicabiiity,
their ma intenance by local workersand their potential
for economic sustainability through user payments,
considering installation and/or 0<fcM costs.

Appropriate Technologies
in the texts examined

4-5. That of appropriate technologies is not one of
the topics most often mentioned in the texts
examined, although it enjoys a degree of attention.
The incidence of the subject (42%), contrary to
expectations, is lower than that of other topics, such

ft Incidence -and prevalence of (opics (") ¿n íhe
<ïJ0iin<:d (the loiaJ dents not add up to

\

100% because several subject* may have been
dealt with together in a given irudy).

studies in studies in
which which
the topic is the topic is
present prévoient

AppropriJte Technologie*

' Ponicip.<:ion
Cost Recovery
Lcgjl

A1..7T.

53.7ÍV 31,5%
21.2%

J
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as citizens' participation (33J%) and cast recovery
(4S-5%)- This is somewhat surprising, given the
importance-fc^ditionaliy-accorded to'technology
and infrastructure in the water and sanitation sector
(cf., e-g-, 5. Caimcross, 1992; ]M. KaJberrnatten, D-S.
Julius, D-D. Mara, 19S1; A. Bosch, R. Schertenleib,
1983).

4.6. The diminishing importance of technological
issues in recent years seems anyway to be a broad
trend, as confirmed at the WG/U Core Group Meeting
(see Geneva Report, 1993), as well as by the latest
literature on the subject (c/. S. Caimcross, 1992; ¡M.
Kalbermatten, R.N. Middleton, 1991).

On the Other hand, thestudiesshow that greater
attention is being paid to technological aspects by
entities heretofore not specifically concerned with
such issues (local governments and WSS utilities in
over 50% of the cases), and by organizations not
specifically involved in the WSS sector (urban
planning research centres and university
departments), whereasengineeringpractitionersand
eng./tech. university departments, which have
traditionally focused keenly on technology, are now
giving it less importance (they deal with it in 38% of
the cases), favoring instead the so-called "soft"
subjects (management and economic issues, etc.).

Incidence of the Appropriate Technologies
issue by type of organization (7o)

WSS utilities
Local governments
Urb-Zirch. untv. dcptjJreiearch centres

International organizations
Eng./tech. university depts.
Networks of research centres
and/or NCOs
Social research centres
Economic research centrei
NCOs
Bilateral cooperation agencies

73.3
SO.O

4S.9

42.2
39-3

3S5
38.1
35.7
29.0
25.0

4.7. The following rr-zin aspects are treated in the
studies under the rubric of appropriate technologies;

* water distribution systems;
* water treatment, re-cycling and re-use of

waste water, and rain-water harvesting;
* control and monitoring of leaks in water

networks;
* low-cost options for building latrines and

public toilets;
* selective collection and disposal of solid

waste;
* evaluations on the quality of materials and

execution of public works (e.g., latrines) and
self-built housing.

4.S. Such a surprising decline in the importance
attached to technological problems, as mentioned
above, may be a sign that the najrow technical
approach to urbanization and public services is
being rep laced by greater awarenessoftheeconomic,
financial, managerial, social and political factors
involved. This dawning awareness may also be due
to the penetration of certain concepts promoted by
international organizations in recent years, such as
citizens' participation and an integrated approach to
urban development, now seen as essential factors in
dealing realistically and effectively with the
problématique of basic urban infrastructure and
public services in developing countries.

4.9. itshould be noted, however, that the secondary
importance attributed to topics related to
appropriate technologies has negative aspects as
well. Indeed, it should be stressed that some relevant
questions, suchas technology transfer, the definition
of alternative standards, and the adaptation of
technology developed in rural areas to the urban
context-and, in particular, to peri-urban settlements
- are seldom dealt with in the studies.

Studies that integrate technological know-
how and information with other ajeas of

specialized knowledge

Technological i: Economic 30 ó~J%
Technological ù. Political 27 60.0%
Technological ¿¿ Lrçal 13 2S.9%
Technological is Urban Planning 9 20.0%



Incidence of Appropriate Technologies in
association with other elements of the

Strategy Outline (*)

Appropriate Technologies <fc
Cos: Recovery 103 602%

Appropriate Technologies <t
Citizens' Participation 90 52.6%

Appropriate Technologies £t
LegaJ Status 49 20.6%

(') These ere the firs! four key elements of the Strategy Outline,
iz, those, specifically related to the urban poor and to peri-urban
settlements.

4,10. Thesrudiesalso show that technological issues
arcseldom dealt with in association withregulatory
and legal issues (about 20% of cases). This seems to
indicate a lack of concern with the adaptability of
technologies to the local legal, cultural and
institutional context. Yet, implementing low-cost
technologies often requires regulating tenure, or
carrying out expropriations, and establishing such
rights of way and easements as may be necessary to
install and maintain WSS networks in inibrmal
settlements.

BOX 1 - THE BRAZILIAN
"CONDOMINIAL" SYSTEM

Hundreds of thousands of residents of peri-urhan
areai in Brazil kave gained aexeSS to sanitation services
thsnks to an alternative teu/crage system, tuhieh is
reported to cut installation costs by 70~£0%. in vented by
en engineer from Recife, fos^ Corlas de Melo. The key to
the system, dubbed "candominhV'. lies in having Ote
sc.uer line, connected to individualdtxlltngi. run through
the properties, rather than outside them in public lard.
The 'cottdornininl" system requires orgsnization end
CoUcl'arntion tituotig nil tiftrf ¡or the inflnllntian mid
tttfiintcntinCCQf lite System. F 'Ont í/a.' legal Slxndfjciiit.it
reunirei n legal frnmf.z-arl; for dealing ¡uttU riglittif-
utnys (ix,, litiritntio'tf on property rights impoietl ¡or
public benefit). And e;w tuiierc property rights nrc no!
tcgnlly sanctioned, the Ci/udominint system 'CCni'Cf ¡he
Content of individual liters.[or ¡lie inftnthtion offcitKrngç
Itncf thnt yaSi through thi; land they oc(u¡ry mid to

I nnllti'riic ncecff ¡i" ".'".''i.ViriTifíV.

l

Resources and Constraints

4,11. The relatively low level of attention paid to
technology transferinthestudiesand.moregenerally,
to the sustainabiliry of WSS technologies in the
pcri-uxban sector, may be related to the greater
number of constraints (30% of cases) mentioned by
authors who focus on technological aspects, as
compared with successful options (20% of cases).
Indeed, whereas somestudies highlight theexistence
of a wide array of service levels and technological
options that are available for peri-urban WSS
interventions (e.g., pit latrines, VIP latrines, pour-
flush toilets, condominial or simplified systems of
water-borne sewage collection, public standposts,
yard-tap level of water supply, leak detectors, etc),
otherstudiesreportseriousproblemsof adaptability
andmaintcnancc, especially concerning innova rions.

CONSTRAINTS AND
CHALLENGES

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

o

high cost of convent ¡ami WSS technologies

difficulty in finding information on
technology options at the local lend

cost end complexity of
maintenance of infrastructure

potential prablans (related to cultural,
hygienic and health aspects) in using

and maintaining latrines

unsuitable gea~tnorphological characteristics
of the sites normally occupied by

peri-urban settlements

prevalence of a technics! and engineering
Culture based On industrialized

country standards

ineffectiveness and scarce durability
of low-cost technologies

difficulties related !o ¡he high density
of ¡vri-ttrbnn settlements (e.g.. inadequate

>7'«CV to Iniilil Intrincf)
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OPTIONS
AND RESOURCES

Ictn est of certain technologie developed
ebwed, provided they arc adapted to
local conditions

testing and dissemination in titiss of
innovations and alternative technology
options developed in the rural context

management and maintenance of
infrastructure by citizens' organizations

effectiveness oflaiihcost technologies
or technologies based on local resources
and materials

O

o

D

D

4.12. It is apparent from the list of constraints and
resources distilled from the studies that many open
questions remain, regarding the "appropriateness"
of technologies. Indeed, differing assessments and
representations of the same phenomena arc very
common, with the result that they may be viewed as
constraints in one context and as options or resources
in another. Hence it may be useful, for analytical
purposes, to subsume the constraints and resources
regarding appropriate technologies reported in the
studies under five main categories, as follows:

a) Technology transfer;
b) Geo-morphological features and population

density of peri-urban settlements;
c) Infrastructure maintenance;
d) Effectiveness of low-cost technologies;
e) Engineeringcultureandtheproblemofstandards.

A further important aspect was illustrated by
some studies submitted after the deadline for this
survey (31 Dec. 92). it is related to the problems that
may be caused by implementing agencies if they
make the wrong choice from among the various
alternatives for the execution of construction work
- contractors, local artisans, self-help schemes (cf.,
e.g., S. Gumcross, 1992; IRC, 1992).

Overall, the studies examined make no specific
reference, however, to such an important constraint
as the scarcity and unreliability of water supplies in
peri-urban settlements, which, besides being in itself
a serious problem, may preclude the use of water-
borne sewerage.

BOX2- SUCCESS STORIES

The issue of expropriate technologies has a lav
incidence in theczsesiudiese1z7ninei.Or.ly 4 successful
projects (out of 3D, over c toizl of 67 fully revicuxd
projects, owed their positive results to priority accorded
to thechoiceof appropriate technologies in theplanning
phase. In fully 14 cases, moreover, no linkage is
established between success crd the employment of
specific appropriate technologies.

Inanycase.siudiesdopoir.toulinteresiingprojecis
in which innovation and appropriate technological
options played a key role. This is the cose, of the Orsmgi
Pilot Project in Karachi, reported in studies WlQ4and
C196. The project's aim wes to improve sanitation in a
peri-urban area of the Pckis!~r.i tovin. It wes almost
totally self'financed by the community, and was
implemented under the supervision of local technicians.
Latrines, Sewer msins and server connections to houses
were built at low cosi. using the free labaurof the settlers
themselves, Maintcnanceafsewer mains is entrusted to
neighbourhood committees (cadi representing about
600 dwellings). The OPP, es it is known, mede t't
possible toprovide sanitation services to $QQ WO people,
by taking educntage of the 'snow ball' effect.

In addition to citizens'par! icipationand financing,
the studies on the Oratttp Pilot Project reveal some
interesting aspects regarding the application of
technology. One tí the change witnessed in standard
public works practice, based on traditional client-
cnginecr-contractar relations, infevourofa newsystem
in which distinctions bduxeit user, organizer and
implementer are blurred, integrating technological and
organizational know-how toith artisnn skills. Some
innovative solutions nre elsa pointed out to problems
such as open sewage discliarges. pipe blockage by solids
due to lack of flushing tua ter (solved by installing septic
tanks to provide for tlic separation ofsolids)ciid the high
cost of manhole covers (soloed by reducing the diameter
of the lióles and developing lighter covers).

In the case of the Latrine Conversion Program in
Patnn (tndia)(C19ó). theobjcctivetoaStoelimimUethe
nerd for the removal 0/ humnn excreta by scavengers,
which entails ver-/ substantial liealth risks. Thus the
project called for replacing tlte "dry" system with
economical fluslt toilets requiring very lit tie maintenance.
Adoption of this technical solution mude it possible to
convert, over a U-year period. 424$ private latrines,
and build 690ne"j>privatela',rtiiest)nd Several communal
latrines that ierpe 400 houieJialds in 16 blocks. The
¡udy reports tlvtt.ditriitg this intervention.an effective

community approach nnd clofe cooperation between
local authorities and NCOs ¡u-jolned in ¡lie project were
registered.

Finally, mi tntccstittr cifKrimcnt '.un; curried
out n( f/ie Kibera pcri-urhnit settlement in Nnirabi
Kaiyn)( W2J7OJ. 1141'ugn ipceinlsuction truckequipped

with flexible luNiij, capable of cniptying Intrines even
in iltuellingS loczted in nsrmnj Inncs nnd thus difficult
0 rcncli.



a) Technology transfer.

There are contrasting assessments of whether it
is best to import technology from industrialized
countries or other developing countries, or whether
it is more effective to use technologies developed on
the basis of local conditions and materials. For
example:

- The report on a workshop held in India CW4S)
maintains that, in developing countries, instruments
such as leak detectors and water meters are hard to
find on the local market. Thus their use is
troublesome and costly.

- A study concerning Brazil (VV229O) concludes,
on the contrary, that it is cost-effective to purchase
technology abroad, considering the limited
availability of resources for R&D in developing
countries and the pace of technological changeât the
international level.

b) Geo-morphological features
and population density of

peri"urban settlements

Manysrudies(Wlâl,W17,W2â.W178CW235C.
C216, VV229H) point out that one of the main
constraints on VVSS service extension to peri-urban
settlements is that they are often located in
inaccessible or dangerous gco-morphologicaj sites
(high slopes, flood or Jandslide-prone areas, shallow
water tables, etc). A fair generalization is that the
geo-morphological characteristics•• of peri-urban
settlement sites render it difficult, and costly, to
provide service, and require careful analysts of
available alternatives in each case.

Overall, the studies rarely mention
technological innovations aimed at solving the
above-mentioned natural, or physical, constraints.
One water supply technology that is enjoying
wid-spread application is the use of flexible plastic
pipes (which are particularly suited to the geo-
morphological characteristics of peri-urban sites) as
mentioned in some studies. For instance, the same
flexible plasric pipes that are successfully used in
VVSS systems in Finland are now being suggested by
someauthors for use in developing countries (W58).
A similar system, which also made ¡t possible to
reduce the diameter of pipes, has been successfully
tested in Di.idcm.i. Brazil (W12).

Anotherproblem often rrvenSoned in thesiudies
is latine emptying, which ensils serious health risks.
An interesting technical solution in this regard was
tested with success inKenya, usi'nga spedaJ suction
truck for emptying latrines (c. box 2).

Some studies stress the difficulty of developing
sanitation technology that is compatible with the
high population density of peri-urban settlements
(cf., e.g., WHO).

Also proposed for peri-urban settlements are
water supply schemes analogous to rural solutions
(public sand posts or equipped water points) CW52)
and the construction of water storage tanks to meet
demand at thcsettlement level. Residents, organized
in management committees, can thus buy water
"wholesale" from the utility; alternatively,according
to local conditions, they may prefer to use wells or
harvest rainwater and treat it on their own.

Other solutions to water treatment problems
were found through the use of traditional
technologies. Special clays (e.g., bentonite), well
known to local inhabitants, have been used in Egypt
in treating water from the Nile, thus lowering the
incidence of intestinal discases (W127),

c) Maintenance of
infrastructures

The bottom line on the appropriateness of a
given technologicaj option for VVSS service delivery
is often represented by its inherent requ irements /or
the maintenance of infra structure s and for the
monitoring of their operation.

This aspect is often mentioned as one of the
obstacles toadequate utilities management.Ina paper
prepared for WC/U by the Department for
En vironmental Sciences of the University of Venice
(VV129), for instance, the authors argue that
technologies for the monitoring of VVSS systems
requ ire an organizational structure that develop ing
countries arc hardly in J condition to maintain.
Constraints associated with maintenance of WSS
systems are also mentioned in a srudy on water
services in Argentina (W57). According to theauthor,
WSS coverage there has been extended, in the bigger
cities, on the basis of the technological model in vogue
in the 1950s (economics of scale and large plants),
and now such plnnts, which 'haven't had adequate
maintenance, arc obsolete. A stud)'OK the situation
of WSS services i'l Indi.t (W4S) reports lh.it
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BOX3 - LESSONS LEARNED

f
users or to the managejner.t of the projets es e whalÁ.

One example is c siarm-water drainsge prajed
in Jcnekptir (NepslXW23). The study reports or.
fresuent flooding end other problems caused by faulty
construction ofthedrainegesystem, whiskwas carried
out without consulting or involving the inhabitants of
the urban orea concerned (in fad, tne community had
criticized tlte way the protect was being carried out
from the beginning). finally, the study criticizes the
poor pfenning and management of the project.

Problems of a different - but r.o less Serious -
nature were fsasi by a programme far thedzisexnination
of VIP latnnes in Botswana (W237B). One of the
problems was the initiât mistrust of the inhabitants
towards latrines, due ta an earlier accident in which
two children had fallen into old-style latrine pits and
died. As a result, parents did not allow their children
to use any latrine, not even the new, safer, version.

maintenance Staif lack the time to carry out the
routine tasks related to their role, because most of
their working day is taken up just by responding to
users' complaints.

On the resource side, positive effects of citizens'
involvement in the maintenance of WSS
infrastructures are reported by studies in Karachi
(Pakistan) (W259)and in Cuzco (Peru) (WSSEl) (sec
also Working Document ñ 2).

d) Effectiveness of
lozu-cast technology

Another controversia I matter is theeffectiveness
of low-cost technologies.

On the topic of the poor performance of
traditional pit latrines, that led intumtothehosnliry
of potential users towards VtP latrines, sec the
example from Botswana reported above in box 3.

A Study on Yogy.ikorta (Indonesia) (VV72)
criticizes thcuscoftcch no logics whose sole effect is
to remove sewage from the sight and smell of the
inhabitants, as, the Study maintains, ¡S the case of pit
latrines. Moreover, according to the authors, the use
of septic tanks may also present problems, cspc-dally

since such tanks are rarely watertight Cas üiey woold
be supposed to be), due to poor worícnartsíiip and
the use of low-quality materials in execution.
Problems with leaky septic tanks are often
compounded by the proximity of drinking water
wells and by the limited absorption capadty of sous. •
Sharp criticism is also levelled at the scarce attention
paid by thoseapply-Ingexcretasanitationtechnologies
to the need for integrating the various necessary
phases, namely waste water collection, treatmerit,
disinfection and disposal, in sanitation projects.

Several studies point out positive aspects of the
use of traditional technologies and of techniques
developed at the local leveL A study by USAID-
VVASH (W17) mentions the effectiveness of non-
conventional sanitation systems, such as the one
implemented in a district of Cartagena (Colombia),
which uses a shallow sewer system, based on the
retention of solids in septic tanks (which require
cleaning every six years), and the subsequent
collection of effluent by a network of small-bore
pipcs.The study also mentions the case of
Barranquilla (Colombia), where a local political
leader demonstrated the feasibility of improving
urban water supplies through the use of welis, at a
muchlowercost than thatofa proposed extension of
the existing system.

Finally, the temptation to provide the poor
with LnJcrioc services in the name of "¿ppxopxiatG
technology" is criticized in many studies. These
authors argue that installations should be built
according to the highest technological standards,
since the poor are those least in a position to afford
the luxury of short-lived, wastage-prone and low-
performance infrastructure (cf., e.g., W74).

e) Engineering culture
and the problem of standards

A final question regards the weight that should
be given to traditional engineering and technical
culture in the planning and design of WSS services,
especially ¡n projects based on participatory
approaches, with the active involvement of the local
communiry and individual citizens.

An evaluation study on Pakistani examples
(W250) maintains tha: where ver on ly.i sciai I amount
of expert tcchnicJl assistance, training and
supervision has been made available to citizens'
groups, the quality of inirasLrucrural works and
services has suffered. Analogous considerations.
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related to the qualify and read/ availability of
technical inputs, have been ir^de on a-housing
programme "sponsored by -the Grameen 'Sank -in
Bangladesh- An evaluation study (W4) maintains
that the solutions adopted for the foundations and
structure of" the houses gave rise to stability problems.

Other studies, regarding projects implemented
according exclusively to engineering criteria, point
out that adherence to traditional technological
culture has, in some projects, proven to bean obstacle
to the local adaptation of WSS systems. One study
(V/I04), for example, maintains that the use of the
amdominicdsewerage system, when based exclusively
on technical or engineering considerations, without
adequate provision for user involvement in
maintenance, leads to project failure (as in Joinville,
Santa Catarina and Baixada Fluminense in Brazil).
Another study (Wl7) points out that local engineers
normally prefer to employ the technical solutions
they know well, even when aware of the high cost
and difficulties in the application of conventional
technologies due to the complex features of peri-
urban settlements.

Such conservative engineering culture is
directly linked to the technical standards in force in
almost all developing countries, which, since they
tend to reproduce those adopted in industrialized
countries, arc largely inappropriate for peri-urban
settlements. The same considerations hold for
engineering and technological education in
developing countries.

SSBI
Recommendations

n) Basis for action

4.13. Appropriate technology for pcri-urban areas
should not be conceptualized ¿s mere low-cost
technology but radieras technology llml is tailored

(0 fit L(<C¡rSpCC¡í¡CCO!ic1¡¡¡Ons:lhcC;CC>-<uurpl\OlUjJ¡C !̂

features of peri-urban sites, the dynamics of growth
and chaags of informal settlements, the effective
demand-regarding level-of service, compatible
operation and maintenance requirements and, last
but not least the criterion ofafrbrdability.

4.1-4. it should be borne in mind that the complexand
difncuJtphysicaJ and socio-economic conditions that
exist in the majority of peri-urban areas require a
higher level of engineering skills than traditionally
required for rural and formal urban water supply
and sanitation services, in order to identify and
develop the appropriate technological alternatives
and design solutions in each case.

b) Guidelines for immediate
action

4.15. ES As and national sector agencies should assist
WSS utilities in developing guidelines to carry out
assessments of available technological options. In
particular, the development of performance
indicators Jinked to the various service levels seems
particularly useful in selecting the ones capable of
suiting local capacity and ensuring susta inability, on
the basis of efficiency in the use of inputs and in
relation to evolving local realities.

4.1Ó. Evaluation of technological options by those
planning WSS projects should take into consideration
that peri-urban settlements are economically
productive areas, and not just residential areas.

•¡.17. Planners Should try'.heir b-:st :o find Out directly
from the main users, who normally happen lo be
women, what features the service ncxis to have; this
should be one of the main criteria for technology
choice. They should pay special attention to the uses
of water involved in household Ac:ú-itics • usually
carried out by women • such as laundry, food
preparation. uMphinrj children. cica:>iii<; the houjc.
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4JS. The transfer of tedmoîogical options troza, the
mraJ to the psrí-uròan oonísxt should be the object of
extreme caution.
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Chapter 5
Institutional Reform and Capacity Building

Chapter 5 highlights issues and information on institutional reform
and capacity building, that is, the strengthening of the institutions
responsible for the delivery and maintenance of WSS services, and the
development ofthehumnnresourcesthatarenecessaryfortkesuccessful
implementation of WSS projects, at the level of local governments,
WSS utilities, citizens' organizations and NGOs,



I

5.1. According to the main international
development organizations, capacity building,
intended as the strengthening of the institutions
responsible for the implementation and manage-
ment of services, coupled with the development of
human resources for that purpose - at the level of
local governments, utilities, citizens' organizations
and NGOs - is an indispensable ingredient for the
sustainability of all development cooperation
programmes (IHE-UNDP, 1991; UNŒD, 1992). In
the WSS sector, capacity building mainly concerns
the improvement of utilities management (UNDP/
World Bank, 1992) and the reform of national and
local government bodies involved in the extension of
service coverage and management of infrastructure
(UNDP, 1992; ACC/ISGWR, 1992). However, in the
broadestsenscitencompassesidentifying all actors
working for the development and extension of
WSS services, enhancing their intervention
capacities and improving their mutual relations.
Suchactors can be individuals (professionals, experts,
operators) or more or less formalized aggregations,
such as agencies, institutional departments,
foundations, private companies, associations,
committees, NGOs, community organizations, or, in
a broader sense, collectivities.

5-2. The interest of international organizations in
capacity building is evidenced by the extensive
treatment of the subject at important consultations
held in recent years. Examples of the increasing level
of attention paid to the subjectare the following ideas
and proposals that emerged from the UNCEO
Conferenceand from meetings organized by UNDP,
the World Bank and the De velopment Aid Committee
of OECD on WSS services and urban development.

In Agenda 21, approved at the United Nations
Conference on the Environment and Development
(Rio de /aneiro, /une 1992) human resources
development and capacity building are indicated
among the fundamental means for achieving
environmental protection objectives, alongside
financial resources and scientific and technological
tools.

The Delft Decl.ir.ition, signed by those
p4ir:¡c¡p«in'ng in the w.iter sector capacity building

gy
that institutional weakness and poor perfomance
of many sector- agencies are a major cacse of
ineffectiveness and urtsirstainabiliiy of water
projects and stresses Ae urgent need to build up
institutio.ial capacity at all levels. The declaration
sia íes tha t every country and every pro vince or district
has it own characteristics and it own specific
requirements; it thus proposes that water sector
assessments be carried out to help set out tailor-
made strategies for each local situation.

Tne World Bank, during a workshop on
"Capacity Building for Water and Sanitation
Utilities", organized with UNDP m Brussels in May
1992, launched a research-action pro;ect- the "Utilities
Partnership" - which envisages thejoinc, coordinated
participation of utilities, governments and external
support agencies. The "Utilities Partnership"
proposal is based on the realization thata window of
opportunity exists for implementing reforms in the
WSS utilities. There are two reasons for this; first,
policy-makers are increasingly aware that urban
water boards or companies have a vital role io play
in economic growth, reduction of poverty and
improvement of the environment; and second, in this
historical moment every country is questioning - in
one form or another - assumptions about the role of
the public sector that were heretofore taken for
granted. The "Utilities Partnership" has two main
aims:

- to provide decision-makers with information on
why reforms are necessary and on the pros and cons
of the different options for these reforms;

- to provide W55 sector managersandtheirscaff with
practical advice, based on real experiences, on what
works and what does not.

The DAC/OECD,at the meeting held in Paris
in November 1992 on aid for urban development,
claimed that broader decision-making authority of
municipal governments has to be accompanied by
corresponding extension of their revenue-raising
powers and performance (DAC/OECD, 1992). They
should also become more accountable to citizens
and increasingly autonomous vis-a-vis higher
government levels. Finally, the DAC hoped for new
forms of association between the public and private
sectors for the delivery of urban services, to improve
their efficiency and increase investment levels.
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Opacity Building-ii
texts examined

the -..

strengtiiening of institutions and organizations™
operating in tiie WSS sector. On the criñer hand; £ae"'
-link is notyei perceived between tàe improvement
of national and local governments' capacity to
intervene and the ibilit f i

5-3. Capacity building is dealt with in 3S% of the.
studies examined.

The main subjects treated in these texts are:

urban governance and national and local
policies on peri-urban settlements;
the management of WSS utilities;
the action of externai support agencies.

SA. Capacitybuildingisdealtwithmostfrequently
(over-40 % of cases) in studies produced by networks
of research centres and/or NGOs, by international
organizations, economic research centres, WSS
utilities and bilateral cooperation agencies. Centres
for environmental or sodal research, national and
local governments and NGOs, on the other hand,
seem toattribu te less importance to capacity building.

Incidence of the Capacity Building issue
by type of organization (%)

Networks of rciCJJch centres
and/or NCOs
International organizations
Economic research centrei
WSS utilities
Bilateral cooperation

Environmental research centres
National governments
Local governments
NCOs
Social research centres

S3J

51J3

50.0

46.6

40.9

33J

30.0

30.0

29.0

26.1 J

5.5. Capacity building is mainly analized, in (he
studies examined, inassociation withcffccn'vc WSS
services' cost recovery and eliciting citizens'
participation. There is, also, to a certain extent, some
interest in treating the subject of appropriate
technologies together with that of the institutional

process of legal re co gnitionof informal settlements.
Thus, the studies that deal with capacity building
attribute alow priority to improving the competence
of local government and utility staff on legal
mechanisms and urban-management tools for the
peri-urban sector.

Incidence of Capacity Building in
association with other subjects (*)

Capacity Building lc
Cost Recovery 91 59.S7,
Capadry Building £c
Citizens' Participation S3 57.5%
Capadty Building It.
Appropriate Technologies 76 50.07.
Capadty Building U
Legal Status 39 25.6%

Incidence in total number
ofshidi« 1S2 100.07.

(') Thsi are the first four key elements of the Strategy Outline,
i.e. thoscsptíificílly reLr.teJ to the urban poor end to ptxi-urban
itHlemcnts.

5.6. To get a better idea of the context and
conceptual background for capacity building
interventions, thcstratcgicapproachcs of the various
actors involved in the WSS sector should be
examined. As was mentioned earlier, capacity
building also means enhancing the capacity of these
actors to undertake meaningful initiatives, and
improving their mutual relations. The approa ches h\
question, illustrated below, can be deduced from the
varying degrees of interest in the key elements of the
WC/U Strategy Outline.

• National governments seem to concentrate mainly
on citiiens' participation and cost recovery, and do
not consider the legal status of informal settlements
to be as important.

-LOCJ I go vcmxnents, on the other hand, give priority
to legal status, followed by citizens' participation.
They seem much less interested in the appropriate
technologies issue and in cost recovery.



- Extenuai snppczt a g « d e s sesn at the mon ta i to
focos on two themes. Le-, dtízens'paríiapafionaiid
cost recovery"/They pay'Iittîe attention to ̂ íñeSegál-
siatus oí peri-urban settlements, and, although íhsy
do not view it as an absolute priority, considerable
attention to the theme of appropriate technologies.

- Utilities seem mainly concerned with pursuing
policies for cost recovery and implementing
appropriate technologies. They seemon the contrary
much less inclined to pursue objectives regardingthe
legal status of informal settlements and, even less,
citizens' participation.

- Finally, the groups of active citizenry are mainly
concerned with participation, accompanied by a
certain interest in cost recovery and/or appropriate
technologies, but dead less often with the theme of
the legal status ofjnformaJ settlements.

5.7. In addition to differences in strategic
approaches, there arc also conflicts among the five
abo vecategoriesof acto rs-Thefollowingarecxplidtly
reported in the studies:

- conflicts between JocaJ and national go vtrrnments;
- conflicts between .external support agencies and

national governments;
- conflicts between citizens and local governments;
- conflicts between citizens and external support

agencies;
- conflicts between local governments and WSS

utilities.

There is, on the other hand, no explicit reference to
conflicts between national governments and local
communities.

Resources and Constraints

5.S. The studies examined often mention negative
aspects of the institutional arrangements and
functioning of national and local governments,
external supportagenriesand WSS utilities. At times,
however, they also mention options or resources to
facilitate capacity building,singled out on the basis
of the available experience regarding the WSS sector
and local government.

O

o

o

o

o

CONSTRAINTS I
AND CHALLENGES I

lack of coordination between local
and national governments in.

WSS Service management

poor or non-cxister.i flow of'information
and htow-how among the

various actors involved

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

muddled organization of local
governments

limited career opportunities for civil
servants and utility staff, who are

therefore seldom motivated

lack of training opportunities for utility
personnel and civil servants

corruption and dishonesty of
some public officials

inadequate control and monitoring
of WSS services

an exclusively technical approach
to WSS Service management

inadequate remuneration of utility
personnel and civil servants'

insufficient autonomy of utilities

operation of utilities under
monopoly conditions

OVer-ambitious goals of development
projects promoted by external
support agenda with respect

to local capacities

poor or non-existent coordination
among external support ager.cics

shortage of managers end staff specifically
trained in urbsn development in

external support agencies

adherece to rigid programming
and spending criteria on the part

of esternal support agencies, with
. consequent difficulties for the capacity

building components o/pro/cdS

4.1
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BOX-1- SUCCESS^STORIES

Ir.scxrzlstudiesor.t
azzphssis is phz

An inierstir.g
process of 'the Sri Lanka. Water Supply and Drair-age
Board (YftS), vhish iocs azznrrplished through the
creation of jhie regional support centres. The
programme incl-dsdafollo-^<p consisiirtg at day-or
week-lor.g trsinir.g courses end the organization of
study tours in other cauntrjs (Singapore, Malaysia
and Brzzil) to ar^lyzc other aater supply manage-
ment schemes.

Another interesting esse is the "Programa
Techo y Trebejo'. inxplcsno:!¿inHoitditras(W225),
which hzs explicitly included ano ng its objectives - in
addition to the ezieiision of WSS servùxcnvauge-the
strengthening af local government institutions
through technical assisiancs end training initiaihxs.

This is also the coseofall WSS projedsmkich
include actions aimed at strengthening the
population's self-help capabilities or establishing
specific organizations (for example, 'users'
committees") for the management of the finished
vnorks. Among these projects, the 'Courtyard
Rehabilitation Programme' ofKa ttnandu(WlS), the
'Cuavei' project of Villa el Salvador
(Pcru)(W13lD) and the ssr.iiatian programme at
Maina (Kenya) (W227C) deserve mention.

OPTIONS
AND RESOURCES

establishment of rational associations of Q
municipalities and WSS utilities

callaboration and coordination among Q
the various external support cgcricies,
rational and local govcmmzr.ts and utilities

inlemalionnl nehuorks for the exchange of Q
information and knoxu-how

involvement of ¡ht private sector in Q
WSS Services

autonomy of utilities in scüing tariffs, Q
salary scales and csrczr structures

training opportunities for tr^r.agcment, Q
administrative and technical staff at all levels

ir—rsg=rs zoko are held zr. grezi esieerr.
bythesiaff

dfaziors and career
ir. utility companies

constant monitoring of WSS service
performance and quality, by adopting, among
other measures, a suitable sei of indicators;
the same applies to the performance of utility
companies

a flexible organization of the work in utilities,
responsive to user and marked needs

O

O

O

a

5.9. A further,importantoptíonthatisnotmentioned
in thestudiesexamined is there-teainingof available
utility or public scctorpcrsonncl and professionals
(e.g., public health inspectors) that are not yet - but
could be - involved in community liaison for WSS
service management and maintenance (cf., among
others, Cairncross, 1992).

As is evident from the list of constraints and
resources that has emerged from the studies, there
often are differing assessments and representations
of the saxnc phenomenon, which in some cases is
seen as a constraint and in others as a resource or
option. In this connection, the constraints and
resources for capacity building mentioned in the
studies can be referred to the three subjects indicated
earlier (see « 53): urban governance and public
policies on peri-urban settlements; management of
WSS utilities; and the action of external support
agencies.

a) Urban governance, and
public policies on

peri-urban settlements

A first set of constraints consists in the
inadequacy of tu ban housing and land use policies
in the face of grc-Wng demand in developing countries
(WHO). According to a srudy (C18SA) by UNCHS
(Habitat), the lack of effective policies on urban
housingand land usecausesa wndearrayof problems,
such as the rise in land prices, the proliferation and
extension of suburban arens. higher transportation



ccsís and increased automobile írainc The study
a í » maintains that governments base their ñguzxs
on íhehõus ing shortage oñ miHdie^class values and •
that little account is taken of the actual needs or
poorer segments of the population. The absence of a
national policy on housing problems can also be due
(asisthecaseirilndia)toscantpublicsectorcapadty
to artractandxetainasuffidentnumbex of qualified
urban development professionals (W257).

In general, the lack of adequate national
policies ror the urban sector is one of the constraints
cited, even though there are differences in emphasis
on this score: some complain of the lack of specific
policies for the WSS sector (W21S,W49,W110), while
others lamentthe excessive fragrneniationofexisting
polines (W2). In onestudy,thelack of a State housing
policy is singled out as the main constraint on slum
upgrading projects in India (W20). Other studies, on
the contrary, retain that the strengthening of local
institutions is more important than a national policy
(W170) and extol the positive aspects of
administratívedeccntralizatíonand,mo re generally,
of the autonomy of dries (W120).

Conflicts or absence of coordination among
the various levels of urban government are among
the constraints most frequently mentioned in the
studiesexamined.AnOECDassessment of problems
in rapidly growing dries (W170) singles out, among
the /our main constraints, the lack of coordination
among the various local government bodies. A note
presented by USAIDat the DAC/OECD November
1992 Meeting on Aid for Urban Development (W126)
argues that the financial resources allocated to rities
are ine/fidently managed because there is often a
costly system of decentralized offices of central
government ministries operating in parallel with
local governments.

The limited flow of information among the
various actors operating in the urban WSS sector is
mentioned by several authors as an obstacle-to
intervention capadty. Astudyon Mexico (C191P), for
example, laments the lack of information exchange
among the various bodies dealing with urban
development; the complaint is echoed in a document
analyzing polides for Indian peri-urban settlements
(VV20). Among the initiatives which have helped
remedy this lack of commu nica tion in some co u n tries,
are national watcrutilityassociations (VV10), useful
for coordinating actions /ex changing informa tion and
experiences and creating common data banks, and
associations of municipalities (W170). which have
been effective in cutting down cumbersome and
often useless administrative controls, setting long-
term goals for ministerial action and amending
inadequate regulations for the allocation of State
subsidies.

A significant impedirrvant rbr good governance
at the urban level is the poorplarming capad ty oflocal
•authorities (W152); One study (C253) maintains that

. the main problems reported in the implementation
of urban projects have oesn: railure to execute projects
as planned; long delays between design and
execution;littleattention paid to deuninginstrumenis
to be used to mobilize technical, economic and
finançai resources. One study prepared for the
USAID-WASH programme (WIT) also points out
thatperi-uxbanscctorplanning is difficult for several
reasons: the residents are poor, have no security of
land tenure, and slum areas are normally all but
inaccessible.

Another key constraint on the planning of
WSS projects is the.shortage of tools for collecting
and managing information on peri-urban
settlements. The above-mentioned USArOWASH
study (W17) argues thatthelackof cadastral da ta and
statistics on informal settlements in developing
countries makes it impossible, when planning a
project, to know beforehand thenumberofdwellings
lacking services. The World Bank concurs, in two
documents (W251), by stressing the fact that
information on such important aspects as water
demand and consumption, users' effective
willingness to pay and the location of existing water
mains are not accessible to policy makers.

Another constraint, assoda ted to theones listed
above, is the Jack of a clear definition of
administrative boundaries in urbanareaS,asalrcady
pointed out in other WC/U Working Documents. A
USAID-WASH comparative study on the health
effects of WSS systems (W69) maintains that the lack
of a predse definition of the notions of urban area,
peri-urban area, small dry and rural village causes
problems for settlement upgrading programmes.

The poor motivation of local administrators
is also mentioned as a constraint on good urban
governance. The limited possibilities which local
governments offer for those aspiring to a political
career, for example, are mentioned in a DAC-OECD
document (W152).

Some of the greatest difficulties cited in the
studiesexamined were registered whenthe resistance
of officials to innovations wasadded to thecxccssivc
buxcJUOTtizationoflocalgovcrrunent.ThesIowness
and complexity of procedures for implementing
shelter improvements create many difficulties in
themselves, as pointed out in .in OECD document
(W153). The situation may bo made even worse by
theoppositionof publicoffidals. whoare sometimes
skeptical and suspicious of nc^' programmes and
loath to deal with pcri-urban settlements (C196). A
study on Ecuador (WS8A2), for example, points out
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that one of the constraints to water serviœ ext=r.sion
is tfie reluctance of public ofScials fo -visit p td-
urbart areas.

Finally, a structural factor should be fcspt in
mind: demographic pressure in urban areas of
developing co un tri es is often referred to asa constraint
on the implementation of effective urban upgrading
policies, since it renders the situation in target
settlements fluid and unstable (Wõ3).

b) The management
of WSS utilities

A serious constraint for the management of
WSSutiliu'es is sometimes referred to withexpressions
such as "a narrow technical vision" or "an exclusive
use of engineering skills'". A study on relations
between users and utilities in Venezuela (W262), for
example, criticizes thecxdusiveJytechniaJapproach
employed with regard to WSS systems. Another
study, on WSS services in. Argentina (W57), maintains
that the engineering vision, which focuses on the
implementatíonofinirastructurewithoutconsidexing
marginal costs, is an obstacle to the development of
sen/ices.

According to some studies (e.g., W57), the fact
that many utilities operate under monopoly
conditions and are almost completely dependent on
government financing is an important obstacle to
service impro vement. since market forces ne ver come
into play (W1CM). Another drawback mentioned is
the utilities' lack' of autonomy in setting tariffs and
staff salary levels, which are normally regulated by
the government (W104). This is a thorny problem,
since the possibility of off ering competitive salaries
is obviously indispensable for attracting and
retaining qualified personnel (W25).

Another element which, according to the
studies analyzed, does not encourage - to say the
least - the proper functioning of utilities is the lack of
motivation of personnel, due mainly to low salaries
and limited training and career opportunities. One
study (W1CM) points out that, within WSS public
utilities, important staff positions arc assigned on
the basis of political affiliation rather than merit.
According to a no thcr study, job security, promotions
based exclusively on length of service, the lack of
recognition for work well done and the lack of
sanctions for poor work help to demon'vate the Staff
(VV104). The lack of incentives, along with severe

BOX 2- LESSONS LEAXNED

77a: siudÍ£áz=K=r¿d report rt^crr^t prvblerrj
regarding various espedís sfszpcc-ty building. Here
ere same czcnrples.

One problem irrjohes coordination among the
various levels of munícipe! gcrxmrr-cnt. A study in
tfuevo Horizonte (Ealtt) (W8SCD, for c=nrpk,
reports tkst tlie:xruiusStsteboc¡iesei:rrie¿oul isolated,
contradictory end unaordir—icd actions, eoen going
sa far as to construct e se^snd water main alongside a
stpruiccsbU, but inactive, one. Another typical problem
concerns the difficulty in ¿¿f.nirtg the edtmntsindix
boundaries of urban arczs. in MaakombaJco (Zaire)
(W29SL), tlte ¿elsy in the implementation of e WSS
projazi was due, to the fad thst the tergd seîtlemstt
%rcj} so rapid ty thst it cox Id be classified, from en
administrative standpoint, cs rather a village nor a
city in its oí?™ right. A si—v on India (W1S7) found,
as already mentioned dseizr^re, that many slums ere
outside the administrative boundaries of ike
municipalities, which therefore lack a mandat candan
interest, itt tackling thdr problems.

limitations on salary levels often imposed by the
economic situation as a whole, means that it Is very
hard to retain qualified personnel in WSS services
CW25). Moreover,in some cases the managementhas
to deal with widespread dishonesty and corruption
among personnel, who seek personal-rent from
service delivery, taking undue advantage of their
position of dose contact with the public (WS).

However, there are also positive experiences
in WSS utilities management A study on some
companies in the WSS sector (W25D argues that the
successful ones are those which have their own
organizational cultureand in which the managers arc
held in great esteem by the rest of the staff. A
controversial point concerns management training:
in some cases, such as that of a Brazilian water utility
company, in-house training programmes seem to
ha ve been the key factor forsuccessjinothersituations,
instead, personal qualities of staff and the capacity to
leam on the job seem to have been more important
(W251).

Oneof the ways in which variouscountriesare
attempting to remedy the above-mentioned
deficiencies is the privatization of utilities or,
alternatively, lhe involvement of the private sector
in some jspecis of WSS service management.

In many studies, the latter solution is seen as a
rafljoroprion(W70, Wl^l.andsuccessfulexperiences
arc not lacking. For example, the water board in
Santiago, Chile (EMOS) has involved private
companies in metering, billing and maintenance of



the network, w á i excellent results CW290). Wïih
regard ío fallprivaíi=aiior^howeve^.aaore critical
View prevails.* One sîudy CW229GJ maintains that
privatization of WSS services may be effective, but
•onlyprovidedthe/ol/owingactionsareaccomplished:

- restructuring the utility and putting its finances in
order before the sale;
-setiingupagoodiiistitutionalrnarketingstrategyin
order to attract investors;
- performing maintenance on the plant as needed
before the sale;
- instituting a specific government body to regulate
the operation of the privatized companies;
- prevention of undue rises in service prices once the
utility is privatized;
- preventing shares from being concentrated in a few
holders' hands.

Other studies stress the weak points of
privatization. The most frequent criticism is that
privatization improves services for the better o£f,
but not for the poor (e.g., VV153). In addition, some
claim that privatization of services does not
automatically ensure lower costs (W267). .

Finally, the use of external consultants for
operational support is suggested as a successful
option for WSSauthoritiesCW229C). Ho we ver,crib'cal
assessments are not lacking on this score either. In
fact, according to some, over-reliance on outside
contractors and consultants in developing countries
would constitute an obstacle to capacity building
(W37).

c) Tiie action of external
support agencies

' Some constraints to capacity building
mentioned in the studies are due to the action of
external support agencies (ESAs). These can
sometimes help to increase local capacity by acting
as facilitators among the various institutions in volved
in programmes (W218) or, on the other hand, they
caninhibit or hinder thedevelopment of suchcapadty
(W37). Moreover, many point out that ESAs
themselves need organizational and institutional
improvement (VVH2).

At times, theeffecrivonessof ESA programmes
is limited by the over-ambitious goals set by
international organizations with respect to local
capacities. When institutional counterparts in host
co un tries a re too weak, ESAs tend toend up replacing
tl»cm, with dire consequences for the sustainability
of programmes after the witlidraw.il of Aid (W37).

Other impediments to capacity building are the
conflicts thai someiisiss arise between ESAsiaffand

•'the local population on the objectives of projects
(WS5).

In this regard, some studies mention, among
the constraints, the scarce consideration on the part
of ESAs to the time ixamts required for
implementing certain projects. Furthermore, they
stress the ESAs' inadequate consideration of the
start-up and maintenance phases of infrastructural
projects (Cl 96, W303Î.

Another constraint pointed out in the studies,
albeit not very frequently, is divergence of opinion
within the international development aid
community. In the final report of the W5S6C Oslo
Global Forum (W21S), reference is made to cases of
conflictsamongdonor countries, at times even set off
ttdhocby the governments of host countries. The role
of NGOs is another controversial subject, since they
are often portrayed as lacking the necessary technical
and administrative competence to carry out WSS
projects.

Moreover, there are some difficulties inside
de velopmentagendes themse! ves tha t prevent them
from offering support commensurate with their
investment capacity. In this regard, the shortage of
managers and professional staff with a specific
competence in urban development is observed in
the studies (VV112).

Anotherimpedimentmenrionedinthestudies
is the lack of operational coordination and
iniormation flow among different agencies. In
particular, many authors highlight the insufficient
circulation of already available knowledge on the
lessons learned from urban sectorprojects.The DAC/
OECD notes that donor countries should step up
information exchange, besides continuing to take
part in periodic meetings devoted to urban
development (Wl12). mother studies, theusefulness
of international networks for information and
know-how exchange is pointed out (W166).
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Recommendations

a) Basis for action

5.10. Institutional reform and capacity building
should aim first of ail at making sector institutions
work, by enhancing theix financial and
administrative efficiency. Beyond improving the
capadty of utility companies to discharge their
traditional duties, however, the challenge of
developingnewcapadtiesfortheprovisionof services
under the specific conditions of peri-urban areas
must be faced.

5.11. Policy frameworks should be developed at the
national level to address the roles, responsibilities
and support needs of sector institutions in the
delivery and management of water supply and
saru tation services in peri-urban areas. In this context,
it is necessary not only to enable the optimum
operation of the agents related to service provision,
but also to actively favour the establishment of
partnerships among them.

b) Guidelines for immediate
action

5.12. Programmes aimed at the development of
human resources should first of all aim at enabling
utilities and sector institutions to attract and retain
sufficient numbers of suitably qualified personnel,
but also to deal effectively with peri-urban service
provision. Such programmes should include:
- the adoption of competitive, market-based salary
levels and benefits;
• the establishment of adequate career structures.

incentives arid evaluation mechanisnis;
- the provision of training opportuxuties Hrjced to
rareer progression;
-t^retrainingofavailabîestaffiri customer rejetions
and community development and liaison activities;
- the retraining of WSS personnel to improve their
capabilities in dealing with the non-tschnical aspects
of the delivery and management of services in peri-
urban areas;
- placing special emphasis on enhancing capabilities
related to sanitation and sewerage development

5.13. The involvement of the priva te sectorshould be
encouraged by national governments and actively
soughtby utilities, whichshould explore possibilities
in creating new roles for private companies in the
provision of WSS services.

5.14. ESAs and national sector agencies should
actively encourage the establishment of
interinstitutional and interdisciplinary working
groups with spending and dedsion-ma king powers,
asan inno va tive institutional arrangement to coordi-
nate and promote the upgrading of peri-urban areas
and their integration into the city. In large d ties or
metropolitan areas,severaJ su chunits could be crea ted
on a decentralized basis.

5.15. ESAs and national sector agendes should
actively encourage WSS utilitiesand NGOs to jointly
develop mechanisms for NGOs to act as
intermediaries orsurroga te service pro viders to peri-
urban communities when legal, administrative or
other constraints prevent direct service provision by
WSS utilities.

5.16. Local governments and WSS utilities, with the
help of NGOs and citizens' groups, should jointly
assess the existing roles, responsibilities and
capabilities of the agents dealing with peri-urban
WSS services in their locality, in order to define
possible institutional reforms,
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c) Further recommendations

International level

5.17. ESAs should work together to devise new
collaborative mechanisms for coordinating their
ur an programmes.

5.15. ESAs should enhance their own capadty by:

a) increasing the number of managers and
professional staff with specific competence in urban
development;

b) establishing coordination mechanisms between
their units responsible for environmental
infrastructure, housing, urban development, soú¿\
and community affairs, and finanria! markets
development;

c) active partidpation in existing networks related to
WSS and urban development, as a means to improve
coordinationamongmulrilateraland biJateral ESAs.

S.19. ESAs should support training initiatives for
u tiii ty managers Joca 1 administrators, ES A sta ff, NGO
stsd and grassroots leaders on socio-economic,
managerial, and legal matters related to service
provision in peri-urban communities.

National level

5.20. WSSauthoritiesshould beassisted inorga ruling
national assoriarions to promote their interests, in
the context of WSS sector reform.

5.21. WSS professionals should be assisted in
organizing national associa rions to increase expertise
and improve performance standards for WSS
practioncrs through exchange of information .ind
professional training.

5-22. National governments should establish and
enforce servies and financial performance standards
ror V/SS authorities.

5.23. National governments should grant the
maximumautonomy to WSS authorities in managing
service deli very a nd financing, including tariff setting
and enforcement The transition to full autonomy
should be aided and guided through the provision of
support mechanisms.

^ G r a s s r o o t s o r g a n Í 2 a t í o n s s h o u l d ^ a s s i t e d ^ .
t h e c r e a h-o n 0( coordination, research, training and
service networks at the national level.

Local level

5.25. MunjdpaJ governments shouJd be assisted in
the creation of associations or consortia of
munidpalities to exchange experiences and provide
training related to the development of pcri-urban
settlements.

5.26. ESAs should support the provision of technical
assistance to local governments on tools for urban
pla nning and management, WSS servi ce ins taxation,
and utility management.

5.27, The following four steps procedure should be
adopted by ESAs for ¡nsritufional reform initiatives:

a) promoting research to identify vital elements for
institutional reforms;

b) promoting thccomparativeanajysisof institutional
reform processes, with parricuJar reference to peri-
urban areas, and information exchange among
practitioners;

c) coordinating relevant actions at country level
among multi- and bi-laterjl donors, in consultation
with the relevant levels of government;

d) ensuring follow-through and completion of the
institutional reform process.
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It 5
h:-> 5-2S. National governments should adopt new

j ~ • regulatory tools ibr-harmonization oí the existing

1rs \ rules and -regulations on housing and VVS3 at the

| ,4 ' national level.

If 5.29. International organizations and countries

( belonging to economic organizations (O?HC,O£CD,
etc) should intensify and harmonize their urban

^ programmes.
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Chapter 6
Water Resources Conservation

and Management

Chapter 6 highlights some of the key concepts arising front the
international debate ou water resources conservation and
management, whidi have been analyzed and endorsed by the
Working Group.



S.I. In most cities, the water sector performs badly
both in terms of economic efficiency and
environmental sustzinabili ty, at a high cost to society.
The poor naturally bear the brunt of such a cost,
represented by ill health, low quality of life, and
productivity losses. The affordability and financial
viability of improving service coverage in the peri-
urban sector depend to a large extent on the existence
of city-wide water resources policies aimed at
conservation of the resource and enhancement of the
sector's revenue base.

A broad consensus has been reached on the
principle that water is an economic, as well associai,
good, and should be managed as such. Several
practical applications, leading to performance
improvements, could arise from the adoption of such
a principle by WSS authorities:

- control of physical losses and improvement of
measuring and charging mechanisms to reduce
unaccounted-for water;
- the use of economic and regulatory incentives to
enhance water conservation and re-use;
- moreefficient allocation of water among competing •
uses;
* the establishment of an equitable, city-wide cost
recovery framework;
- better management of water demand.

Better overall water resources management
should increase theavailability of water for domestic
purposes within existing systems, while keeping the
cost of new Supplies within acceptable bounds, and
atthesametimeenhandngtheinvestrnentcapabilities
of water supplyand sanitation authorities.

Recommendations

6.2. The theme of water resources conservation and
management has been the object of keen attention in
many recent international consultations (e.g. (CW£
(Dublin), UNCED (Rio)). Important new
developments are under way in the fields of applied
research and policy analysis witli regard to issues
like solid waste management and water resources
pollution, hazardous wastes,and water requirements

¿c waste generation by ssiall-sade and g
industries. In this context, WG/U has discsssed and
•endorsed some of the key concepts arising from ths
international debate on the subject, which are given
below.

a) Basis for action

63. Local governments, in partnership with other
agents, should be encouraged in the development of
an integrated approach to the delivery and
management of environmental infrastructure -
water supply, sanitation, solid waste disposal and
drainage. In this perspective, the extension of
sanitation coverage to peri-urban areas should be
seen also as a means to enhance water resource
protection.

6.4. The conservation and sustainable use of water
resources require the development and
implementation of a comprehensive framework of
economic and regulatory instruments and
incentives, as well as concurrent public information
activities and the enhancement of monitoring and
surveillance capabilities.

b) Guidelines for immediate
action

6-5. Governments, with the help of ESAs, should
explore practical ways in which to apply economic
and regulatory incentives and instruments (e.g. the
"polluter pays principle") to protect waterresources;
in this context, monitoring and surveillance should
be enhanced and sistematically undertaken, in order
to helppreventwaterpollurionand to improve water
management.

In particular, water authorities should control
indusrriaieffluentdischargesand toxic wastedispo sal
sites, paying parti cularanenrion toaquiferprotectian.

6.6. WSS utilities should enhance water conservation
through thecontrol of physical water losses, including
leakagçdçtccrion programmes.and the improvement
of measuring and charging mechanisms to reduce
unaccounted-for water.
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6.7. L ne act thaï ííte exisrssion. o : sanitation services
to peri-urban areas has ar^ong i s positive effects the
protection of water resources should be an added
incentive for WSS utilities to explore v\-ays ti stimulate
demand forsanitatíonand extend coverage, with the
partieipat'on of tne users in peri-urban areas.

6.S. Governments should adopt economic and
regulatory incentives to enhance water conservation
and urban wastewater reuse, as ways of easing water
shortage problems, and to facilitate collection and
treatment of wastewater.

c) Further recommendations

6.9. Governments should establish an institutional
and legislative framework to integrate water
resources planning and land-use management at
ecosystem level (catchment basins, etc.) including
both ground and surface water bodies.

6.10 Utilities should explore non-conventional ways
toaccessadditional water resources, such as rainwater
harvesting at the household and settlement levels.

6.11. National governments should be aided to
establish and enforce water and effluent standards,
particularly for industrial effluents within urban
areas, bas«d upon a realistic appraisal of health risks,
environmental impacts and development objectives.

ó.12 ESAs and governments should promote
coordination between water supply and Primary
Health Care (PHC) strategies. The Primary
Environmental Care (PEOstrategicapproach should
be adopted in water and sanitation projects, in order
to concur to the pro:ection of surface and ground
waters. "
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Chapter 7
Matters Requixing Further Research and

Empirical Testing

The Working Group on Urbanization has singled out a number of
matters that need further investigation through researdi, collection
and cxdtange of documentation, and empirical testing. These issues,
that are listed in this Chapter, could be addressed in any future
activities of the Working Group which may be approved atthe Rabat
Meeting,
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7.1. i ne research carried out by the Working Group
on Urbanization has identified important gaps in
kno wledgea nd informa tion exchange, tha t constitute
serious constraints to sustainable service extension
in peri-urban areas. Such knowledge gaps are related
to both the Working Group's key areas of concern;

- gaining a better understanding of the peri-urban
sector and its mechanisms;
- enabling water utilities to recover capital and
opera ting costs and thusgalnacoess to capital markets
to finance service extension.

7.2. There is an acute need for ESAs, governments
and NGOs to gather and circulate information on
experiences of participation of organized citizens'
groups in the planning, implementation, manage-
mentand maintenance of VVSSservices in peri-urban
settlements. It should be pointed out that there is
considerable documentation available on current
experiences in Latin American countries, which
should be made more widely available, while there
still exists a knowledge gap to be filled on Asian and
African countries.

7.3. Research on socio-cultura) dynamics in peri-
urban settlements, including gender issues, should
be encouraged at all levels, in order to improve
knowledge on target communities and to highlight
factors within them which could rum out to be
constraints or resources for project implementation.

7.4. Such research seems particularly important,since
a number of recurrent stereotypes on peri-urban
communities hinder action to improve their loL For
instance, the notion according to which high
population density issinonymous with violence and
un sanitary conditions, or theassumption that women
can better participate in WSS-related projects because
they have more free rime, whereas in fact they often
have two or three rimes the work load of men.

7.5, The acquisition of knowledge on socio-Cultural
d y M<I míes ¡ii pcri-urbf>n settlements would contribute

to a more realistic view and thus to better project
xbnndaiion. It would also help to identify forms of
users'- involvement in implementation and
maintenance of services in pert-urban areas (leakage
detection, infrastructure maintenance, use of locally
trained labour to install services, etc). '

7.6. ESAscould makea key contribution towards an
applied research effort specifically geared to the
water and sanitation ne¿ds of peri-urban areas. In
particular.thereisaneed for applied research aimed
at the development of guidelines for application by
WSS authorities in the areas of prívate sector
participation, capital investment, organizational •
development, and training,with a specific focus on
the peri-urban sector.

7.7. Information exchange should take place among
ESAs, WSS authorities and national and local
go vemmentsonthein vol vementof the private sec tor
in WSS service provision, including privatization
experiences (through meetings, publications,
etc).Another important area is the adaptation of
available computer information systems for WSS
monitoring (e.g. WASAMS) to the urban con text and
especially to the peri-urban sector, adding special
indicators, and devising ways to strengthen data
collection systems.

7.5 In this context, expansion of available data banks
and creation of international and regional networks
would improve the disseminationof research results
and know-how on peri-urban WSS services.

Recommendations

7.9. The WorkingCroupon Urbanization,inaddition
10 the recommendations given in Chapters 1 through
ó of this Report, has drawn up ¿ list of the matters
thai require further investigation through research,
collection and exchange of documentation, and
cmpiricjl testing. Such matters could be addressed
in the furu re activities of WC/U, whatever form they
take after the R.ib.it VVSSCC Meeting.
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More in general, ESAs, national and local 7.17. Comparative advantages of available
governnvmts and sector agencies, uíüities and NGOs mechanisrrtf for equitable cost recovery (cross
shotiJd be encouraged to design and implement subsidÍes,singleíarLfTv».-iíhdirectsubsiciesíooooresí
applied research and dissemination programmes in groups, and so on),
relation to the following:
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7.10. Intermediate legal options for security of tenure
in informal settlements.

7.11. Simplified institutional arrangements and
bureaucraticprocedures forcadas trai registra b'onand
settlement regularizatíon.

7.12. Rationalization of bureaucratic spheres of
competence and procedures to grant legal title to
tenure (or similar).

7.13. Policies and mechanisms to provide services to
vulnerable groups (e.g. renters), and protect their
interests when undertaking legal recognition and
settlement upgrading, without blocking these
processes.

7.14. Policy and legal instruments to enable service
provision to settlements that, even though they fall
outside the territorial jurisdiction of local authorities,
are part of their urban structure.

7.15. Effective ways of sharing responsibility for
projects (financial resources, labour, management,
etc.)and for theoperarionand mainte nanceof finished
works, between ¡mplementingagencies, WSS utilities
and local communities CD.

7.16. Feasibility of implementation and functionality
of existing tariff systems in relation to the goal of full
COSt recovery.

7.15. Practical mechanisms and institutional
arrangements for breaking down large loans from
financing organiza ¿ons into the smallloans required
by participatory approaches in peri-urban
settlements.

7.19. The application of economic penalties and
incentives, such as those based on the polluter pays
principle, to environmental conservation and
sustainable utilization of water resources.

7.20. Requirements and constraints to private sector
involvement (e.g. guarantees offered by local and
national governments; low revenues of WSS services;
cost recovery frameworks; clear and stable rules;
etc.) and effectiveness of the various degrees o(
private sector involvement, including full
privatization, in extending and improving services
for the poor.

7.21. It would seem particularly useful to draw a
comparison between the experience in citizens'
participation in the management and maintenance
of urban infrastructure gained in industrialized
counrries(e.g. the Finnish water cooperatives) and
in developing countries.

7.22. Technical solutions for adapting WSS systems
to the shelter and infrastructure conditions of the
peri-urban sector.

7.23. Standards for affordable incremental WSS
service extension, to encourage the efforts of local
governments and WSS authorities.

59



underlying urban apeas from sanitary ínsíallatíons ••-"-'
such as pic latrines.

7,25. Patterns and requirements of household
activities - food preparation, laundry, personal
hygiene, dearungthe house-in relation to wateruse,,
so that women's needs can be taken into consideration l ~
when formulating projects. V .

7.26 Guidelines for the practical application of
participatory principles. ^_
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(U The desirable scope and levels of community f"
participarion vary according to the socio-culruml
Context. • •
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Notes
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Annex 1
The WG/U from Oslo to Rabat
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1. WG/Uis one of the seven Working Groups, launched by the WSSCC at the Oslo Meeting
. (September 1991), that will be presenting their Reports to Lhe Rabat WSSCC Meeting

(September 1993).

2. WG/U has been coordinated by the Directorate General for Development Cooperation
of the Ministry of Foreign .Affairs of Italy (MAE/DGCS).

3. CERFE, Centro di Ricerca e Documsntaxione Febbraio '74, a Rome research institution, was
appointed to perform the functions of scientific and operational Secretariat to the Working
Group.

4. The main phases of the activity of W G / U were the following:

* discussions at the Oslo meeting (September 1991);
* preliminary contacts with the membership (4th quarter 1991);
* drafting of the Terms of Reference (1st quarter 1992);
* incorporation of members' comments into the Terms of Reference (2nd quarter 1992);
"submission of inputs by W G / U members (March-December 1992);
* 1st version of the Strategy Outline (August 1992);
* WG Coordinators' meeting in The Hague (September 1992);
* 2nd version of the Strategy Outline (October 1992);
" Geneva Core Group Meeting (November 1992);
* 3rd version of the Strategy Outline (December 1992);
*filingand systematicanalysis of the docum en ta tionsent by members (December 1992 and

1st quarter 1993);
* drafting of the Research Report and of the Working Documents for Siena (1st quarter

1993);
* Siena Meeting (April 1993);
" Executive Summary of the W G / U Report (June 1993);
* Seminars in Bologna and Rome for the dissemination in Italy of the Working Group' s

findings (2 and 12 July 1993);
* W G / U Report (July 1993);
* presentation of conclusions to the Rabat meeting (September 1993).

5. Apart from the above-mentioned docum en tation, the WG/U Coordination and Secretariat
have produced several background papers, a Geneva Core Group Meeting Report, and a
Research Report.

6. Another product of W G / U is the Data Base obtained through the filing into a Macintosh
computer of the information contained in the inputs submitted by members. The filing
work was based not only on formal criteria but also on the informatization of the findings
of the analysis of each of the 400 studies consulted.

7. Many deve lop ing countr ies - inc lud ing Bangladesh, Benin, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia,Ecuador, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Senegal - and
major ESAs - including the African, Asian and interamerican Development Banks, Caisse
Française de Développement, Canadian CIDA, German GTZ, British ODA, UNICEF,
UNCHS (Habita t),USAlD (and the WASH Project),WHO, The World Bank - and research
institutions-including IRC (Netherlands), IRC WD (Switzerland), ISF (Norway), Tampere
University (Finland) - have taken part in the Working Group.
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Secretariat and Consultants

1. Febbraio 74 Center for Research and Documentation
(CE.R.FE.)

CE.R-FE., a non-profit Rome-based research institution with a
significant record of accomplishment in the social sciences and in urban
management studies, both in Italy and abroad, has provided scientific and
operational support to MAJE/DGCS and to the WSSCC in the activities of
WG/U.

CE. R. FE.
Via Savoia, 88
00195 ROME
ITALY
tel. 39-6-85403S2/S549927
fax 39-6-8549413

Via Flaminia, 160
00196 ROME
ITALY
tel. 39-6-3200851/321095S
fax39-6-322121S

1.1. CE. R. FE. Scientific Team

- Mr. Francesco Ambrogetti (director) (+, •)

- Mr. Alfonso Alfonsi (*)

- Mr. Andrea Appeiecchia

(+) Participant in the Geneva Core Group Meeting (19-20 f^ovember, 1992)
C") Participant in the Siena Meeting (25-28 April, 1993)
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- Ms. Alessandra Cancedda (*)

- Mr. DanieJe Mezzana

- Mr. Gabriele Quinti (-f, *)

1. Z CE. R. FE, Operational Secretariat

- Mr. Andrea Ambrogetti (director) (*)

- Ms. Maria Teresa Berlin (*)

- Ms. Simonetta Bormioli (*)

- Ms. Maria Claudia Costantini (*)

- Ms. Livia Ermini

- Ms. Irma Marchitelli (*)

1.3. Other CER.FE Staff

- Ms. Maria Letizia Coen Cagli " . •

- Mr. Renato D'Arca

- Mr. Michèle Faberi

- Ms. Carmela Paolillo

- Mr. Stefano TaurelH
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I - Prof. Giuseppe Barbieri

Faculty of Architecture
University of Pescara

2. Consultants

- Prof. Alberto Clementi

I Director of the Department

of Architecture and Urban Planning
;' University of Pescara

I Italy

I - Prof. Abba Danna
Economics Department
University of Calabria

| Italy

- Prof. Giancarlo Quaranta

I Sociologist

President of CE. R. FE.
Rome, Italy

I
• - Mr. Umberto Reaiforuo
. Magistrate

• Regional Administrative Tribunal
* Campania Region
g Italy
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Annex 4
Siena Meeting

Excerpts from the Working Documents

The recommendations given in Chapters 1 through 7 of this report are the
results of the deliberations of the Siena Meeting (25-28 April 1993). In
Siena, Working Group members analyzed the formulations, contained in
this Annex, that had been prepared by the Coordinator and Secretariat on
the basis of the systematic analysis of the documentation present in the
WG/UData Base. References and boxes mentioned in the text of this Annex
can be found in the corresponding Chapters of the WG/U Main Report,
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1. Security of Tenure and
Other Legal Issues

1.1. Analysis of ths case studies reveals the
following open questions concerning legal status in
the peri-urban sector:

* the relevance of legal Hile to tenure (or similar) for
WSS serjice extension;

* bureaucratic or administrativeSpheres of competence,
to grant legal title to tenure (or similar);

* thecost and usefjlnessofalledingurbcn development
information, aimed at eventually establishing land-use
regulations andcadsstral registers,beforepraviding WSS
scrvica;

* the feasibility of instituting legal recognition
procedures forinformalsettlexzr.is at thelocallcvclwithout
reforming or amending existing national legislation;

how to ensure security oftenure without incurring in
costli/ and lengthy buraucniic procedures for obtaining
building rights and legal title to property;

,\
how to achieve collaboration and regular information

exchange between municipalities, WSS authorities, and
land property registries;

how to protect vulnerable groups (e.g. renters) when
undertah'nglegalrecognition.vrithout blocking theproccss.

1,2. The case studies analyzed suggsst some ideas
that should be looked at more closely in the future.

- Simplified approaches, with the use of computer
technology, to survey pcri-urban settlements. A first
important aspect is to determine w-h.it regulatory

and urban management tools can and should be
applied to peri-urban areas. While regulatory tools
such as master plans and detailed plans, ai least in the
earlysîages,donotseem indispensable rár providing
sustainable WSS services, it is necessary for
incremental upgrading of informal settlements to
have a cadastral data base and a description of the
geo-rrKJiphologiœlcharecteristicsof settlements and
of the suitability of sites for building.

The essential steps would thus seem to be four.
description of the status quo of the area involved;
evaluation of the situation (definition of areasatrisk
and areas destined for public use); participatory
planning and design of the upgrading intervention;
and cadastral registration (that is, the procedure
through which the territory is divided into well-
defined parcels corresponding to a number which
distinguishes each parcel from the surrounding
physical and urban environment; this number also
identifies a legally defined, or, in our case, an
eventually to be defined, property).

In the event a decision is taken to provide a given
settlement with WSS services, the data base relative
to the four above steps could be the result oí the
expansion of the traditional survey carried out by
the technicians of municipal governments or water
boards when establishing the layout of water and
sewer mains.

It should bo pointed out that all four of the
aforesaid operations can be simplified by the use of
computer applications available today (cf. box 3), at
a reduced cost and within a reasonable time frame.

Moreover, the description of a settlement should
be recognized as a pre-recjuisite for the definition of
three very important spatial categories within it:
subie parts that cannot be removed or changed (e.g.
a paved road or existing sewer main or open drain);
parts that should eventually be removed (because
of a recognized risk - e.g. of disastrous flooding or
landslides - or because of an urban development
imperative such as the opening of a major
thorough/are); and modifiable parts that may stay
where they a re but will be probably modified during
the upgrading process.

- Flexible institutional arrangements for collecting
legal, cadastral -and urban planning information.
One suggestion for going about the regulariiation of
informal settlements is to create special
in tcrdiscip Unary and pre fera blyintcr-institufional
bodies or units composed of surveyors, urban
planners, infrasrrucrurecxperts, public worksexperts,
la wyers, economists, sociologists, social workers and
citizens' representatives, charged with defining and
updating the necessary cadastral, legal and design
information on target settlements.

S3
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Such flexibíe "upgrading units" would hare the
advantage of • concentrating collective skills and
knowledge (géomorphologie, socio-economic,
engineering, etc.) on matters relevant to urban
development into a sínglesírucíure, to overcome the
obstacles arising from the lack oí reliable and up-to-
date information. Moreover, such bodies could
coordinate, in a sort of "permanent committee on
services"^!! existingsecta ral spheres of competence,
in a manner responsive to effective demand. At the
urban level these bodies could also promote a1

permanent dialogueamong the various institutions
that manage cadastral information (municipal
authorities, land property registries,WSS boards,
other utilities - eg., electricity and gas companies,
etc.) with an eye towards creating "interactive
cadastres", or, at any rate, cadastres organized along
similar lines, to promote information exchange.

- Simplification of bureaucratic procedures for
régularisation of tenure. Another suggestion worthy
of more thorough study is the simplification of the
bureaucratic procedures necessary to obtain title to
property. To this end, the creation of a single
"authority" or "office" competent to issue permits
and property titles, to keep cadastral and title registers,
and to exert control over land use in-, specific
settlements, could help to overcome the problem of
lengthy legal recognition procedures described in

- Regulations, procedures and incentives for legal
recognition. A broader issue concerns regulations •
and procedures that can make legal recognition of
peri-urban settlements easier. Various levels of the
legal system can be involved in this (the Constitution,
government regulations, dvillaw,etc.).Forexample,
measures such as the following could be considered:

introduction into the constitutional framework
of legislation recognizing the sodal function of
property, and separating the right to build from the
right of ownership;

immediate recognition of tenure,
notwithstanding the laws in force, for those who can
demonstrate that they possessa valid claim to it (e.g.
payment of taxes, presence in a previous census, a
conn-act, etc.);

tax incentives for those investing in home
improvements and those who contribute to the
maintenance of services;

adoption of administrative procedures to speed
up legalrecognition,suchas"silentassent" (a default
decision following lapse of the notice period) and
"prescription" (expropriation of land which has not
bec» used for a certain number of years).

- Political considerations- With regard to poEaes
aimed atprovidingservicss to peri-urban setileaients,
it should be stressed again that cmraal recognition
between municipal authorities and ~peri-urba_n
settlement communities is a crucial step towards
bringingabout the necessary changes at the legal and
administrative level. It should be stressed that
unfortunately, in many cases, this is far from being
the case today, mutuai hostility and mistrust still
prevailing. Action is therefore required, at the
political ad vocacy level, in order to achieve progress
in the legal status issue.

2. Peoples' Participation

Matters of Debate

2L1. There are a number of questions concerning
citizens' participation about which the authors are
not always in agreement. Some of these questions
are:

* • whether, and on which occasions, the cost and
Complexity of citizens' participation exceed the benefits
produced;

* whciherandhawparikipaiionshouldbecuxompanied
by the institution of citizens' organizations, guided ta a
Certain extent 'top-down" by implementing agencies;

* whether, and on which occasions, existing local
groups should be relied on, or specific new groups crested;

what role should be played by existing grassroots
organizai ions (N COs, commit tees, associât ions, volunteer
groups, etc.);

which stages (choice of altcrnstives, planning,
implementation, management, maintenance, monitoring,
evaluation) profit mosl from citizens' participation;

what is the most effectiueway of sharing responsibility
far projects (financial resources, labour, management,
etc.) between implementing agencies and local
communities:
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Ideas and Suggestions

2,13. The studies examined offer ideas and
suggestions about promoting citizens' participation
in peri-urban WSS services that seem worthy of
further study.

- More information on the forms of citizens'
involvement in the pro vision of WSS servi ces. There
is an acute need to gather and circulate information
on the experience of participation by organized
citizens' groups for the planning; implementation,
management and maintenance of WSS services in
peri-urban settlements. It should be pointed ou t that
there is considerable documentation.available on
current experiences in Latin American countries
(VV6S, OSS, W120, W27, W26, W12, W93, W62),
while there seems to be insufficient data on Asian
and African countries. Furthermore, it would seem
particularly useful to draw a comparison between
the experience in citizens' participation in the
management and maintenance of urban
infrastructure gained in industrialized countries and
in developing countries. " . •

- Human Resources Map. Another proposal to be
taken intoaccount, overcoming ideological orgeneric
notions regarding "beneficiary" populations, is the
identification of individuals or groups whose
opinions do carry weight in peri-urban communities
and whose actions can affect their development The
preparation of "Human Resources Maps" could be
useful to thisend,settingout thepotential.capability,
availability and wiUingnessof individualsajid groups
in peri-urban settlements with regard to
implementation of VV5S projects.

- Methods and stages for citizens' involvement.
Identification of various methods to involve citizens
is required to make be tt ex use of the human resources
avjüablc in peri-urban settlements. Following are
some examples:

* ackno wicdgemcnton'ndcpcndentand autonomous
initiatives;

promotion of new activities in areas in which the
: or the citizens has not yet turned into specific

action;

" acknowledgement o; specific roles citizens mav
piay in relation to maintaining water and sewer
mains, monitoring leakages, raising awareness,
promoting hygiene education, etc.;

* anewattitude towards"target"populations, seeing
"beneficiaries" as users or clients.

In any given case, it would appear useful to
identify the stages in which citizens' participation
would be useful. Attention should be paid not only
to the planningstage (public meetings, consultations,
etc), but also to identifying the role of citizens'
organizations in implementing, managing,
mantaining and monitoring WSS services.

- Interdisciplinary collaboration (e.g., between
management, research, administration, etc) in
gathering iniormation on areas targeted for WSS
interventions. Interdisciplinary and interistitutionaJ
units (composed of engineers, economists,
sociologists, citizens' representatives and others)
could be formed within utility companies and/or
lc>c^govcxnrnentstocollectdataandprovidereaJistic,
unbiased information on target settlements and the
prevailing social situation within them.

- Adoption of participatory development
approaches such as Primary Environmental Care
(PEC). PEC is defined as a process in which, with
varying degrees of outside help, a community is
empowered to satisfy basic needs and improve its
livingenvironmcnt(MAE/DGCS,19S9,1990-2).Key
aspects of the PEC approach are the longer time
frame of projects, the flexibility of their
implementation schedules and the importance of an
initial, pre-project phase in which contact is made
with the community, priorities are defined in a
participatory way and project objectives and means
of implementation are set out. The PEC approach
seems ideally suited to inspire the formulation of
sector projects that are more demand-responsive;
and the importance of responding to,and stimulating,
demand in WSS projects cannot be stressed enough
(cf., e.g., Caimcross, 1992).



3. Cost Recovery and •
Resource Mobilization

Ideas and Suggestions

Matters oí Debate

32. Theaboveconsiderationsshovvthatthesfudies
examined are a source of ideas and suggestions /or
cost recovery that merit further discussion, as for
example:

3.1. Numerous questions raised in the studies
dealing with the cost recovery issue remain open.
Some examples follow:

whether inhabitants of peri-urban settlements possess
adequate resources to cover WSS service costs;

* what forms of security can inhabitants of this sector
offer for credit;

* whether loan repayment rates are adequate;

* whether successfulcredit programmes forpoorfamiliti,
carried out to date in some eras on a srzall scale, can be
applied on a large seals in the peri-urban sector;

4 whether financing by international development.
agencies is a disincentive to the dcvelopncnt of local
economic capacity;

* whether and to what extent proven credit schemes for
low-income families aimed at productive investments and
shelter improvement are applicable to infrastructure
programmes;

whether and to what extent the community's rate of
approval of local government influences their willingness
to pay for public services;

how to reconcile the "business" eihicxr.th which utility
companies should function with the need to subsidize the
low-income Segment of the population (in particular,
whether the redistributwc function can be carried out in
pert by utility companies or if it should be the exclusive
domain of public administrations);

whether support for the low-income segment should be
implemented through cross-subsidies, or by a single tariff
coupled with direct subsidies to vulnerable groups;

what are the most practicable mechanisms and
institutional arranganents for breaking down large loans
from financing organizations into Ihesmsll loans required
by participatory approaches in the peri-urban sector.

- Involving citizens and sharing responsibilities.
To reduce the additional cost caused by illegal
connections, morosity in payments and failure to
maintain the installations, citizens must be involved
and encouraged to share responsibility for the
services. This is also a prerequisite for calculating
long-term costs through previsional models and for
establishing tariffs on the basis ofacrual consumption
patterns. Utility companies and waterboardsshould
experiment with new forms of consumer relations,
instituringperiodicconsultation withlocal consumers
to explain the tariff system and its advantages, to
give advice on maintenance requirements and to
hear complaints concerning poor service, wa ter leaks,
errors in measuring consumption, etc.

-Information collection and coordination, interest
in cost recovery is a relatively recent trend in
international development cooperation, information
as to political and economic approaches to, and
methods for, cost recovery in different geographical
areas is scarce and heterogeneous. There is a need,
therefore, to collect, classify *nd disseminate data
and information on the subject, at the local and
national levels, and at the regional and global levels.
Moreover, it should be noted that problems such as
planning and instituting tariff systems have non-
economic implications (soda I, culfu ral, political and
legal) and involve several entities at the same time
(national and local governments, WSS utilities,
external support agencies, grassroots organizations,
individual drizens.and so on). Each of these entities
has different views, concepts and expectations on
WSS services, and also -and this should be stressed
-infomJtion,know-ho wand exptrfence that could
be valuable to derision-makers on the various levels.
On th¿ basis of the available experience, it would
s«m an important step in the right direction to
undertake a concerted field research effort, and
disseminate its findings among the various key
institutional players in countries.
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4- Appropriate Technologies

Matters of debate

4.1. The studies examined leave some questions
unanswered with regard toappropriate technologies,
as for example:

* whether and in which cases, on considerations such
as cost and adaptability to the local context, it is appropriate
to import technology from industrialized countries;

* the level of technical complexity of maintenance that
can be entrusted to local inhabitants; in what cases the
utility company should be entirely responsible for
maintenance instead;

* whether it is necessary to abandon - and, in which
case, what are the most adequate technological options -
public or communal installations (water points, public
toilets, etc.) in favour of private solutions (yard-tap level
water supply, private latrines, and so on);

4 how to guarantee adaguóte levels of quality and
aesthetic standards in WSSsemices (e.g., water seal, flush
toilets, aesthetic quality of water) without incurring in
common problems such as high cost and pollution of the
environment (caused for trample by theadoption of water-
borne collection of sewage with no pnjvision for its
treatment), frequent even in industrialized countries;

what WSS technologies appropriate for rural areas
Can be used in peri-urban settlements;

how to ensure adequate on-site rcplicability of
technological models.

Ideas and Suggestions

4.2. Fromanovcrviewofthequcsrionofappropriatc
technologies, as it has been treated by the studies
examined, there emerge a number of ideas and
suggestions for further study on the adaptability
and susta inability of WSS techno logics in pcri-uiban
areas.

- Advanced technical research £oz pezi-uxbsn
settlements. One suggestion that dearly emerges
from the studies is to increase research and
development on technical solutions for adapting
WSS systems to peri-urban settlements. On the one
hand, solutions that work in rural areas do notseem
to work well in peri-ur&an settlements (cf. W.
Hogrewe, 5. Joyce, E. Perez, 1992), and, in general,
there does not currently appear to bemuch research
or testing specifically aimed at the shelter and
infrastructure conditions of informal urban
settlements. On the other hand, there are still many
problems in the replicability aí lhe local level of Cte
low-cost systems now available (see if 4.12(d)).

It could be useful to implement an advanced
research programme (sponsored jointly by various
international organizations, universities, research
centres and bilateral co-operation agencies) on
appropriate WSS technologies for informal urban
settlements. A programme of this kind could be
useful to identify - by drawing on available know-
howand expertise and carryingoutapplied research
as needed - solutions to problems such as those
caused by the difficult topography and
geomorphological features of most peri-urban
settlements' sites. In addition, such a programme
could combinc technical kno w-ho wand legal-urban
management expertise to develop "alternative
standards", providing alternatives for WSS systems
in pcri-urban areas.

- Integrated management of water resources.Such
a research and development programme, however,
should notneglect the important conclusions reached
at the global level (e.g. in the Conferences of Dublin
and Rio), on the integrated management of water
resources, especially with regard to the close
relationship between water supply and sanitation,
which should ideally be seen as a hydraulic - and
social - continuum. In addition, there is an ever
greaterneed,especially inurban areas, to co-ordinate
water supply with Primary Health Care (PHC)
strategies, and to concur in the protection of
underground and surface waters through the
adoption of the Primary Environmental Care (PEC)
strategic approach in water and sanitation projects.

- Development of appropriate standards and
performance indicators for WSS services. A further
area of concern is the development of real-world
service standards that, in the words o: the UNCED
Agenda 21, «take into account the living conditions
and resources of the communities to be served»
( Agenda 21,"7.-;0). I tis known, in fact, that ambitious
universal standards (e.g., for drinking water quality or
daily water consumption), being inapplicable in many
local contexts, arc often simply used as alibis by
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governments and service agencies to justify meir
¿¿Sure to extend service coverage.

The idea of adequate service levels implies the
possibility to adopt and Interpret standards
according to local conditions. This is envisaged as
forrrungpartoftrte design of upgradinginferventions,
much in the same way as land-use regulations, that
should be tailor-made to fit the situation of each
settlement (in this respect, see also Working
Document # 1).

Generally speaking, therefore, it would seem
necessary to establish a hierarchy among the various
standards, and a set of performance indicators that
define the essential and the "optional" features of
a WSS system, notonly in relation tostrictly technical
aspects of water and sanitation systems, but also
with regard to the inhabitants' expectations.

The definition of optimal oracceptablestandards
should also take into account a gradual, or
incremental, perspective. Some standards (e.g., pri-
vate facilities in dwellings) may be reasonable and
desirable objectives in peri-urban settlements if they
are taken as gradually attainable steps in an
upgrading agenda, and not as the sole models for
WSS services. •

5. Institutional Reform
and Capacity Building

-Technicalandengineeringstaff training, it would
appear urgentand necessary to examine more closely
the training of technical and engineering staff /or
the WSS sector, at the university and post-graduate '
levels. This presents two apparently irreconcilable
requirements that must nonetheless be met. On the
one hand, engineers are often required to take on
planning, organizational and management roles. On
the other hand, they must also provide technical
expertise, which is a fundamental in WSS service
extension. This means that technical and engineering
staff must undergo training not only with regard to
the so-called "soft" elements of the WSS sector, which
are growing in importance, but also with regard to
matters such as the instruments required for
monitoring and maintainance, the replication oflow-
cost technological modelsand the integration between
conventional and innovative or traditional
technologies.

One final but very important requirement for
the trainingof technical and engineering staff concerns
the ability to work in an interdisciplinary
environment with the other professionals-architects,
urban planners, economists, sociologists, etc. - who,
as it is increasingly realized, should also be involved
in service extension to pcri-urban settlements.

Matters of Debate

SJ. The following are some outstanding matters of
debate on the subject of capacity building:

* whether it is better to aim institutional
strengthening projects exclusivity at municipal
governments, or at national ones as well;

* what the most appropriate government level is for
managing WSS services and, in particular, whether it is
necessarily the same level as the one dealing with the legs!
stahis of informal Settlements;

* whether and on what conditions privatization of
WSS services is advisable, bearing in mind the need to
improve the living conditions of the urban poor;

* what are the pre-conditions for an effective
•involvement of theprivatesectar in WSS service provision;

* whether utilities' management and staff should
acquire know-how and competence an non-technical and
non-economic aspects of projects for WSS service extension;

* ;, ' , to what extent is it acceptable that external support
agencies compensate far the weakness of host country
institutions when these have problems in keeping pace
with programmes;

* how to overcome the problems which prevent
effective collaboration among thevarious external'support
agencies concerned in urban development programmes.

Ideas and Suggestions

52, In light of what has emerged from the
systemaocanalysisof the studies in the WG/U files,
it is possible to offer some ¡deas and suggestions for
institutional reform and capacity building.

- Information exchange. Exchange of information
between municip.nl governments in developing
countries and local authorities of donor countries on
the experiences of associations between
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4. Appropriate Technologies

Matters of debate

4.1. The studies examined leave some questions
unanswered with regard toappropriate technologies,
as for example:

* whether and in which cases, on considerations such
as cost and adaptability to the local context, it isappropriate
to import technology from industrialhzd countries;

* theleuelof'technicalcomplexityofmaintenance that
can be entrusted to local inhabitants; in what cases the
utility company should be entirely responsible for
maintenance instead;

4 whether it is necessary to abandon - and, in which
case, what are the most adequate technological options -
public or communal installations (water points, public
toilets, etc.) in favour of private solutions (yard-tap level
water supply, private latrines, and so on);

* hozo to guarantee adequate levels of quality and
aesthetic Standards in WSS services (e.g..water seal, flush
toilets, aesthetic quality of water) without incurring in
common problems such as high cost and pollution of the
environment (causedfor example by theadoption of water-
borne collection of sewage with no provision far its
treatment), frequent even in industrialized countries;

* what WSS technologies appropriate for rural areas
can be used in peri-urban settlements;

how to ensure adequate on-site rcplicability of
technological models.

Ideas and Suesestaons

4.2. Fromanovcrviewofthequcstionof appropriate
technologies, as it has been treated by the studies
examined, there emerge a number of ideas and
suggestions for further study on the adaptability
and su s ta inability of WSS technologies in peri-urban
areas.

- Advanced technical research for pexi-nxbaxi
settlements. One suggestion that deaxry emerges
from the studies is to increase research and
development on technical solutions for adapting
WSS systems to peri-urban settlements. On the one
hand, solutions that work in nxraJ areas do not seem
to work well in peri-urban settlements (cf. W.
Hogrewe, 5. Joyce, E. Perez, 1992), and, in general,
there doesnotcurcentlyappeaxto bemuchresearch
or testing specifically aimed at the shelter and
infrastructure conditions of informal urban
settlements. On the other hand, there are still many
problems in the replicability at ¿he local level of CSe
low-cost systems now available (see # 4.12(d)).

It could be useful to implement an advanced
research programme (sponsored jointly by various
international organizations, universities, research
centres and bilateral co-operation agencies) on
appropriate WSS technologies for informal urban
settlements. A programme of this land could be
useful to identify - by drawing on available Icnow-
howand expertise and carrying-outapplied research
as needed - solutions to problems such as those
caused by the difficult topography and
geomorphological features of most peri-urban
settlements' sites. In addition, such a programme
could combine technical kno w-ho wand legaj-uxban
management expertise to develop "alternative
standards", providing alternatives for WSS systems
in peri-urban areas.

- Integrated management of water resources.Such
a research and development programme, however,
should notneglect the impo rtant conclusions reached
at the global level (e.g. in the Conferences of Dublin
and Rio), on the integrated management of water
resources, especially with regard to the close
relationship between water supply and sanitation,
which should ideally be seen as a hydraulic - and
social - continuum. In addition, there is an ever
greaterneed,especially inurbanareas, to co-ordinate
water supply with Primary Health Care (PHC)
strategies, and to concur in the protection of
underground and surface waters through the
adoption of the Primary Environmental Care (PEC)
strategic approach in water and sanitation projects.

- Development of appropriate standards and
performance indica tors for WSS services. A further
area of concern is the development of real-world
service standards that, in the words of the UNCED
Agenda 21, «take into account the living conditions
and resources of the communities to be served»
(Agenda 21, if 7.-40). It is known, in fact, that ambitious
universal standards (e.g., for drinking water quality or
daily water consumption), being inapplicable in many
local contexts, arc often simply used as alibis by
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governments and servies agencies to justify their
failure to extend service coverage.

The idea of adequate service levels implies the
possibility to adopt and interpret standards
according to local conditions. This is envisaged as
forming part of the design of upgradinginferventions,
much in the same way as land-use regulations, that
should be tailor-made to fit the situation of each
settlement (in this respect, see also Working
Document* 1).

Generally speaking, therefore, it would seem
necessary to establish a hierarchy among the various
standards, and a stt of performance indicators that
define the essential and the "optional" features of
a WSS system, no t only in relation to strictly technical
aspects of water and sanitation systems, but also
with regard to the inhabitants' expectations.

The definitionof optimal oracceptablestandards
should also take into account a gradual, or
incremental, perspective. Some standards (e.g., pri-
vate facilities in dwellings) may be reasonable and
desirable objectives in peri-urban settlements if they
are taken as gradually attainable steps in an
upgrading agenda, and not as the sole models for
WSS services. •

5. Institutional Reform
and Capacity Building

-Technicaland engineering staff training, it would
appear urgentand necessary to examine more closely
the training of technical and engineering staif for
the WSS sector, at the university and post-graduate
levels. This presents two apparently irreconcilable
requirements that must nonetheless be met. On the
one hand, engineers are often required to take on
planning, organizational and management roles. On
the other hand, they must also provide technical
expertise, which is a fundamental in WSS service
extension.This means that technicaland engineering
staff must undergo training not only with regard to
the so-called "soft" elementsofthe WSS sector, which
are growing in importance, but also with regard to
matters such as the instruments required for
monitoring and maintainance, the replication of low-
cost technological modelsand the integration between
conventional and innovative or traditional
technologies.

One final but very important requirement for
the trainingof technical and engineering staff concerns
the ability to work in an interdisciplinary
environment with the other professionals-architects,
urban planners, economists, sociologists, etc. - who.
as it is increasingly realized, should also be involved
in service extension to peri-urban settlements.

Matters of Debate

5ã. The following are some outstanding matters of
debate on the subject of capacity building:

whether it is better to aim institutional
strengthening projects exclusively at municipal
governments, or at national ones as well;

* what the most appropriate government level is for
managing WSS services and, in particular, whether it is
necessarily the same level as the one dealing with the legal
status of informal settlements;

* whether and on what conditions privatisation of
WSS services is advisable, bearing in mind the need to
improve the living conditions of the urban poor;

what are the pre-conditions for an effective
•involvancnt of the private sector in WSS service provision;

* whether utilities' management and staff should
acquire know-how and competence art non-technical and
non-economicespectsofprojecisforWSSserviceextension;

4 ;, ' , to what extent is it acceptable that external support
agencies compensate for the weakness of host country
institutions when these have problems in keeping pace
with programmes;

* haw to overcome the problems which prevent
cffectivecoUabaralionamong thevarious external support
agencies concerned in urban development programmes.

Ideas and Suggestions

5-2. In light of what has emerged from the
systematic analysis of thestudiesin the WC/U files,
it is possible to offer some ideas and suggestions for
institutional reform and capacity building.

- Information exchange- Exchange of information
between municip.il governments in developing
countries and local authorities of donor countries on
the experiences of associations between
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municipalities and between public utilities could be
encouraged, likewise, exchange of information
between external support agencies, -water utilities
and national and local governments about the
privatization experiences of public services already
underway could also be fostered. In general, it seems
advisable to expand available data banks and to
promote international networks, so that results of
research and know-how on the organization of
peri-uxbanW55services,in the framework of urban
development, may be circulated freely.

- Technical assis tance to local governments. Itseems
important to step up technics 1 assistance from external
support agences to local governments, not only to
disseminate the use of effective tools to collect
inf oimaù'on on the territory and on WSS services, bu t
also to improve the installation and management of
public utility services: Better technical assistance on
the various aspects required to build a settlement
upgrading capacity should also be extended to
citizens' organizations and NGO's. New
computerized information systems for WSS service
monitoring, such as the WA5AM5 package produced
by WHO and UNICEF, should be adapted to the
urban context, with the development of spécial
indicators related to the peri-urban sector and to the
performance of utilities in general.

* on the inicrutionalleveJ, throughmedeveioptnent
of proposals for WSS service standards thai wül
serve as guidelines to local governments and that are
the result or common international cooperation
Strategies, through the establishment of new
institutional mechanisms for coordinating the
programmes of the main international organizations
operating in the urban sector (UNCHS (Habitat),
UNDP, UNE?, UNICEF, WHO, World Bank, etc),'
and through the intensification and harmonization
of programmes promoted by countries belonging to
economic organizations such as OECD, OPEC and
others.

- Institutional reforms. It seems necessary to
encourage institutional reform on four levels:

* on the local level, through the decentralization of
responsibilities currently associated to thé national
level (and not properly taken care of at that level),
through the promotion of associations or consorcia of
municipalities, through the institution of specific
mechanisms for enhancing dialogue between
administrations and citizens' organizations, A$ well
as between the former and utilities, and through
attribution of management autonomy to WSS
authorities;

* on the national level, through new regulatory tools
(which define rules, jurisdictions and
responsibilities), through the harmonization of
existing regulations, through the promotion of
national associations of WSS utilities, and through
the institution of coordination mechanisms between
WSS boards and government organizations
intervening in Lhe urban development sector;

* on the regional level, through the promotion of a
progressive integration of the various national legal
and regulatory frameworks (step by step with
commercial integration), and the creation of
coord ¡nation and service nerworksamong grassroots
organizations;

- Training. It is important to promote training
initiatives involving various actors with
administrative, political and managerial
responsibilities for urban WSS services, and
especially: utility managers and directors, local
administrators, leaders of citizens' organizations,
NGO staff, officials and experts of external support
agencies. Such training initiatives could be centered
around subjects such as: social and economic
implications of service provision and extension in
peri-urban areas; the organization of labour and
management technologies; staff selection and
training; accounts and administrative management;
commercial management; the legal and regulatory
frame work for se rvi ce extension and management in
urban and, in particular, peri-urban areas; EDP
management technologies; and activity monitoring.
These initiatives should be based on up to date adult
training techniques.

- A new urban development paradigm. The
paradigm for urban planning and development in
developing countries has always been based on a
faithful¡reproduction -albeit with adaptive touches -
of imported models. This has helped to shape many
a central district, while the rest of the city was left to
its own devices. The new urban development
paxadigm that is necessary to weave the peri-urban
sector into the fabric of cities shou Id, on the contrary,
dig its roots into the real city, building on what is
already there.Inorder to rendersucha new paradigm
operational, new cognitive instruments to expand
knowledge on the undçrscrved portions of cities
are required. In this context, the dissemination of
new personal computer applications suchas UNCHS
(Habitat)'s Visual ScttlcmcJil Planning system would
seem particularly useful (see also Working Document
S 1).
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• 6. Wafer Resources
Conservation and Management

Proposed Recommendations

adoption of fee Primary Environmental Care (PEO
strategic approach in water and sanitation projects;

- promoting public information and commtmication
campaigns on water resource protectionandpolhition
prevention.

- establishing institutional and legislative
frameworks forintegrated water resources planning
and Jand-use management;

-useofeconomicand regulatory incentives to enhance
water conservation and re-use;

- use of financial instruments (e.g. the "polluter
pays" principle) to protect water resources;

-moreeffîdentallocationofwafcerarnongcornpering
uses;

-better management of water demand;

- establishing an equitable, dty-wide cost-recovery
framework;

- introducing charging structures reflecting the full
marginal costs (including opportunity costs);

- developing charging policies tha t enable the poor to
receive basic services;

- undertaking monitoring and surveillance in order,
to prevent water pollution and to improve water
management;

- control of physical losses and improvement of
measuring and charging mechanisms to reduce
unaccounted-for water;

- establishing and enforcing water and effluent
standards based upon a realistic appraisal of health
risks, environmental impacts and development
objectives;

- implementing national programmes to introduce
sanitary waste disposal facilities, based on low-cost
improvable technologies;

- coordinating management of solid waste disposal
with excreta sanitation and waste water;

- coordinating water supply with Primary Health
Care (PHC) Strategies, and concurring in the
protection of surfaceand ground waters through the
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Annex 5
List of Texts or Studies Employed for the

Preparation of the WG/U Report
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In this Annex, you will £nd a list of the texts or studies employed for the
preparation of the WG/U Report.

The following information is given for each entry, when available:

- Data Base code;
- author or authors (individuals and/or institutions);
- title (in the original language);
- city of publication;
- year of publication.

Please note that

1. the following list contains the texts present in the WG/U Data Base as of 31
December 1992; the preparation of the Report was also based onsources that reached
us after that date (in which case they are mentioned in each chapter as part of the list
of References), as well as on numerous comments and suggestions from various
WG/U members;

2. Data Base codes are composed by a letter (WorC), which indicates respectively
whether theentry was submitted by a WG/Umemberor by MAE/DGCS (in which
case the letter is W), or was already present in CERFE's archives (in which case the
letter is C). The letter is followed in either case by a number which reflects the order
of insertion into the WG/U Data B&$e;

3. the following list is not a conventiortaj bibliography. Since its aim is just to allow
easy reference to readers of the WG/U Report, the order of presentation of studies
simply reflects that of their insertion into the Data Base during research activities;

4. in the many cases in which several studies were gathered in the same document
orsource, this is indicated by a final letter in the Data Base code (e.g., WSSA). The 271
documents in the WG/U Data Base correspond thus to the 4C0 studies or texts
employed as "analysis units" in the preparation of the WG/U Report;

5. interruptions in the progressiveorder of Data Base cod es aredue to the elimination
of some entries that were deemed, after analysis, irrelevant to the study;

ó. the heterogeneiry of WG/U sources, most of which are inputs sent by members
(case studies, articles, conference papers, published or grey literature, as well as
reports prepared specifically for WG/U), entails that one or more of theaboveitecns
of information may be missing from a given entry;

7. authors of texts published by UN or other international organizations are not
necessarily staff members of sa id organizations; moreover, the city of publication is
sometimes omitted when theentry was published by one or more UN organizai ions
or well-.^own international institutions.
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INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT: A SRI LANKAN EXPERIENCE
1991

W39
DENIS R.
FROM TRAINING TO INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OSLO. 1991

W 4 0
NFTKERJLANDS INT. INST. POR M A X A G B - G N T RVB. INT. Ds'ST. FOR H Y D R A U U C AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL UTILITIES (A PROPOSAL)
(WATER SUPPLY. SANITATION. SOLED W A S T E AND SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE)
DELFT. UNDATED

W 4 1
CLARKSON J . MeCULLOGH J . THA3RANI R.
REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP ON PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION IN URBAN
WATER SUPPLY - BALI, 16-1S MAY ¡991
WASH, WASHINGTON DC. 1991

W 4 4
MC GOWAN R_ HODG KIN J^ KAPLAN P.
WATER SUPPLY ISSUES IN THE PERI-URBAN (INFORMAL) SECTOR
WASH, WAS.-ONGTON DC. 1992

WJ5
D A 3 3 A G H T . A.
THE CONSTRAINTS ON THE WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SECTOR IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
OSLO. 1991
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W42
WASH m

OPENING THE DOOR TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR. IN "LESSONS LEARNED FORUM"-. 1992. •
JUNE ff

W43 •
CARQUHZSA.AVEDRAA. • I
ACUEDUCTO: LA BANCA EUROPEA EXIGIÓ MAYORES GAR.ANTIAS. IN "EL DIARIO DE l
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W 4 6
UNDTCD
WATER MANAGEMENT SINCE THE ADOPTION OF THE MAR DEL PLATA ACTION
PLAN: LESSONS FOR THE 1990S
NEW Y0*:<- 1991

W 4 7
3K.ATLA R- FALXENMARX M.
WATER RESOURCE POLICIES AND THE URBAN POOR: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES
AND POLICY IMPERATIVES
DU3LIN. 1992

W4S
PATW.ARDHAN S.S.
LEAKAGE DETECTION APPROACH IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
PSRPAMSI.IWSA. SURABAYA. 1991

W49
HUKKA L KATKO T, SEPPALA O, VTJTASAARIM.
H OU STIC STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION IN URBAN WATER
SUPPLY AND SANITATION
TAMPERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (TUT). INSTTT. OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
(IWEE). TAMPERE. (1992)

W50
HUKKA T.
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION EVOLUTION IN FINLAND IN THE 20TH
CENTURY: ANY MESSAGES FOR DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION IN THE 21ST
CENTURY?
TAMPERE UNIVERS ITY OF THCHNOLOG Y (TUT). INSTTT. OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
<rwHH). T A M P E R S . (i99t)

W 5 1
GYAMrlP..GUTERilcZL.YE?ESG.
INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE IN LAC: THE COSTS OF NEGLECT AND
OPTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT. VOL. J: MAIN REPORT.
WORLD 3 ANK. WASHINGTON DC 1992

W 5 2
GENY ?.. JAUJAY !.. VAJLLEUX ?.
LA DESSERTE EN EAU POTABLE DES ZONES PERIURBANES ET DES CENTRES
RURAUX
MINISTERE DH L\ COOPER.AT1ON ET DU DEVELOPPEMENT - CAISSE CNTRALE D= COOPERATION
ECONONQQUE. 1991

W 5 3
JAC.vELEN H. R.
POUR UN MEILLEUR USAGE DU CREDIT DANS LE PROGRAMME DU FENU
FONDS DEQUPHMENT DES NATIONS UNIES - SECTION DES POLITIQUES. DE LA PLANIFICATION =T D c

L'EVALUATION. 19S9 " "

W 5 4
UNDTCD
LEGISLATIVE AND ECONOMIC APPROACHES TO WATER DEMAND MANAGEMENT
UNITED NATIONS. NEW YORK. 1991

WS5
UNCHSCH-ABrTAT)
REFUSE COLLECTION VEHICLES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
NAIRO3I. (1937)



V/56
YEPESG.
INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE IN LAC: THE COSTS OF NEGLECT AND
OPTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT. VOL. 3: WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SECTOR
WORLD 3ANX. WASHINGTON DC 1992

W 5 7
CORREA D£ PAVÓN E
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAN/TAT/ON SECTOR ¡N ARGENTINA
COrAPYS - CONS. FED. DE AGUA P0TA3LE Y SANEAMENTO. 3UENOS ARES. 1991

W5S
KATXO5.T.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SUPPLY ASSOCIATIONS IN FINLAND AND ITS
SIGNIFICANCE FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
UNDP - WORLD SANK WATER AND SANITATION PROGRAM. WASHINGTON DC 1992

W59
DIS. DE SALUD Y BIENESTAR SOCIAL - SU3RSGI0N PIURA - PERLT, DXR. GENERAL PARA LA
COOPERACIÓN AL DES ABOLLO - ITALIA
COMPENDIO DE FICHAS PARA ACTIVIDADES DE SALUD AMBIENTAL
PIUKA. 1992

W60
PEREZE
THE ROLE OF NGOs IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: A CASE STUDY FROM
THE URBAN INFORMAL SECTOR IN HONDURAS
WASH. WASHINGTON DC. 1991

Wtfl m,
UNICEF V
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION TO URBAN MARGINAL AREAS OF T^
TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS
GUATEMALA. UNDATED . W

W 6 2
MEDICtNS SANS FRONTTERîS. CODEES. UNICEF m

PROYECTO COMUNAL DE AGUA POTABLE. EL MEZQU1TAL. GUATEMALA W
GUATEMALA 1992 W¡

W63
RAMAGIANDRAN A
STATEMENT BY DR. ARCOT RAMACHANDRAN ... TO THE INTL EXPERTS
CONFERENCE ON ENFORCING ENVIRONMENTAL URBAN MANAGEMENT • NEW
STRATEGIES AND APPROACHES. BERLIN 4-6 FEBRUARY 1992
UNCKS (1ÍA31TAT), NAKO3L 1992

UNCED
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 6: PROTECTION AND PROMOTION OF HUMAN HEALTH.
NEW YORK. 1992

W 6 5
UNDP-WORLD BANK WATER AND SANITATION PROGRAM
IMPROVED SERVICES FOR THE POOR: A STRATEGY FOR THE 1990S
WASHINGTON DC. 1991
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W6<i
USDP-WQ3LD3ASZ WATER AND SITUATION PROGRAM
IMPROVING SER VICES FOR THE POOR. A PROGRAM STRATEGY FOR THE
WASHINGTON DC 1992

W 6 7
UNCED
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 34; TRANSFER OF ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND
TECHNOLOGY. COOPERATION AND CAPACITY-BUILDÍNG
NEW YORK. 1992

W6S
UNŒD
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 21; ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND MANAGEMENT OF SOLID
WASTES AND SEW ACE-RELATED ISSUES (ADVANCE COPY)
NEW YORK. 1992

W 6 9
B ATEMAN MASSEE O_ SSiTTH S.
A COMPARISON OF THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
IN URBAN AND RURAL GUATEMALA
WASH. WASHINGTON DC 1991

W70
UNŒD
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 7: PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE HUMAN SETTLEMENT
DEVELOPMENT (ADVANCE COPY)
NEW YORK. 1992

W 7 1
UNŒD
AGENDA 21, CHAPTER 37: NATIONAL MECHANISMS AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION FOR CAPACiTY-BUILDlNG
NEW YORK. 1992

W 7 2
YUDP - YOCYAXARTA LR3AN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
REAL DEMAND STUDY
YOG YAKARTA. 1991

W73
PATWAAOHANS.S.
PRICING Or URBAN WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES
PREPARED FOR WG/U. 3ONQAY. 1992

W 7 4

ALFASO FERNANDOIS M. R.
COMMENTS TO THE WGlU TERMS OF REFERENCE
SANTIAGO. 1992

W 7 6
CORE GROUP EC - INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION IN WSS
COMMUNICATION CASE STUDIES FOR THE WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
SECTOR
UNDP. UNICHFilRC. (1992)
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D R DS SALUD Y 3ENH57AR SOCIAL - SU3RÏGÎON PIUSA - ?ERU. DR. GENERAL PARA LA
COOPERACIÓN AL DESARROLLO - ITALIA
POTABIUZACION DEL AGUA DE CONSUMO HUMANO EN BARRIOS MARGINALES Y
COMUNIDADES RURALES EN SITUACIONES DE EMERGENCIA

. 1992

W 7 S
CKF-UNICE?
SANEAMIENTO URBANO FAMILIAR: UN PROYECTO DE FINANCIAMENTO Y
EDUCACIÓN...
TEGUCIGALPA. (1991)

W79
CORE GROUP EC - INFORMATION. EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION IN WSS
THE MISSING LINK
OSLO, 1991

WS1
RASHIDS.M.
WATER AND SANITATION IN BANGLADESH: NGO PERSPECTIVE
NGO FORUM FOR DRINKING WATER SUPPLY <fc SANfTATION. DHAKA. (1991)

W84
SRINrVASANL.
TOOLS FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION. A MAMUAJL FOR TRA/NMC TRAINERS IN
PARTICIPATORY TECHNIQUES
UNDP. NEW YORK. 1990

W S 6
POZZI A.. WOLC P .
WATER & SANITATION 89 • A SYNTHESIS, CROSS ANALYSIS OF F{V£ EVALUATIONS
CONCERNING DRINKING WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECTS
RC. THE HAGUE. 1991

WS7
PROWWESS. UNDP
A FORWARD-LOOKING ASSESSMENT OF PROWWESS (PROMOTION OF THE ROLE OF
WOMEN IN WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION SERVICES)
NEW YORK. 1991 "•
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INFORMAL INFORMATION GROU? • <
MANAGING INFORMATION RESOURCES IN WSS. TOWARDS A STRATEGY FOR CAPAOTY I
BUILDING IN THE 1990S ^ '
IRC THE HAGUE. 1991
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WS2
IRC PROWWHSS/UNDP m,-
WOMEN, WATER, SANITATION, IN "ANNUAL ABSTRACT JOURNAL" 1991. N. I M

WS3
FORT A.
GENDER ISSUES IN SERVICES. THE CASE OF WATER
(1937) I
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WSSA1
SANTANA RODRIGUEZ ?.
GOBIERNO. MUNICIPIOS, EMPRESAS Y COMUNIDAD EN LOS PROYECTOS DE
AGUA Y SANEAMIENTO, IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO £SÍ?RESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE
AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CIUDACU.A. QUITO. 1991

W S S A 2
VA5CONEZ M.
PARTICIPACIÓN POPULAR EN LA BÚSQUEDA DE SOLUCIÓN A LAS CARENCIAS DE
AGUA POTABLE Y ALCANTARILLADO. IN ACT AS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE
SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CrUDAGUA .QUITO. 1991

W S S A 3
ESPINOZA N.
ASPECTOS TÉCNICOS Y COSTOS DE LOS PROYECTOS DE AGUA Y SANEAMIENTO
CON PARTICIPACIÓN COMUNITARIA: INFORME INTRODUCTIVO. IN ACTAS DE
COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

W S S B 1
FAUDRY D. ORTIZ A- LOURDES FANDINO M.
LOS SERVICIOS DE AGUA POTABLE Y DE SANEAMIENTO HÍDRICO EN LAS
CIUDADES LATINOAMERICANAS, IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE
SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
C I U D A G U A . QUTTO. 1991

WSSB2
RIOFRJOC. OLIVERA T.
ORGANIZACIÓN DE LA POBLACIÓN Y SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y SANEAMIENTO. IN
ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y
USUARIOS ...
CrUDAGUA. QUTTO. 1991

wssci
3RUNSTEIN F.
DESCENTRALIZACIÓN DE SERVICIOS URBANOS. EXPERIENCIAS COOPERATIVAS
DE SANEAMIENTO EN EL GRAN BUENOS AIRES, IN ACT AS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS
PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
C I U D A G U A . QUITO. 1991

WSSC2
3ENAIGES A.M.
ORGANIZACIÓN DE LA POBLACIÓN Y EL SERVICIO DE AGUA Y SANEAMIENTO. IN
ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PREST ATARLAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y
USUARIOS ...
CfUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSD
FERNANDEZ BACO POLO
PROBLEMA DEL AGUA POTABLE EN LA CIUDAD DE CUSCO Y PARTICIPATION DE
LOS HABITANTES EN LA GESTION DE ESTE RECURSO. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO
EMPRESAS PREST AT ARLAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _.
CÍUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991
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WSSEl
JARAMiLLOS-COSONADOC.-.LUNGOUCl^SM
TALLERES ESPECIALIZADOS. TEMA 2: rlNANCIAMIENTO INTERNACIONAL Y
PARTICIPACIÓN _.. IN ACTAS D£ COLOQUIO Z}-Í?RSSA5 PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y
ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS ..
CrUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSE2
MARCHANOE.
ABASTECIMIENTO SIN REDES Y PARTICIPACIÓN COMUNITARIA. IN ACTAS DE
COLOQUIO ESPZESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USV ASIOS _
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSE3
SERNAL P.I.
SUMINISTRO DE AGUA EN LOS BARRIOS MARGINALES DE BARRAD QUILLA, EL
CASO DE LOS CARROTANQUES PARTICUIARES. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS
PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS ..
CIUDAGUA. QUITO, 1991

WSSF1
OLAYA N.
EL DESABASTECIMIENTO DE AGUA POTABLE EN LAS AREAS POPULARES DE
GUAYAQUIL. HISTORIA DE UNA IMPOSIBLE COOPERACIÓN PARTICIPATIVA. W
ACTAS DE COLOQUIO E.VÍPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS De AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y
USUARIOS...
CIUDAGUA. Qurro. 1991

WSSF2
CA3ALLEROLEVAA.
PROYECTOS UNUNCH1S. UNA EXPERIENCIA ALTERNATIVA DE PARTICIPACIÓN
DE LA POBLACIÓN MARGINAL EN CUSCO. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS
PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS-.
cruDAGUA. Qurro. 1991

W S S F 3
E. «ARCANO
RELATOR!A, IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DH SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y
ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS..
CIUDAGUA. Qurro, 1991

WSSF4
RÓSENTELO A. • '
TARIFAS Y PARTICIPACIÓN. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS P .
DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS-
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991 M .

WSSGl P-
AROCENA J . NCTJAVO.A M_ AGUIRRE R.. C A N T A N I A.
PARTICIPACIÓN DE LOS POBLADORES EN LA SOLUCIÓN DE LA PROBLEMÁTICA
DEL AGUA. EL CASO DE MONTEVIDEO. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE
SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS..
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WS8C2
VARGAS H. .ZEGADAT.
EL ROL DE LOS ORGANISMOS NO GUBERNAMENTALES: ASESORÍA Y
PARTICIPACIÓN. 1N ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y
ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS...
OUDAGUA. Qurro.
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W S S G 3
MONTANO L, COING H.
LAS COOPERATIVAS DE AGUA EN ARGENTINA. UN CUESTIONAMIENTO A LAS
FORMAS DE GESTION TRADICIONALES. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO zM??3SAS PRESTATARIAS
DE SER ViaCS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS-
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSG4
FOWLEYJ.
MUNICIPIO Y PARTICIPACIÓN, IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE
SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS-
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSG5
CAVIGLLA J. 3AR3ATO M. N.
CONSIDERACIONES POLÍTICAS Y ECONÓMICAS DETERMINANTES DE LA
PLANIFICACIÓN DEL DENOMINADO 'PLAN DE EMERGENCIA" DE MONTEVIDEO, IN
ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVÓOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y
USUARIOS ...
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSG6
ROUANETE
PARTICIPACIÓN POSIBLE DE LOS USUARIOS EN UN PROGRAMA DE REDUCCIÓN
DE PERDIDAS DE AGUA. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE
AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

VVSSG7
MARTÍNEZ SERRA L
ACIONES DE MOVILIZACIÓN DE USUARIOS URBANOS DEL SERVICIO DE AGUA.
PARA PROTEGER Y DESARROLLAR SECTORES CAMPESINOS .... IN ACTAS DE
COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS -
CrUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSGS
POVEDAC.
FORMULACIÓN DEL PLAN DE ALCANTARILLADO PARA LOS BARRIOS
PERIFÉRICOS. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATAJUAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y
ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS „.
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSHI
EMPRESA MUNICt?AL DE ACUA POTA3LE DE QUITO
EL SERVICIO DE AGUA EN LOS BARRIOS MARGINALES DE QUITO. IN ACTAS DE
COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRÎSTATARLAS DE SERViaOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

W S S H 2
LUNGO UCLES M.
LA GESTION DE LOS SERVICIOS DE AGUA EN ALGUNAS CIUDADES
CENTROAMERICANAS. IN ACTAS DE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DZ
AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS ..
CRJDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

W S S H 3 -
CUREC. '
COOPERACIÓN ENTRE MUNICIPIOS. !N ACTAS OE COLOQUIO EMPRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE
SERVICIOS D£ AGUA V ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS ..
CIUDACUA.QWITO. 1991
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WSSH4
RED DE ESTUDIOS DE LOS SERVICIOS URBANOS EN AMERICA LATINA (REDES). TS
ACTAS DE COLÓQUIO 3CRESAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVIÇOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y
USUARIOS „
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WSSH5
PRESENTACIÓN DE LA FUNDACIÓN DE LA ASOCIACIÓN LATINOAMERICANA Y DEL
CARIBE DE EMPRESAS DE AGUA POTABLE Y ALCANTARILLADO. IN ACTAS DE
COLOQUIO Zt.í?R~SAS PRESTATARIAS DE SERVICIOS DE AGUA Y ALCANTARILLADO Y USUARIOS _
CIUDAGUA. QUITO. 1991

WS9
PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT FORUM
TERMS OF REFERENCE. NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON COLLABORATION BETWEEN
GOVERNMENT AND NON GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS IN PROMOTING
COMMUNITY - MANAGED WATER AND SANITATION PROGRAMS, JAKARTA 11-13
NOVEMBER 1992
JAKARTA, 1992

W90
DO. DE SALUD Y BIENESTAR SOCIAL - SUBREGION PIURA - PERU". DIR. GENERAL PARA LA
COOPERACIÓN AL DESAROLLO - ITALIA
MANUAL DE SANEAMIENTO ESCOLAR
PIURA. 1992

W9I
DIR. DE SALUD Y BIENESTAR SOCIAL - SUaREGION PIURA - PERU". DIR. GENERAL PARA LA
COOPERACIÓN AL DESAROLLO - ITALIA
GUIA PARA LA CONSERVACIÓN Y MANIPULACIÓN DE LOS AUMENTOS DE
CONSUMO EN LA VIA PUSUCA
PfURA. 1992

W 9 2
VA5CONE2LM.. RUTKLAWSKI E E. PEABODY N.S.
NGO FRESH WATER TREATY. PREAMBLE
1992

W93 - •
A3K0A.K. ~
PA RT/CIPA ÇÃ 0 COMUNITARIA NA URBANIZA ÇA 0 DE F A VELAS
SÃO PAULO. 1991 I

W94
DANIDA
DRINKING WATER PROJECTS IN INDIA. IN 'SUMMARY OF EVALUATION". 1991. N. l \

W95
KATXO T. S.
EVOLUTION OF CONSUMER-MANAGED WATER COOPERATIVES IN FINLAND WITH
IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
OSLO. 1991

W96
UNITED TOWNS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
THE CIDAGUA PROGRAMME
L£VALLOIS-PERR£T. 1990
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W 9 7
THE AGA IC-iAN AWARD FOR A-tCKTirCTUSE
READING THE CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN CTTY. PROCEEDINGS OF SEMLWAR SEVEN IN THE
SERIES ARCHITECTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD, HELD IN DAKAR. :

SENEGALN0VEM3ER 7-5. 19S2
SINGAPORE. 19S3

W9S
5C-ZA.V0NI A.
ACQUA E SALUTE PER LE CfTTA'AFR/CANE, IN "COOPERAZIONE-. 19S7. SETTSM3RE-
OTTO3R3

W 9 9 A
USHER AJD.
SLOW DEATH IN THE CITY OF ANGELS. IN "DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION". 1992. N. 2

W 9 9 B
HINRIC-ÍSK.
THE NIGHTMARE OF THE CITIES. IN -DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION". 1992, N. 2

W100
OBEN'G L. A_ LOCUS50L A. A.
LA PLANIFICATION DE L'ASSAINISSEMENT: UN CHALLENGE POUR LES ANNEES
90
UNDP. WORLD 3ANK WASHINGTON DC, 1992

W 1 0 1
WHO. UNICEF
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. GUATEMALA WORKSHOP. DECEMBER PI

W 1 0 2
O3LADEN N.. GARCÍAS C.
O SANEAMENTO PROGRESSIVO
PONTIFÍCIA UNIVERSIDADE CATOUCA DO PARANA*. CURm3A.l990

W 1 0 3
T0U30N R.
DEMAIN: QUATRE MILLIARDS D'HOMMES SANS EAU. IN "LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS". 13
FEVRIER 1992

W 1 0 4
ENVIRONMENTAL PRIORITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT: 'SANITATION AND CLEAR
WATER". IN WORLD DEVELOPMENT REPORT. 1992
WORLD 3 ANK WASHINGTON. 1992

W 1 0 6
ISCWSS SECRETARIAT
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT - RIO
DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL. 3-14 JUNE ¡992 (REPORT)
NEW YORI-C 1992

W107
UNŒD
AGENDA 21, CHAPTER 21 (AND ADDENDUM): ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND
MANAGEMENT OF SOLID WASTE AND SEWAGE-RELATED ISSUES
NEW YORK. 1992
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WlOS
ÜNCED
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 7 (AND ADDENDUM): PROMOTING SUSTAJNA3LE HUMAN
SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT

YORK. 1992

W109
ACC-15SGWK
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WATER AND ENVIRONMENT (DUBLIN 1992).
THE DUBUN STATEMENT AND REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE
DU3LIN. 1992

WHO
KUKKAJ. J.. MASHAURI D A . KATrCO T. S_ SHLASSE A. L
URBAN ENVIRONMENT UPGRADING - BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE. HOUSING
ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AND LOW-INCOME COMMUNITIES
1991

W i l l
UNŒD
AGENDA 21. CHAPTER 18 (AND ADDENDUM): PROTECTION OF THE QUALITY AND
SUPPLY OF FRESHWATER RESOURCE: ...
NSW YORK. Í992

W 1 1 2
DAC-OECD
D AC MEETING ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT, OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992 -
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (DRAFT)
PARIS, 1992

W113
M3L3HRT Í.
CO-OPERATION AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: POLICIES OF BILATERAL AND
MULT/LATERAL CO-OPERATION AGENCIES. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. BACKGROUND
DOCUMENT. D AC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS, 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992

W H 4
STRSNR.
URBAN RESEARCH IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD: TOWARDS AN AGENDA FOR THE
I990'S. ROOM DOCUMENTS. I. DAC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS.
16-17 NOVEMBER 1992

W U 5
DACOECD
THE INTEGRATED APPROACH TO SLUM IMPROVEMENT IN INDIA. ROOM DOCUMENT
N. 2 (UNÍTED KINGDOM). DAC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17
NOVEMBER ¡992

WU6
WECELLN^CHURINGA M.
PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES TO URBAN WATER SUPPLY AND SANíTATION.
ROOM DOCUMENT AU. O AC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PAAIS, 16-17
NOVEMBER 1992

win
5CHERTHNLEB R.. NEYER W.
COMMUNITf INVOLVEMENT IN MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: A
REVIEW OF COMMUNITY-BASED PRIMARY COLLECTION SCHEMES. ROOM DOCUMENT
N.-t. DAC MEETING ON AID FOR URB.\N DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992
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¡r PUTTING THE URBAN POOR ON THE MAP. SOME EXAMPLES FROM FTALJÁN.
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION. ROOM DOCUMENT N.5 (ITALY). DAC MEETING ON AID FOR
URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992

W119
DERMOTC
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT - EXPERIENCES IN
KAMANGA COMPOUND. LUSAKA. ZAMBIA. ROOM DOCUMENT N. 6 (IRELAND). DAC
MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992

W120
SPR ANGER CD.
ENVIROMENTAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT. ROOM DOCUMENTS. 7. D AC MEETING ONAID FOR
URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER 1992

W121
ANGEL S., MAYO S. K. STEPHENS W, L.
THE HOUSING INDICATORS PROGRAM: A REPORT ON PROGRESS AND PLANS FOR
THE FUTURE. A JOINT PROGRAM OF UNCHS (HABITAT) AND THE WORLD BANK
DELFT. 1992

W 1 2 2
TOWNS AND CITIES: CONCERNED PARTIES AND ALLIES IN THE PROTECTION OF
THE ENVIRONMENT. RECOMMENDATIONS TO VHCBD 1992
FEDERAL MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. BERLIN, 1992

W 1 2 3
COUR S. E.
POUR UNE MEILLEURE GESTION DU PEUPLEMENT ET DE L'AMENAGEMENT DU
TERRITOIRE EN AFRIQUE SUB-SAHERIENNE
CLUB DU SAKEL. PARIS. 1992

W 1 2 4
WORLD BANK I R 3 AN DEVELO?. DtV. OFTHE INFRASTRUCTURE AND URBAN D~vx>EPT,
URBAN POLICY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: AJV AGENDA FOR THE 1990S AN
EXECUTEE SUMMARY
WASHINGTON DC. 1990

W I 2 5
DAC-OECD
WORLD BANK URBAN SECTOR ACTIVITIES. PARIS. FR.ANCE. NOVEMBER 15-21
1992

DUTCH DELEGATION
COMMENT ON NOTE ON "STRENGTHENING LOCAL AUTHORITIES" BY THE
DELEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES. ROOM DOCUMENTN. 9. DAC MEETING ON AID FOR
URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PASJS. 16-17 N0V£M3ER 1992

PERIN G.. TRAVERSO P, DI MAGGIO R.
ANAJL1SI DELLO STATO DI FATTO ED IPOTESI PROGETTUALE PER IMPlANTI DI
POTABIUZZAZIONE PER PAES! IN VIA DI SVJLUPPO: ANALJSl DELLE TECNOLOGIE
DISPONIBILJ (DOCUMENTO PRESENTATO ALLA PRSSDDENZA DEL WSSCC)
PREPARED FOR W C A J . U N I V S R S I T A ' D E G L I S T U D I . V E N H Z I A . 1992
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PERINC TRAVERSO ?_ DI MAGG20R.
ANAUSI DELLO STATO DI FATTO ED 1P0TES1 PROGETTUALE PER JMPIANTI DI
POTASIUZZAUONE PER PAES I IN VIA DISVILUPPO (DOCUMENTO PRESENTATO ALLA
PRESIDENZA DEL WSSCC)
PREPARED FOR WG/U. UMVERSITA1 DEGU 5TUDL VENEZIA. 1992

W I 2 9
PERIN G., TRAVERSO P. DI MAGGIO R.
ANAUSI DELLO STATO Dl FATTO ED IPOTESI PROGETTUALE PER IMPIANTI DI
POTABIUZZAZJONE PER PAESI IN VIA DI SVILUPPO: ANAUSI DEI CRTTERI DI
DISINFEZIONE (DOCUMENTO PRESENTATO ALLA PRESIDENZA DEL WSSCC)
PREPARED FOR WG/U. UNIVERS fTA* DEGU STUDL VENEZIA. 1992

W130
AVS[

' "ALVORADA ": INTERVENTO INTEGRATO IN AREE MARGIN AU PER IL
MIGLIORAMENTO DELLA QUALTTA'DELLA VITA DELLA POPOLAZ1ONE
CESEN A. 1990

C131A
UNCHS (HABÍTAT)
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION: SOUD-WASTE DISPOSAL. IN GLOBAL REPORT ON
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 19S6
OXFORD UNrVERSfTY PRESS. I9S7

C 1 3 1 B
UNCHS (HABITAT)
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION. IN GLOBAL REPORT ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 19S6
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 19S7

C 1 3 I C
UNCriS (HABITAT)
COST RECOVERY. IN GLOBAL REPORT ON HUMAN SETTLENENTS 19S6
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 19S7

C 1 3 I D
UNCHS (HA3ITAT)
WATER SUPPLY: SANITATION. IN GLOB AL REPORT ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS I9S6
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 19S7

C131E
UNCHS (HA3tTAT)
SHALLOW SEWERS IN BRAZIL AND PAKISTAN. IN CLO3AL REPORT ON HUMAN
SETTLEMENTS 19S6
OXFORD UNrVERSITY PRESS. 1937

C 1 3 I F

MODELS OF PARTICIPATION. IN CLO3 AL REPORT ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 1935
OXFORD UNTVERSITY ?^I5S. 19S7

WJ32
ME.3ERTI.
COOPERATION-AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT. URBAN POLICIES OF BILATERAL AND
MULTTILATERAL COOPERATION AGENCIES. DRAFT PREPARED TO BE DISCUSSED DURING THE
DACIOECD MEETING, PARIS. I& • nNOVEMBER
rUED-SDC GENHVA. 1992
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MONTI VJ.
RACE. REDEVELOPMENT. AND THE NEW COMPANY TOWN
STATE UNIVERSITY Or NEW YORK PRESS. NSW YORK. 1990 •

W 1 3 4
DAC-OECD
LOCAL INITIATIVES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. A SUMMARY. ROOM
DOCUMENTS. 3.DAC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. OECD. PARIS. 16-17 NOVEMBER
1992

W135
USAlD-OFFICE OF HOUSING AND URBAN PROGRAM-BUREAU FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE,
ANNUAL REPORT 1991
U5AID. WASHINGTON DC, 1991

W 1 3 6
MCGARRY M. WICKRAMAGE M_ PINIDrYA R
SRI LANKA COUNTRY LEVEL COLLABORATION. A CASE STUDY
WSSCC WORKING GROUP ON COUNTRY LEVEL COLLABORATION, CIDA. 1992

W 1 3 7
CHF-UNICEF
LLEGANDO AL POBRE DEL SECTOR INFORMAL URBANO. EJEMPLOS
HONDURENOS
TEGUCIGALPA. 1991

W13S
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR MANAGING WATER RESOURCES TO MEET
MEGAC1TY NEEDS
MANILA. 1992

W 1 4 0
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PIT EMPTYING TECHNOLOGIES IN TANZANIA
LONDON. 1992

W 14 I
EMPRESA METROPOLITANA DE OBRAS SANTTARIAS (EMUS)
LA MEDICIÓN DE LOS CONSUMOS DE AGUA POTABLE
SANTIAGO. 1992

WJ42
GILLETTD.
CHINA. T1ANJIN URBAN DEVELOMENT PROJECT. EFFICIENT USE OF WATER.
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTANTS SERVICES
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION. LONDON. 1991

W 1 4 3
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
CHINA. T! AN JIN WASTEWATER IMPROVEMENT PROJECT. TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
CONSULTANTS SERVICES
LONDON, 1992

W 1 4 4 ",
LEITMANN J.
TIANJIN: TOWARDS AN IMPROVED URBAN ENVIRONMENT. IN "THH UR3AN ACE". 1992.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE. 3ULAWAY0 WATER CONSERVATION STUDY
LONDON. 1952

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
REDUCED COST OF SEWERAGE SYSTEMS
LONDON. 1992

W147
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
REDUCED COST SEWERAGE FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
LONDON. 1992

W148
SÃO PAULO: CRISEEMUDANÇA
PREFEITURA DE SÂO PAULO.1950

WI49
COMPANHIA URBANIZADORA DE BELO HORIZQNTE-URSEL
PRO FAVELA. 0 MORRO JA TEM VEZ
3ELO HORIZONTE. I9SS

W I 5 0
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
ON-SITE SANITATION IN LOW INCOME URBAN COMMUNITIES. PHASE 1
LONDON. 1992

W152
PETERSON G.E.
STRENGTHENING LOCAL AUTHORITIES (NOTESYTHE DELEGATION OF THE U. S,¡.
3ACKR0UND PAPER FOR THE D.AC MEETING ON AlDFOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT. PARIS. 16-17
NOVEMBER
DAC-OECD. PARIS. 1992

W 1 5 3
DAC-OECD
URBAN DEVELOPMENT - DONOR ROLES AND RESPONSABIUTIES. ISSUES
(NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT)) PAPER FOR THE DAC MEETING ON AID FOR URBAN
DEVH.OPNŒNT. PARJS. 15-17 NOVEMBER 1992
PARIS. 1992

W 1 5 4
EMOS
INFORME GENERAL DE GESTION. SEPTIEMBRE 1997
SANTIAGO. 1992

WI55
VA.A M.
WORKING WITH COMMUNITIES: WHAT ARE THEY?
OSLO. 1992

W156
MANUAL PRACTICO PAR.A LA ADMINISTRACIÓN DEL PROGRAMA DE PRESTAMOS
PARA MEJORAMENTO DE VIVIENDAS EN VIVIENDAS DON BOSCO DEL CENTRO
SAN JUAN BOSCO
TECUaGALPA. UNDATED
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3EALLJ.
INTEGRATING THE GENDER VARIABLE INTO URBAN DEVELOPMENT (NOTE BY
THE EXPERT GROUP ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT); 3 AC-SOUND DOCUMENT FOR TH
DAC MEETING ON AID FOR UR3AN DEVELOPMENT, PARIS.16-17 NOVEM3ER 1992

-OECD. PARIS. 1992

W160
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
TERMS OF REFERENCE: MADRAS VISIT
LONDON. 1992

PATV/ARDHAN S-S.

COMMENTS ON STRATEGY OUTLINE (SECOND DRAFT)
PREPARED FOR WGfU. BOMBAY. 1992

Wlfi2
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
ON-SITE SANITATION IN LOW INCOME URBAN COMMUNITIES. PHASE I
LONDON. 1992

W163
FUNDACIÓN PARA LA VTVENDA COOPERATIVA
NECESITA UN PRÉSTAMO PARA ARREGLAR SU CASA?
TEGUCIGALPA. UNDATED

LARJ JARA F.
ASPECTOS FUNDAMENTALES PARA LA PREPARACIÓN DE UNA PROPUESTA
EN EL CAMPO DEL AGUA POTABLE Y SANEAMIENTO
PREPARED FOR WG/U. LIMA. 1992

PERLMAN J. E.
THE MEGA-CITIES PROJECT. A RESEARCH-ACTION STRs\TEGY TO TRANSFORM
URBAN POLICY FROM THE BOTTOM UP
NEW YORK. I9SS

C167
NEGA-crrms
THE NEW YORK MEGA-CITIES PROJECT. INNOVATIONS INDEX AND PROFILES
NEW YORK, I9SS

C16SA
R A N W C H A N D R A N A.

PLANIFICARE GLI INSEDlAMENTI UMANI PER IL NUOVO SECÓLO. tN •COOPER.AZIONE".
I9S9, N. 85

C1ÛSB
CLEMENT! A.
PERIFERIE POVERE: NUOVESTRATEGIE PER IL RECUPERO. IN "COOPEXAZIONE". 19S9.
N. S3

C1Ê9C
BANDARir^R. 3IGIOA.G.
IL RUOLÔ DELLE ISTITUZIONI LOCAL/ PER IL MICUORAMENTO DEUHADÎTAT. IN
" C O O P E R A Z I O N H '". 1939. N. S5
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W170
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MANAGING URBAN CHANGE. VOL. II: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
PARIS. 19S3

C171
KOCH EX
MEGA-CITIES PROJECT: THE TRUE EXCITEMENT OF CITY GOVERNMENT. IN' -NEW
YORK CITY TRI3UNE". 198S. SEFTEÎvGER 29

C172
GARTLANDA.
A MAGIC EYE ON THE FUTURE. IN THE GUARDIAN". 19SS. DECEMBER 13

W172
WHO
AGENDA 21 - THE WHO RESPONSE. WHO GLOBAL STRATEGY FOR HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENT. DRAFT
NEW YORK. 1992

C173
MCLEOD R.C.
WORLD POPULATION SHIFTING TO "MEGAOTIES". IN "SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE".
19S9. JANUARY 16

C175
LEARNING FROM INNOVATION: THE MEGA-CITIES PROJECT. AN INTERNATIONAL
SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS. IN "UK ŒZD 3ULLETT1N". 19S9. N. 22

C17Ó
AWORJ H.
SEARCHING FOR COMMON SOLUTIONS TO MEGA-CITY PROBLEMS
UNDP. NEW YORK UNDATED

W177
OXFAM QUEBEC
CHARTE DE MONTREAL SUR L'EAU POTABLE ET L'ASSAINISSEMENT ADOPTEE
DANS LE CADRE DU FORUM INTERNATIONAL DE MONTREAL: LES
ORGANIZATIONS NON-GOUVERNEMENTALES EN INTERACTION
MONTREAL. 1990
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UNCHS (HABITAT)
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S ANCKEZD-CARMONA L.
URBAN1TZAZ10NE POPULARE £ SPONTANEA NELL'AREA METROPOLJTANA-DI
CITTA'DELMESSICO. INASITAaONEHPÊRlrsREIjTaA^N^PAHSIINVLADISVILUPPOCA
CURA DI A. CLEMENT! E L. RAMÍREZ)
ANGELÍ. MILANO. 1935

C17SB
WOLFF ISAZAHJ.
TASSONOM/A DEGUINSEDIAMENTÍ NON CONTROLLATI IN COLOMBIA. IN
A3ITAZI0NE E PERFERIE URS ANE NEIPAESI IN VIA DISVILUPPO (A CURA DI A. CLEMENT! H L.
RA^ÍIRE2)
ANGELL MILANO. 19S5

C 1 7 S C
SANCHEZ LEON A.
PERIFERIA NON AUT0R1ZZATA E 0RGANJ2ZAZI0NI DEI POBLADORES A UMA. IN
ABITAZ1ONE E PERIFERIE URBANE NEI PAE5I IN VIA DISVILUPPO (A CURA DI A. CLEMENT! E L.
RAMTREZ)
ANGELI. NÍILANO. 19S5

C17SD
BRUNA PJ- AMARAL DE SAMPAIO M. R. COLLET BRUNA G.
LOTEAMENTOS CLANDESTINOS A SAN PAOLO. IN ABFTAZIONE E PERIFERIE URB ANE NEI
PAESI IN VTA DI SVILUPPO (A CURA DI A. CLEMENTIE L. RAMIREZ)
ANGELÍ. ME-ANO. 19S5

C17SE
JACOQIP.
SAN PAOLO. GLI ESCLUSI DALLA CITTA ' E LE LORO STRATEGIE Df
S0PRAVVIVEN2A. IN ASITAZJONE E PERIFERIE URBANE NEI P A E S ! IN v u DI SVILUPPO (A CURA Dr
A. CLEMENT! E L RAMREZ)
ANGELÍ. MILANO. I9S5

C17SF
B ANDARÍN F.. CACNATO A.
HABITAT SPONTANE AD ALGER!, IN ASITAZIONE E PERIFERIE URBANE NEI P A E S I IN VU DI
SVILUPPO (A CURA DIA. CLEMENTI EL RAMIREZ)
ANGELI. MILANO. 19S5
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CRETELLAC.
LEBlDON\'ÍLLESDlALGERi. Ds' AUrTAZlONEEPERIFERIE URBANE NEJ P A E S ! IN VU D!
S VDLUPPO (A CURA DI A. CLESÍENTIE L RAMIREZ)
ANGELI. MILANO. 19S5
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AMODEIM..KSAIEMF.
DAI GOURBÍVIULES ALLE LOTTIZZAZIONI CLANDESTINE PERIURBANE A TUNJSl.
LN A3ITAZI0NE E PERFERIE UR3ANH NEI PAE5I IN VIA Dl S\TLU??O (A CURA DI A. CLEMENTI H L
RAMIREZ)
ANGELI. .MILANO. 19S5

C 1 7 S I
3ERNAL
INSEDIAMENTÍ INFORMAL! AL CAIRO. IN A3rTAZI0NH E PERtFERIE UR3ANE NEI PAE5I IN VIA
DI S V0.UPPO (A CURA DI A. CLEMENTI E L RAMIREZ)
ANGELJ. MiLANO. 19S5
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NEJPAESI IN VLA DI SVE.UPPO (A CURA Dl A. CLEMENTI E I_ RAMIREZ)
ANGELÍ MILANO. 19S5

1 7 8 N
CROSTA PX.
MILANO. FORME ANOMALE Dl URBANlUAZiONE E LA QUESTIONE DEL "GOVERNO
DEL MUTAMENTO', IN ABITAZION5 EPERIFERJE URBANE NH PAESI IN VIA DI SVILUPPO (A CURA
Dl A. CLEMENTI E L RAMIREZ)
ANGELÍ. MILANO. 19S5

C179
LEITURAS DA CIDADE. IN "ESPAÇO & DEBATES". 1990. N. 29

ClSOA
BAGNASCO C. BONNES M.
CITIZENS' PARTICIPATION IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
IN ITALY: DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERISTICS AND PROSPECTS. IN CITES OF EUROPE;
THE PUBLICS ROLE IN' SHAPING THE URBAN EfWIROiVMENT (EDrTED B Y T. DEELSTRA AND 0.
YANTTSKI)
MOSCOW. [991

C1S0D
NEUSSEN N.
METHODS OF PUBUC PARTICIPATION IN WESTERN EUROPE. EXPERIMENTS WITH
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN URBAN RENEWAL IN WEST EUROPEAN
MUNICIPALITIES, IN OTES 0 ? EUROPE: THE PUBLICS ROLE IS SHAPING TrE URBAN
ENVIRONMENT (EDfTED 3 Y T. DEEL5TRA AND 0. YANITSKJ)
MOSCOW. 1991

C1S0C
LAUHiSTIN M.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AS AN EDUCATIONAL PROCESS. IN CITIES OF EUROPE: THE
PU3UCS ROLE IN SHAPING THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT fEDÍTED 3Y T. DEELSTRA AND 0. YANTTSKI)
MOSCOW. 1991

CJSOD
31STRUPM..SVANEM.
THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN DENMARK. IN CITIES
0 ? EUROPE; THE PU3LJCS ROLE IN SHAPING THH URBAN ENVIRONMENT (EDITED BYT. DEELSTRA AND
0. YANTTSKI)
MOSCOW. 1991

C1S0E
DEYKOV A . VARSONOTOVTSEV D.
PUBLIC ESTIMATIONS OF PROJECT DECISIONS. THE BULGARIAN EXPERIENCE. IN
CITES 0= EUROPE.- THE PU3LJC3 ROLE IN SHAPING THE W3AS ENVIRONMENT (EDITED 3 Y T.
DEELSTRA ANDO. YANTTSKJ)
MOSCOW. 1991
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HACKNEY R.
COMMUNITf ENTERPRISE AND HOW TO GIVE INNER CITIES NEW UFE. A VIEW
FROM BRITAIN. IN CIT7£S 0 ? EUROPE: THE PUBLICS ROLE IN SHAPING THE UR3 AN ENVIRONMENT
(EDITED 3Y T. DEELSTRA AND 0. YANÏT5XI)
MOSCOW. 1991

C1S0G
LIDDEL R. MACCE D. 5R0WN L
PARTICIPATIVE PROJECTS IN SCOTLAND. IN CIUBS OF EUROPE: THE PU3LICS ROLE IN
SHAPING THE ÜR3 AN ENVIRONMENT (EDITED 3 Y T. DEELSTRA AND O. YANÏTSKJ)
MOSCOW. 1991

C1S0H
MENDES C.
PUBUC PARTICIPATION IN PORTUGAL. IN CITIES OF EUROPE: THE PUBLICS ROLE IN
SHAPING THE UR3 AN ENVIRONMENT (EDITED BY T. DEELSTRA AND O. YANTTSKT)
MOSCOW. 1991

C180I
SAETERO ALA.
PARTICIPATION AS A LEARNING PROCESS. THE NORWEGIAN CONTEXT. IN CTTTES
OF EUROPE- THE PUBLICS ROLE IN SHAPING THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT (EDITED BYT. DEELSTRA AND
O. YANTTSKT)
MOSCOW. 1991

C1S2
DE SOTO R
THE OTHER PATH. THE INVISIBLE REVOLUTION IN THE THIRLD WORLD
HARPER AND ROW PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK. I9S9

C1S4
SACHS C.
"MUTIRÃO" IN BRASILE. 1NI2JATIVE DI AUTOSVILUPPO. IN "DIMENSION! DELLO
SVILUPPO". 19SS. N. I

C1S5
DE MOURA A. S03REIRA
"BRASILIA TEIMOSA". L'ORGANIZZAZIONE Dl UN INSEDIAMENTO POPOLARE A
RECIFE IN BRASILE. IS "DIMENSIONI DELLO SVILUPPO". 19S3. N. !

CISC
RAFFOE.H.L0PE2
POLÍTICA DELLA CASA ED EMARG1NAZI0NE A£ITATI\'A IN URUGUAY IN
"DIMENSIONI DELLO SVILUPPO". 19SS.N. I

C1SSA
P A T T O N C . KU3ALH PALMER E.
EVOLUTION OF THIRD WOLD SHELTER POUCIES. IN SPONTANEOUS SHELTER:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDITED 3 Y C. PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 19SS

C1SSB
MC T A G G A R T W.

GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON SPONTANEOUS SHELTER. IN SPONTANEOUS
SHELTER: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDITED 3 Y C. PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 1933
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INTERNATIONAL ?ESS?=CnVHS ANT) PROSPECTS (EDITED 3 Y C PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. I9SS

C1SSD
EVAN GLASSES D.
SELF-HELP HOUSING TECHNOLOGY. IN SPONTANEOUS SHHLTHR: INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDITED 3Y C PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 19SS

C18SE
WILLIAM PAGE C.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN SPONTANEOUS SETTLEMENTS, IN SPONTANEOUS
SHELTER; INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PKO5PECT5 (EDITED BY G PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 19SS

C1S8F
ALEXANDER E
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA AND ITS POLICY IMPLICATIONS. IN
SPONTANEOUS SHELTER; INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDIleD B Y C PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 19SS

C1SSG
PATTON C.
THE GROWING HOUSING CRJSIS IN ECUADOR. IN SPONTANEOUS SHELTER:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS ÇEÙVTED BY C PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. I9SS

C l S S H
PATTON C. PRO3O5U3ANUL
MEETING SHELTER NEEDS IN INDONESIA. IN SPONTANEOUS SHELTER: INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDITED BY C. PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. I93S

ClSSI
TATLOR D,
HONG KONG'S FLOATING SETTLEMENTS, IN SPONTANEOUS SHELTER: INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDITED 3 Y C PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. I9SS

CJSSL
LACEY L. EMANUEL OWUSU 5.
LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN MONROVIA. LIBERIA. IN SPONTANEOUS SHELTER:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDiTED 3 Y C. PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA. 1953

C1SSM
AMIS P.
COMMERCIALIZED RENTAL HOUSING IN NAROBI. KEN/A. IN SPONTANEOUS SHE.
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND PROSPECTS (EDfTED 3 Y C. PATTON)
PHILADELPHIA, 19SS

C190A
CHASE-DUNNC. ".
EL FENÓMENO DE PRIMACÍA DE UNA CIUDAD EN LOS SISTEMAS URBANOS
LATINOAMERICANOS: SU SURGIMIENTO. IN CHJDADES Y SISTEMAS U?.3ANOS
CLACSO. BUENOS AIHES. I9S-Î
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C 1 9 0 B
RO3SRTS 3 J t
POBREZA UR3ANA Y BIENESTAR FUSUCO EN MEXICO E INGLATERRA, IN CIUDADES
Y SISTEMAS URBANOS
CLACSO. SUEÑOS AIRES,

C190C
YUJ1NOSKYO.
SECTORES POPULARES Y POUTICA ESTATAL DE VIVIENDA (ARGENTINA 1976-
1981). IN CIUDADES Y SISTEMAS UR3AN0S
CLACSO. 3UENOS ARES. 19&4

C 1 9 0 D
HARDOY.LE.
ESTUDIO DE LOS DISTRITOS CENTRALES DE LAS CIUDADES DE AMERICA LATINA:
UNA PRIMERA APROXIMACIÓN. IN CIUDADES Y SISTEMAS URS ANOS
CLACSO. BUENOS ARES. 19W

C191A
TUDELAF.
EL LABERINTO DE LA COMPLEJIDAD. NACÍA UN ENFOQUE SISTÉMICO DEL MEDIO
AMBIENTE Y LA GESTION DE LOS SERVICIOS URBANOS EN AMERICA LATINA. W
SERViaOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ŒNTE (M. SCHTHNG ART Y L D'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFE. MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191B
D'ANDREA L
CONTRIBUCIONES TEORICO-METODOLOGICAS PARA EL ANÁLISIS DE LA
RELACIÓN: SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE, IN
SERVICIOS URBANOS, GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y L D'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/ŒRFE. MEXICO DF/ROMA, 1991

C191C
SCHTEINGART M.
LOS SERVICIOS URBANOS EN EL CONTEXTO DE LA PROBLEMÁTICA AMBIENTAL,
IN SERVICIOS UR3AN0S. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y L D'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFS. MEXICO DF/ROMA. 199I

C I 9 1 D
DLTHAU E.
GESTION DE LOS SERVICIOS URBANOS EN MEXICO: ALTERNATIVAS Y
TENDENCIAS, IN SERVICIOS UR3 ANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y
L. D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFE. NÎEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C 1 9 1 E
R Í V E R A I .
EL TRANSPORTE URBANO Y SUS EFECTOS AMBIENTALES. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS.
GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. SChTEINGART Y I_ D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXJCO/CîRrE. NÍEXJCO DF/ROMA, 1991

C 1 9 1 F
MSRI23O.Y CUEVERA .M.A.
PROVISION DE AGUA Y DRENAJE EN US CIUDADES MEXICANAS, UN RETO
PERMANENTE. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO Af-ÍBENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y
L. D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXlCO,C=RFc. SGXICO DF/RONÎ A. 199i
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C191G
CASTILLO BERTHS N.
DESECHOS, RESIDUOS. DESPERDICIOS: SOCIEDAD Y SUCIEDAD. IN SERVICIOS
URS ANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (M SCHTEINGART Y L D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIÓOS MEXICO/CERFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191H
CHIAPPORI A.
PLANES DE SANEAMIENTO Y EVALUACIÓN DEL IMPACTO AMBIENTAL DOS
INSTRUMENTOS PARA LA PROTECCIÓN DEL AMBIENT. IN SERVICIOS URS ANOS.
GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AÍRENTE (M. SCHTEINGART YL. D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191I
DALFINOE.
LA CUESTIÓN DE LOS RECURSOS HUMANOS PARA LAS ADMINISTRACIONES
LOCALES. IN SER VOOS UR3 ANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (ML SCHTEINGART Y L.
D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. I99I

CI91L
CASTILLEJOS M.
LA CONTAMINACIÓN AMBIENTAL EN MEXICO Y SUS EFECTOS EN LA SALUD
HUMANA. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y L
D ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MSXICO/ŒRFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191M
AZUELA DE LA CUEVA A.
UNA TORRE DE BABEL PARA EL AJUSCO: TERRITORIO. URBANIZACIÓN Y MEDIO
AMBIENTE EN EL DISCURSO JURÍDICO MEXICANO. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION
LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y L D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO D£ MEXICO/ŒRFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C 1 9 1 N
PERRONE A.
POLÍTICAS AMBIENTALES EN ITALIA. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO
ARGENTE (M. SCHTEINGART Y L. D A N D R E A COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICO/CERFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191O
MASSOLO A.
TENDENCIAS DE LA GESTION MUNICIPAL Y LA PARTICIPACIÓN CIUDADANA. IN
SERVICIOS UR3 ANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. SCÍTEINGART Y L D'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MHXÎCO/CERFE NÍEXJCO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191P
COULOMB R.
LA PARTICIPACIÓN POPULAR EN LA PROVISION DE LOS SERVICIOS URBANOS.
ESTRATEGIAS DE SOBREVIVENCIA 0 PRACTICAS AUTOCESTIONARIAS?. IN
SERVICIOS UR3ANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M SCHTEINGART Y L D 'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE ^EXJCO/CERFE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991
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C191Q
HERNAUXD.
SERVIÇOS UR3AN0S. GRUPOS POPULARES Y MEDIO AMBIENTE EN CHALCO.
MEXICO. IN SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (M. SCKTEINGART Y L
D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE NEX1CO,CER?H. hŒXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

CI91R
5ANDOVALJ.M.
¿05 NUEVOS MOVIMIENTOS SOCIALES Y EL MEDIO AMBIENTE EN MEXICO. IN
SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. S C K T E I N G A R T Y L D" ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
HL COLEGIO DE MEXICaCERFE, MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191S
QUADRIDH LA TORRE G.
Í//V/1 S/?£V£ CRÓNICA DEL ECOLOOISMO EN MEXICO. IN SERVICIOS UR3AN0S. GESTION
LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M SCíTEING ART Y L D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICOCERFE. MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C 1 9 1 T
ABRUZZINI5.
EL PAPEL DE LAS ORGANIZACIONES DE CIUDADANOS EN LA CREACIÓN Y LA
GESTION DE SERVICIOS URBANOS PARA EL AMBIENTE. W SERVICIOS URBANOS.
GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (M. SCHTEINCART Y L D'ANDREA COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO D£ MEXICO/CERfE MEXICO DF/ROMA. 199I

C191U
G AM30A DE BUEN J..REVAH LOCOUTURE ¡A.
SERVICIOS URBANOS Y MEDIO AMBIENTE. EL CASO DELA CIUDAD DE MEXICO. IN
SERVICIOS URBANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y NÍEDIO AMBIENTE (M, SCKTEÍNGART Y L D'ANDREA
COMPELADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MZXICaCERFE. MEXICO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191V

SERVICIOS URBANOS Y GESTION METROPOLITANA EN GUADALAJARA, W
SERVICIOS UR3AN0S. GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO AM3ENTE (M. S C H T E Í N G A R T Y L D'ANDREA
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO D= MEXICO.CLRFE. \£EX3C0 Dr/ROMA. 1991

C 1 91 W
GARCLA ORTEGAS.
AREA METROPOLITANA DE MONTERREY. PROBLEMÁTICA ECOLÓGICA SERVICIOS
URBANOS Y MEDIO AMBIENTE (ANTECEDENTES Y SITUACIÓN ACTUAL). IN
SERVICIOS UR3AN0S, GESTION LOCAL Y MEDIO A.M3ENTE (M. SCKTHINGART Y 1_ D'ASD^£A
COMPILADORES)
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICCCERFE. MEXJCO DF/ROMA. 1991

C191X
SANCKE2R.A.
GESTION AMBIENTAL TRASFRONTERIZA Y SERVICIOS URBANOS EN TIJUANA.
IN SERVICIOS URÜANOS. GESTION LOCAL Y SCEDiO A N Q E N T E (!•'.. SCríTEINGART Y L. D1 ANDREA

COMPILADORES))
EL COLEGIO DE MEXICaCERFE. MEXICO D F / R O M A . 1991

CI9C '
IN THE SHADOW OFTKECITV: COMMUNITY HEALTH AND THE URBAN POOR
(EDITED 3 Y KARPHAM T.. LUSTY T.. VAUGH.AN î1.)
OXFORD UNrVESSiTY PRESS. I9S3
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C199
DP/ERSES MANIERES DE TRAITER LES DECHETS, m "SOURCE". 1991. JANVER ~

C201
DIRECTION DH L"UR3ANISME ETDS L'ARCHITECTURE. MINISTERE DH LTJR3ANISME HT DH UHA3ITA7-
5ENEGAL
Z.4 CROISSANCE DE LA VILLE DE DAKAR DE 1960 A AUJOURD'HUÍ ET LA
POLITIQUE DU LOGEMENT
DAKAR. UNDATED

C 2 0 2
CHLAlAA.
LA TUNISIA VERSO IL RECUPERO DELLE PERJFERIE. IN "COOPERAZIONH". 1957.
MAGGIOGIUGNO

W 2 0 3 A
LA GRECA P.
LA REG ¡ONE D ELLA GRANDE CAIRO, IN "URBANÍSTICA PVS", 1992, N. 3

W 2 0 3 B
GÎOVANNHTTIF.
LA CASBAH DIALCERI: PROSPECTIVE DI 1NTERVENT0, IN "URBANÍSTICA ?vs-, 1992.
N.3

W203C
rHRRETTIL
IL FUTURO DELLE CfTTA ' MEDINA. IN "URBANÍSTICA PVS". 1991 N. 3

W2CM
LALL VINAY D.
(COMMENTS ON THE WG/U "STRATEGY OUTLINE").

WG/U. NO VENGER 11. 1992

I

W206
DA SILVA A.
REFORMA URBANA E DIREITO A CIDADE
POLIS. SÃO PAULO. 1991

W 2 0 7
Pt^íES PINTO V.
ADMINISTRAÇÃO POPULAR DE FORTALEZA
POLIS, SÃO PAULO. 1992

C210
PHRLMAN ;.
MEGA-CITIES INNOVATIONS IN URBAN POVERTY AND ENVIRONMENT: TOWARDS
SOCIALLY JUST AND ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE CITIES OF THE 2JST
CENTURY
NEW YORK. 19S9

C21 1
PERLMAN J.
MEGA-CTT1ES PROJECT. CITY PROFILES
NEW YORK. 19S7

C 2 I 2
PERLMAN I. E.
MEGACITIES AND INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES. [N "OTES". 19S7. MAY
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W 2 1 3
S OUTO PERRERA A l .
LAGES: UM JEITO DE GOVERNAR
?OU5. SÂO PAULO. 1991

W 2 1 4
SIMÔH5 Jr. J. G.
CORTIÇOS EM SÃO PAULO: 0 PROBLEMA E SUAS ALTERNATIVAS
POLIS. SÃO PAULO. 1991

C216
UNICEF
URBAN EXA/4PLES FOR 3ASIC SERVICES IN DEVELOPMENT CITIES. URBAN
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE ...
N=W YORK. 19S3

W 2 1 7
WSSCC•
GLOBAL FORUM 1991. VOL 1: MAIN REPORT
GENEVA. 1992

W21S
wsscc
GLOBAL FORUM 1991. VOL. II: WORKING SESSIONS REPORT
GENEVA. 1992

W 2 1 9
CHINAGLIA P.
INTERVENTO AL SEMINARIO "PROGETTIDÍ C00PERA2J0NE ALLO SVILUPPO:
0RGAN122AZJ0NE DEL TERRITORIO E GESTIONE URBANÍSTICA"
MOVIMENTO AFRICA 10
F£R£NZE. 1992

W220
rsRvis p.
1L RECUPERO DELLE PERIFERIE INFORM AU IN AFRICA DEL NORD
UNTVERSITA' DHGU STUDI Dl FR£NZE, HRENZE, 1991

W221
LAXSKNttPATriY V.
HYDERABAD METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD. SERVICE
REGULATIONS (APPENDIX)
KKARATA3AD. 1992

W224

GEMS/WATER 1990-2000. THE CHALLENGE AHEAD. UNEPiWHOiUNESCOiWMO
PROGRAMME OS1 GLOBAL WATER QUAUTY MONlTORIbJG ¿SO ASSESSMENT
GENEVA. 1991

W 2 2 5
C-'-COOPERATP.^ HOUSLS'G FOUNDATION
BANKING ON THE BARRIOS: FINANCING SHELTER AND JOBS FOR LOW-INCOME
F AM I LIES IN HONDURAS
WASHINGTON DC 1933

W226
\S"HO UiVEP
GEMSlWATER: THE CHALLENGE AHEAD!
GENEVA. (1990)
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W227
AQUA CONSULTANTS ASSOCIATES
WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION COLLABORATIVE COUNCIL WORKING GROUP
ON URBANIZATION. ADDRESSING KEY ISSUES. BANGLADESH CONTEXT
PREPARED FOR WG/U. DHAKA. 1992

W 2 2 S
BILARDOU.
ECONOMIA E DISECONOMY NELLA GESTIONE DELL'ACQUA. IN-30U-ETTIN0
DELLASSOCUZIONE MINERARIA 5U3 ALPIN A". 1991 N. I

W 2 2 9 A
BEZERRO. JR. P.
PROGRAMAS DE SANEAMENTO NO BRASIL. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS.
SANEAMENTOE MEIO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÃO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 B
BASSANI A.
POSSIBILIDADES E CONDIÇÕES PARA INVESTIMENTOS PRIVADO EM SERVIÇOS
MUNICIPAIS E REGIONAIS DE AGUA, ESGOTOS E UTILIZAÇÃO MÚLTIPLA DE
RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÃO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 C
YASSUDA E RJONEY
PARTICIPAÇÃO DA CONSULTORIA NOS SETORES PUBLICO E PRIVADO DE
SANEAMENTO AMBIENTAL E RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS
HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO AMBIENTE
GMSTrrUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÃO PAULO. 1992

W229D
KEPSS E.
GESTÃO DESCENTRALIZADA E PARTICIPATIVA DOS RECURSOS HÍDRICOS NA
FRANÇA. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO AM3ENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÁO PAULO. 199:

W229E
ULRÍCHM.
PRESTAÇÃO DE SERVIÇOS DE AGUA E ESGOTOS POR EMPRESA PRIVADA
CONCESSIONÁRIA. IS SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E NEJO A.M3ENTE
INSTITUTO DE E N G E N H A R Í A . SÃO PAULO. 1992 I
U'229F
D'ANDREA P. P. v. ' ML
UTILIZAÇÃO DA INICIATIVA PRIVADA NO PLANEJAMENTO. PROJETO. •
FINANCIAMENTO. CONSTRUÇÃO. OPERAÇÃO E MANUTENÇÃO DE
EMPREENDIMENTOS DE SANEAMENTO AMBIENTAL. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS -
HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO A.M3 E.NTE •
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÀO PAULO, 1992 £

W 2 2 9 G
MTYASHTTA N.
IMPACTOS DA PRIVATIZAÇAO E CONCESSÃO DE SERVIÇOS PÚBLICOS. IN
SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO S MEIO AM3£ENTH
fNSTrrUTO DE ENGENHAR IA. SÃO PAULO. 1992
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W 2 2 9 H
ORTH M. H. D£ ANDRADE
GESTÃO PARTICIPATIVA E OUTRAS ALTERNATIVAS PARA DISPOSIÇÃO DE :

RESIDUOS SOLIDOS INDUSTRIAIS. IN SEMINARIO. RZCUR5O5 HÍDRICOS, SANEAMENTO S
MHO AM3ENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. 5ÃO PAULO. 1992

W229I
B A R T H F . T E R R A
MODELOS ALTERNATIVOS DE GESTÃO DOS RECURSOS HÍDRICOS NO BRASIL, IN
SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTOE MEIO AM3ENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÃO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 L
CAVALCANTI J£W. DE A.
UTILIZAÇÃO DE LABORATORIOS PRIVADOS PARA PESQUISA E MONTTORAMENTO
NOS PROGRAMAS DE SANEAMENTO AMBIENTAL E RECURSOS HÍDRICOS, IN
SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÀO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 M
BOUCINHAS J. F. DA COSTA
D1RETRIZES PARA A ADMINISTRAÇÃO ESTADUAL EM SANEAAÍENTO E RECURSOS
HÍDRICOS. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. S ANEAMENTO E MEIO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÀO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 N
RODRIGUES!. M. DA COSTA
PRODUTIVIDADE E QUALIDADE DOS SERVIÇOS DE PROJETO, NOS PROGRAMAS DE
SANEAiVENTO £ RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. IN SEMINARIO: R£CUKSOS HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO
E MEIO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÀO PAULO. 1992

W229O
ORTH A.T. DE A,
DESENVOLVIMENTO INDUSTRIAL PARA SUPRIMENTO DOS PROGRAMAS DE
SANEAMENTO AMBIENTAL E RECURSOS HÍDRICOS. IN SEMINARIO: RECURSOS
HÍDRICOS. SANEAMENTO E MEIO A.S3ENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA, SÃO PAULO. 1992

W 2 2 9 I '
BEZUSLAD!
UTILIZAÇÃO DE EMPRESAS PRIVADAS NO G EREN ClAMENTO DE SERVIÇOS E
OBRAS DO PROGRAMA DE DESPOLUIÇÃO DA BACIA DO ALTO TIETE. IN SEMINARIO:
RECURSOS KDSICOS, SANEAMENTO E NElO AMBIENTE
INSTITUTO DE ENGENHARIA. SÀO PAULO. 1992

W 2 3 0
COPENHAGEN INFORMAL CONSULTATION ON INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT
COPENHAGEN STATEMENT
1991

W231
SEADE
PROJEÇAO DA POPULAÇÃO DOS MUNICIPIOS £ DISTRITOS PERTENCENTES A
REGIÃO II DE PLANEJAMENTO DA SADESP ... RELATÓRIO SÍNTESE
SÀOi'AULO. 1933
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W 2 3 2
LHALUNGPA5.
TOWARDS EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION. AN OUTLINE FOR STRATEGIES. DRAFT
EC - INFORMATION. EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION IN WSS. J?,C THH HAGUE, 1952

C233
NDIONEE.S.
DYNAMIQUE URBAINE D'UNE SOCIETE EN GRAPPE: UN CAS. DAKAR
END A. DAKAR. 1937

C234
LA CIUDAD Y SUS ACTORES. CONFUCTOS Y ESTRATEGIAS SOCIOESPACIALES
FRENTE A LAS TRANSFORMACIONES DE LOS CENTROS URBANOS (COORDINADORES
R. COULOMB Y E. DUHAU)
UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA METROPOLITANA. AZCAPOTZALCO, 19S3

C235
OECD
MANAGING URBAN CHANGE. VOL I: POUCIES AND FINANCE
PARIS. 19S3

W23SA
DEROOYCDOYLEB.A.
FOCUS ON AFRICA: WATER AND SANITATION IN THE 1990S. W "WATER FRONT". 1992.
N. 2

W 2 3 5 B
MAHAPATRA K.

PROMOTION OF SANITATION THROUGH SCHOOL CHILDREN: THE DELHI
EXPERIENCE. IN "WATER FRONT. 1991 N. 2

W 2 3 5 C
PKELCPPEAUX H.. SASSARAO P.R.G.
RAINWATER HARVESTING IN BURUNDI. IN "WATER FRONT". 1992. N. 2

W235D
LATHAM A.

IN LEBANON. GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES SHARE SECTOR MANAGEMENT.
IN "WATER FRONT. 1991 N. 2

W235E
DODCE C, P.
PUTTING SANITATION ON THE WES AGENDA. IN ~WATER FRONT. 1992. N.2

W236D
KKANNA P.. KOSHI B,
WHEN CITY GROWTH EXCEEDS SUPPLY. IN "WORLD HEALTH". 1992. JULY-AUGUST

W237A
•C'NLEY D.

KUMASI'S PEOPLE PAY FOR BETTER SANITATION SERVICES. IN 'SOURCE". 1992. JULY

W237I3

MAHALAPYES LATRINES SINK NO MORE. IN "SOURCS". 1992. JULY

W237C
UNL£YD.
BRINGING VILLAGE PEOPLE INTO PLANNING. IS "SOURCH", 1992. JULY
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W237D
KINLEYD.
KWAKO'S URBAN CHALLENGE. IN -SOURCE". 1992. JULY

C23S
HULMED.
STATE-SPONSORED LAND SETTLEMENT POLICIES: THEORY AND PRACTICE, IN
"DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE", 19S7. VOL. IS. N. 3

C 2 4 0
XORFF R.
THE WORLD CITY HYPOTHESIS: A CRITIQUE. IN "DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE", 19S7. VOL.
IS. N. 3

C243A
J.-C.LEFEUBRE
ECOLOGIE ET ENVIRONNEMENT URBAIN. IN SANTE &. ENVIRONNEMENT DANS LA VILLE.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN THE CTTf
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTE PU3LJQUE RENNES. 1992

C 2 4 3 D
CECI A.
IMPLICATION DES POLITIQUES EUROPEENNES EN MATIERE D'ENVIRONNEMENT
ET DE SANTE DANS LA GESTION DES COLLECTIVITES TERRITORIALES. IN SANTE &
ENVIRONNEMENT DANS LA VILLE. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN THE CITY
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTE PUBLIQUE. RENNES. 1992

C 2 4 3 C
FOULON J.
TARIFS ET QUALITE' DE L'EAU POTABLE. IN S ANTE £ ENVIRONNEMENT DANS LA VILLE
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN THE CrTY
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTE PUBLIQUE. RENNES. 1992

C 2 4 3 D
BEBINJ.
L4 DIRECTIVE EUROPEENNE SUR LE TRAITEMENT DES EAUX USEES URBAINES
CARACTERISTIQUES ET CONDÍTIONS D'APPLICATION. IN SANTE & ENVIRONNEMENT
DANS LA VILLE. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN THE CITY
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTE PUBLIQUE. RENNES. 1992

C243E
MOREAU G.
PRESENTATION (ATELIER 6. LA VILLE PROPRE: COLLECTE SELECTIVE OU NON-
DECHET). IN S ANTE & ENVIRONNEMENT DANS LA VILLE. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN THE CITY
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTE PUBLIQUE. RENNES. 1992

C 2 4 3 F
HA3ERMEIER D.
DE L'ELIMINATION A LA GESTION DES DECHETS. LE CAS D'ERLANGEN (BAVIERE.
RFA). INSA^^^ítE^^VRO^%3•íE^TDANSLAVIlJL£ENVIRO^^ÍE^TALHEALTHINTHECrTY
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SANTS PUBLIQUE. RENNES. 1992

C 2 4 3 C
DEELSTRAT.

SECRETS DE LA CITE': MEMOIRE ET PERSPECTIVE DES COURANTS URBAINS. IN
SAKTE&ENVR<>N7^MENTDANS1^VTLLEEJ^VRO^
ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA SAJNTE PU3L1QUE. RENNES. 1992
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C243H
VUORIO M
L'EAU. ELEMENT ARCHITECTURAL ET TECHNIQUE DU PLAN A TAPIÓLA. IN SANTE
& ENVIRONNEMENT DANS LA VELE. E W Î R O N M E N T A L HEALTH IN THE C7TY
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION COLTABOKATJVE-COUXCIL (WSSCC)

" RABAT MEETING (7-10 SEPTEMBER 1993)

REPORT OF GROUP 2 DISCUSSION

URBANIZATION
September 7,1993

SUMMARY OF CURRENT SITUATION

1. Update

Both the product and the process of the Working Group on
Urbanization were commended. There was general agreement on
the situation analysis, -but participants did add a number of
insights;

1. The fact that WSS service expansion in peri-urban areas is a
sound investment, stimulating economic activity, needs to be
recognized and further explored.

2. While the report recommends great caution in the adaptation of
rural technology for use in peri-urban areas, it was felt that it is
actually a viable option in many situations, especially in Africa.

3. There is a need to distinguish between "de jure" and "de facto"
tenure security. In many cases "de facto" security is sufficient.

4. The relationships between finance mobilization, cost recoverv
and people's participation need to be more firmly established.

5. The political aspects of peri-urban WSS development need to be
further discussed, along with the political repercussions that arise
if WSS systems are not developed.

6. * The cost recovery issue is more than just a financial matter. The
importance of pricing as part of a structure of incentives needs to
be recognized, since it may lead among other things to a more
responsible use and a more sensible allocation of water.

1.



7. The crucial importance of institutional reform and capacity
building and the need for urgent action on those topics were
stressed by the French -participant.

2. Barriers to achievement

Cost recovery is still difficult to implement in many countries,
and its absence is a major barrier to achievement. This should not
be seen as an ideological issue. Rather, it should be recognized
that sound financial management of utilities is actually in the
interest of consumers.

High costs of development are unaffordable to the urban poor.
There have been-cases where costs have been lowered to an extent
where people invest in and build their own systems (Orangi Pilot
Project in Karachi and Brazil) with technical assistance from
NGOs and the State.

Although there was a-consensus on'the need for an integrated
approach to WSS development, it was recognized that it is a
complex affair and needs a planning process and people to plan.
These are not easily available.

Policy reform and institutional reform (rather than just
institutional capacity building) are required for the sector, A
country .level understanding and situation analysis is necessary
for that purpose (Lebanon is currently undertaking it).

3. Relevance and usefulness of-the Working Giroup Report

By and large, the Rabat Group felt that the Working Group Report
was very relevant and could be a useful tool for developing and
managing water supply and sanitation services in the peri-urban
sector. However, some participants voiced the view that no such
report is enough to lead to the development of appropriate and
viable plans because .local level conditions may require major
modifications to its analysis and approach.
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H VROFOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE WORKING GROUP
REPORT

No major amendments to the Working Group Report have ¿sen
proposed. However, the need to reconcile the "global approach" to
"local problems" was stressed again and again.

AGREED RECOMMENDATIONS

A. By the Council, through its Secretariat, Chairperson and
Working Groups

The demand-driven nature of the Working Group on
Urbanization, as evidenced by the great interest shown by the
many WG members, was recognized. The Rabat Group has
recommended that there should be some way to actively
encourage the implementation of WG findings. The solution
envisaged was not the continuation of the Working Group, but
rather the establishment of a network of participating institutions
and individuals, building on the existing one. Such a network
would be a Council-mandated activity, to disseminate Working
Group findings and gather feedback from the field on ongoing
projects, to update the existing information bank and make it
available, and to undertake research on priority topics identified
in the WG Report.

B. By Council Members, iiidividuallij or collectively

A number of recommendations were made from the floor. Most
of them were directly or indirectly in support of the
recommendations put forward by the Working Group on
Urbanization.

It was felt that interested Council members should take part in the
above-mentioned network, that would not be a Council-
sponsored Working Group, but would have a WSSCC mandate
and would be made use of/supported by governments, bilateral
and multilateral agencies.

It was also pointed out that institutional and policy reform is
really an implementation issue which is unique to a given
situation. As such, beyond the further research that is required,
we must "structure the learning we are doing together".



The data collected by the Working Group, as well as its findings,
should be made available to Universities.

TOR should be developed for determining what the Council-
mandated network should do for the future.

IV TOOLS AVAILABLE

The areas of concern, basis for action and guidelines contained in
the Working Group Report were endorsed. Moreover, interest
was expressed in the lessons learned from the following cases
discussed fay the Rabat Group:

1. Analysis of the post-war situation in Lebanon.

2. The approach to tackling peri-urban sanitation problems adopted
in Curitiba, Brazil.

3. The work of the Orangi Pilot Project in Karachi, Pakistan.

4. The South African case, as outlined by the representative of the
African National Congress.

V UNRESOLVED ISSUES

1. Position to be adopted by ESAs when difficulties arise in the
application of the principle of cost recovery, such as a limited
appreciation of the role of pricing and a scarce willingess and
ability to pay for services, particularly common in the case of
sanitation.

2. The pressure on utilities to operate in the peri-urban sector solely
in accordance with an emergency perspective is very strong. Can
and should water be properly planned for and supplied to
unstable "illegal'1 settlements in cases in which they are likely to
be demolished and shifted?

3. Monitoring projects on the basis of what has been learnt by the
Working Group was proposed as a follow-up activity. Some felt
that this was not possible.

4.
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VI TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The recommendations on matters requiring further research and
empirical testing put forward in the Working Group Report have
been endorsed. Apart from those, the following
recommendations were made by the Rabat Group:

1. Further study of cost recovery from a more holistic viewpoint,
with particular regard to incentives.

2. Measures to be taken by utiJities for a step-by-step progression
towards full cost recovery and access to capital markets.

3. A study of the possible "paths" for incremental service
improvement in peri-urban areas ("upgrading agendas").

4. Establishment of clear criteria for technology choice by decision
makers, regarding both conventional and innovative options.

VII AGENCIES WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN FOLLOW-UP
ACTIVITIES

The organizations or countries that have shown interest in taking
part in the above-mentioned WSSCC Mandated Activity on
service^ for the urban poor are the following, in alphabetic order:
France. Italy (MAE/DCCS and CERFE), UNCHS (Habitat), USAID
and WEDC (UK). In additional informal contacts, Austria,
DANIDA, N'ORAD. SIDA, SDC and WaterAid expressed interest
in receiving information on the MA with ?. view to future
networking.

The above-mentioned countries and organisations would make
up the core of the new network and would be charged with jointly
preparing its Terms of Reference. The MA on services for the
urban poor would report on activities to the Council at its next

meeting.


